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All 26 NHL Teams and over 600 Players

Plus historic NHL team logos and jerseys

Proprietary Motion Capture Graphics

Momentum-based checking and

goaltender specific play styles

Actual NHL Playbook-Based A.L

Team scouting reports by Keith Tkachuk

Hi-Res Polygonal 3D Graphics

Numbers on sleeves, names on

sweaters and teams' third jerseys

Total Team Management

Create, trade, develop, sign

and release players

Variable Player Sizes

From mammoth defensemen

to speedy wingers
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The difference between winning and losing is in the details. Tape to tape passing. Penalty killing.

Checking. Finding the five hole. Keeping your skates out of the crease. Line changes. You think our

game should be any different? NHL Breakaway"98 is a powerhouse of freeze-frame detail: from advanced

coaching strategies to season and playoff stat tracking, This is a whole new level of hockey. Play it.

Microsoft

Win<to«<95 StGA SATURN

NINTENDO.^ sweat the details



For more information on gams rallngs conlact ihe ESRB at 1 -800-77' -3772 The NHL Shield is a registeroa iraOemark and NHL Breakaway is a tfadomark o) Ihe National Hockey League. All NHL logos and tf>e ftiarks and leam logos and marks

depicted herein ate iho property of the NHL and the respective teams and may nol be reproduced wilhoui ihe pnor written consent of NHL Enlerpnses. LP © 1997 NHL. All rights resen/ed National Hockey League Players' Association, NHLPA
and NHLPA logo are trademarks of the NHLPA and are used, under license, by Acclaim Eniertainment, Inc C NHLPA Nintendo 64 and ihe 3-D "N" logo are liademarks of Nintendo ol America Inc C 1996 Nintendo of Amenca Inc. PlayStation and the

PlayStalttn looo are Irademarlfs of Sony Computer Enterlainment. Inc. Sega and Seoa Saturn are trademarks ol SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD All nghls reaervod Windows is a reQialered trademarti of Microsoft Corporation C 1996 Microsoft Corporation All

_..
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olher irattemarks are trademarks ol Acclaim Entertainmem. Inc.
' cclaim Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved. Screen shots shown were taken from the PlayStation vi n of the vKleoganw

ACCLA/M'

www. acclaimsports.com

Keith Tkachuk
1996-97 NHL' Goal Scoring Champion
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T MUST BE IMPORTANT WHEN

22 MEN WILL GO TO WAR OVER A PIECE

OF LAND NO WIDER THAN THIS AD.

To a rare few, winning the war means

totally dominating the competition.

Miami Dolphins 72

Chicago Bears '85

NFLGameDoy'98
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Presenting Masters of Teras Kasi, an all-out fighting frenzy featuring 9 Star Wars

characters and introducing a new villain masterfully trained in the ancient martial

art of teras kasi. Battle through 9 action-packed arenas. Engage in weapon-to-

weapon or hand-to-hand combat. Wield lightsabers, blasters, flame throwers and

battle axes to engage in the ultimate conflict. Heck, even the I
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Empire never struck back this hard, www.lucasarts.com I
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tmm PLAYERS

Software 1997 Electronic Arts, John Madden Football, EA SPORTS, the EA i

1997 Players Inc, The PUYERS INC logo Is a trademark ol the NFL Players. Ti,.j-"

PlayStation game console. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademaii'iy

ol Sega Enterprises, Ltd. Super Nintendo Entertainment System is a registered!"''
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MADDEN
@98

1-888- MY- HOUSE

www.easports.com

It's caUed Liquid AI," chie/, and you belter get a heads'Up >,
on what it is before it crushes you like a little ant.

"^

'" the <^

IQO, liquid AI, and *lf it's in the game, it's in the game,' are trademarks or registered trademarks ot Electronic Arts in the U.S. and/or other countries. All rights reseived. Officially Licensed Product of the National Football League Players. ®
lid design is a registered trademark o1 the National Football League. Team names, nicknames, logos and other Indicia are trademarks of the teams Indicated. Tr^/©1997 NFLP. Licensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America for use with

Ony Computer Entertainment Inc. Sega Genesis and Sega Saturn are trademarks of Sega Enterprises. Ltd.Super Nintendo Entertainment System is a registered trademark of Nintendo of America Inc. Sega Genesis and Sega Saturn are trademarlcs

irit of Nintendo ol America Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Feature sets vaty among platlorms, 24-7 Hut!
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olliii I.oiulon as ilu- faithlul I^

or sw'urJ-wieldiiig Nadia. SoKu pu/z

ihai'll k'ad^ou to the evil Adam Cn

;A!

m
, I liloody fiooil lime injolly olil l,oii<)on.

The nightmare begiiiti October 51.

For more on this tale of terror, call

l-SOO-N:>()-lhSL'.

Or vLiit www.iiiijhtinare-ereature.i.coin

or www.kali.ito.coin
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AUTHEHTK FANTASTIC FOUR MOVES

IN 3D RENDERED ENUIROMENTS!

•"1. .'• • ,_ -^y.

FANTASTIC FOUR-PLAYER ACTION!

•^ *^g^*^" •

INTERACTIVE BACKGROUNDS MEANS

THE ACTION NEVER STOPS!

BAniE THE EVIL DR. DOOM

Woman and the distincii

^_. .- rating contaci the ESRB a1 1 -800-771 -3772, MARVEL COMICS, the Fantastic Four, the Thing. Mr, Fantastic, the Human Torch, the Invisible

e liknesses thereof are trademarks ol Marvel Characters, Inc., and are used vjith permission Copyright © 1997 Marvel Characters. Inc. All rights

vision and registered trademark ot Acclaim

nment, Inc. All rights reserved.

=: Jmcmti
www.acclaiinnation.com



CcHrer Feature

46 FINAL FANTASY Vri!

fc,. 46 Final Fantasy VII (ProReview) ^

^

Find out why Final Fantasy VII is the best PlayStation RPG of the year! i- '

48 Final Fantasy VII ProStrategy Guide flitf^lt •

-^ Parti of this three-part series takes you through Midgar and into the •'
Shinra building to conclude the first disc.

51 Final Fantasy Forever

The 16-Bit Gamer's Survival Guide explores Final Fantasy's
roots with a look at Final Fantasy II and III.
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56 Star Wars: Masters of Teras Kasi
Are you prepared to use the Force... in a fighting game?
LucasArts has empire-building plans for its first-ever fighter.

174 SWATPro Strategy Section

^
Castlevania: Die Hard Arcarfp (Saturn^
Symphony of the Night Bust up the baddies "McClane-style" with

f Snmphomrof rht Jiitihr PlayStation ProStrategy Guide complete list of special moves and attacks

Vampire hunters can track Drac and ewiATn
acquire Alucard's three forms (Wolf, Bat, and Mist) with

^VVATPro
this Castlevania map and guide. Cheats for Hexen, Dynasty Warriors, Dark I

SWATPro
Cheats for Hexen, Dynasty Warriors, Dark Rift, and morel

The Fighter's Edge
Mace: The Dark Age
(Arcade, Nintendo 64)

Learn the combos, special moves,

and more for 10 regular fighters, 4 time-

released fighters, and 2 hidden fighters.

<5^-^.

Cover: Courtesy ol Sotaj'CompiJler Entertainment ot America



Anyone can race on the ground.
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System wars:

winners and losers
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ProNews
No 3Dfx in Sega's future.

I
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Sub-Zero, Duke Nukem 64,
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Atomic Bombemian, Carma-

geddon, and more!

Hot at the Arcades
Mortal Kombat 4!
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ONE™ and ASC Games'" are trademarks of American Softworks Corporation. ONE™ is co-developed by Visual Concepts. ©1997 Americ
,

©1995 PEG Limited Partnership. PlayStation™ and the PlayStation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment

The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. All rights reserved.
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How do you spot a Sonic fanatic? Just look for the gold rings. Sonic Jam for Sega Saturn combines the 4 best-

selling Sonic games in new 32-Bit brilliance on one stellar CD. Plus you can cruise the 3D Sonic Museum, Braj

packed with Sonic memorabilia. So get Sonic Jam. Unless you've got holes in your head. Uh, bad example. HHq
Sega is registe ce Seea Saluni and Sonic iain are trademarks ol SEGA. iSI997 SEGA. P. 0. Box 8097. Redwood City. CA 94063. All rights rese
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1-888-VIE-COM1

©Disney All righls reserved. Published by Virgin

Vjrgin Interactive Entertamment, Inc. 18061 Fitct

iteraclivepMertamment. Inc Virgin is a regis

Avenue, Irvine, CA 92614 USA
Licensed by Sony Computet Entertainment America tor use wilh the PlayStation game console PlaySlalion'

The rating icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association Manufactured and -" - '
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Sony Computer Entertainment Inc,
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Survive the Hero Training Gauntlet.

Action Game

Zeus has answered your prayers. And now, it's time to take your

place among the gods in this hot new PlayStation ' game console

adventure. Explore three worlds of 3-D gameplay right out of

Disney's Hercules movie-with the original character voices, sound

ects and music. Mangle monsters like Hydra and the Cyclops.

jninate the Titans. Save Thebes from a hostile takeover. Hey,

uame can make you immortal!

Watch out for snake-

headed Meduia and her

flaming Venom Spil.

Ui u -

iil-time 5-D landscapes

ind special effects are

- cool when you're

'; protecting Mt. Olympus

I
from a fire-breathing

* ^"w attack.

'jO.

your enemies

• Power Sword.

-<t-^^\
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Jhink fast or the Cyclops will get you.

Slay multiple heads as you

face the vicious Hydra.

m
"<v., I

Includes special five-color disc.

otana

^¥'

if^V^^ PlayStation

- Also available on PC CD-ROM.

^m/hercuies m*^^



Race The Road Less

Maneuver around Hoods, rock slides

and collapsed bridges in treacherous

weather conditions like rain and snow.

Challenge up to lour players with split-

screen and multlplayer link-up modes —
or compete against seven CPU racers.

Race one of 40 super-charged vehicles

on worid-class tracks that feature oft-

read short-cuts and stunning graphics.

O 1W
,

tukxhiivx Umiud I ublislial .ml dwnbuuj hy AtmiMuji, ln> Aimam is a xf/MKii Irailcmark and Grand Tour Racing is a trademark of Acuvision, Inc Ur and Dnvcr® is a Kgislerrd Iradcmark ol Hachnic Fllipacchi
Magazints, Int

.

us-d under Ikciist bj' Atlmsi,m, Ini All nglus iv5cr%cd Licensed by Sony Compuicr Enlenainmcnl Amcnca for use wih che PbyStation game console Pla)6[anon and ihe PlaySlalion loRos are iradcmarks ol
iony Lompurer Enlenainmcm Inc. The ralings icon is a irademark of ihe Inleiaclive Digllal SofMie AssiXlalion. All olher Irademarks and Irade names arc rhc propemcs of ibeir respcclivc owners wwcViKIivisuin cum
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ijraveled.
Grand Tour Racing' '

'98 takes racing off the track.

.Dakar olT-road competition across the shores of Easter Island.

A rally through Scotland. An Indy-car event in Moscow.

Race on. . .and off the racetrack. Challenge the boundaries of

MX exotic locales in 40 high-speed vehicles. Master the most

prestigious racing circuits around the globe for one of eight

international teams. Join the Tour tough enough to earn the

distinction as the official racing game from the #1 automotive

publication. Car and Driver® presents Grand Tour Racing '98.

EUTfiCHNIYX'

THE orriciAL

CARSDRIVER.
R A C I N (. C. A M I

It's A Big World. Race It.

The Race Begins September 1997.



This game rips asplialt. Whife-

knucl<le the wheel and feel those

raw nerves pulse. 230 mph. Crashes

J'OO'SCff
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so realistic, you'll beg for salve.

Add a little split-screen action so

you can taunt your friends. Formula 1



has been reborn. Grab hold, Pierre.

The back of your neck is going for

aride. W1IIIW.pS||IIIIS.GII

W i^^^Kt 31 'aaaipiBBSbip Uitian fcV

'./gnosis,U Psygnosis logo, Fomiula.1 and Fotmjla 1 Champloiiship Ediliof) ate iraimm a regislered ttaaarafe ii^&m-7 Psygnosis Lid. Aa RIGHTS RESERVED. Ucsnscd by Famula One AdminKtration LTI
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• HO* moves

• GO eA<ircie"ter tnoJe/s
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LOOSE
.looks to be one 'damned' fine ga"
and should prove one of the '1^

titles we'll see this fall se«l|
— P.S.X., August

"The game uses large 3D levels

riety of unique styles (...) filled with

s and ennemies that pose a serious

challenge to the player"
— Next Generation Online, May '97

"...lavish cartoon-style graphics

offer gamers a fun-filled action

^ platform experience."
k —PS Extreme, July '97

JenayDevtl is a trademark o) Megatoon stu(

>9«oii aMBaySlatlon logos
-

'

^m Cemoaer entertaiiimenl.mc
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/ that Sony and Nintendo have announced tneir aomi-

nance of the video game market (you'll hear barely a

squeak from Sega on the subject), the argument rages again

over which is the better system. And again the answer is...

Well, there is no clear answer. Gamers pretty much stay loyal

to the system that best fits their needs. Sports gamers stay with

«..,,,«^_______.^^______ the PlayStation,

Gamers Pretty Much Stay ^^^'°" ^^"^ ''^^

Loyal to the System That ?' ^^'^' '"'^

. BEST FITS THE.R NEEDS ^^^^•——^^-^——^-^-^^-^^
jpggjj Qf ^^^ 53f.

•n. Oh, and some still have a Perot-like fascination (like reader

/Ian Dunlap; see letter at right) with the Jaguar, too.

But third-party software companies (like Westwood Studios,

sas we say in our reply to the reader Jayson LaDenux) are stay-

-Hhg away from the Saturn in droves, which is interesting in light

of news stories that Sega is working on a new 64-bit system

(see "ProNews," September). Will fans of the Saturn be willing to

shell out more money to move to the next level? And where are

the levels going to stop?

The CamePros

comments.gamepro@ganiepro.coni

San Mateo, CA J'

U Not Fair?

: seems like every time you

Ireview a game that is the

same for both the PlayStation

and the Saturn, the PlayStation

|game ends up with better rat-

ings. Die Hard Trilogy is a

|perfect example. Is the Play-

Station just a better system?

How come Sega is falling so

ly? In my opinion, the

MHL.TIPI.AVEB
•PTISMS

lMf"P* m
Saturn's Independence Day..

MUL.TaPL.AYES
OPTIONS

"•S.^^P''P"
...and Independence Day on the

PlayStation

Saturn games that really outdo

the PlayStation are Sega Rally

Championship, Virtua Fighter,

Virtua Fighter 2, and Panzer

Dragoon 2. How come Doom
for the PlayStation is awesome
and for the Saturn it sucks? Is

Sega not using the Saturn pro-

ductively? Is the Saturn capa-

ble of producing the same

graphics as the PlayStation?

Please give me some answers.

Jayson LaDenux
Petaluma, CA

Think about it. The PlayStation

can handle video cut-scenes

better (check out the opening

of the two Independence Day
games), and it can process

polygons more smoothly (Com-

pare Criticom for the Play-

26 ) October 1887

Station with Criticom for the

Saturn). Is Sega capable of

producing the same graphics?

Yes. Can the Saturn do it bet-

ter than the PlayStation? No.

On Command

I'm
a big fan of Command

& Conquer for the Saturn.

Are there any plans to put the

sequels to C&C on the Saturn

market?

Jeff Butchelor, St. Louis, MO

At this time, Westwood Stu-

dios (the makers of Com-

mand & Conquer) has not

announced plans to bring

any other games to the Sat-

urn. Red Alert, the sequel to

C&C, is being planned for

the PlayStation, however

Yeah, Right!

The Nintendo 64 is the

best game system to

date. Yeah, right! The best sys-

tem to date is the Atari Jaguar,

duh! Although it has the same

components as the N64, it

has something the N64 does-

n't—two RISC processors. Why
did they Atari the Jaguar?

Dylan Dunlap, Bay City, TX

Whatever!?! Like, the Jaguar,

ya know, it like rules, right?

The Jaguar lacked a large li-

brary ofgreat games so the

hardware never took off like

the N64.

Ad Nauseum
(recently rented Turok: Di-

nosaur Hunter and Doom
64 for my Nintendo 64. When-

ever I played them, I would

get a headache and feel sick.



A video game has never caused

me to feel sick before. I tried

to return Doom 64, but the

manager said I didn't have a

valid reason to return it. I think

if a video game causes any sick-

ness, then that's valid enough.

Aren't video games tested

for side effects like this? Did ei-

ther of those games make any

of your reviewers feel sick? I

believe the manufacturers and

rental companies have a re-

sponsibility to ensure the well-

being of the consumer.

Dexter 79, via Internet

The only games that make

our reviewers sick are tlie

bador^es, like Battle Monsters.

As far as testing, there is a

disclaimer in the instruction

booklet of most games that

says if you feel sick, stop play-

ing. Since only a small portion

of the population gets sick

playing these types of games,

game companies feel the risk

is minimal. You basically "as-

sume the risk" when playing.

Finish Him,

Wayne

In
issue 96 (see "Sports

Pages," September '96) you

said there would be fatalities

after the fights in Wayne Gret-

zky's 3D Hockey for the Nin-

tendo 64. 1 bought the game

and haven't seen anything like

that. What's up?

Jon Mulholland

Zumbro Falls, MN

Originally, Wayne Cretzky's 3D
Hockey for the N64 was sup-

posed to have finishing moves.

Midway, however, removed

them from the final version.

St. Elmo's Ire

In
your June issue, the "Art

Attack" section featured

a picture entitled "Mangle Me

Elmo." The art displays a pic-

ture that is supposed to look

like Elmo holding a sword sur-

rounded by Bert's limbs. I am
writing to tell you how ap-

palled I am. You even made it

your Pick of the Month, which

is even worse. In the future, I

would like to see less violence

in the pictures you select.

J. Gonzalez

Corpus Christ!, TX

Who are you, Ernie the muppet?

Wait until you see what we did

to Big Bird.

Shirts Happen

(sent in a tip, along with my
name and address, in an

attempt to get my name in

the magazine and a GamePro

t-shirt. After I sent it, the tip

appeared in your very next is-

sue (#104), but my name was

not by the tip, nor were there

any other names by any of

the other tips. Are you run-

ning low on t-shirts or just

taking all the credit?

Phil Sampognaro
Independence, OH

We're running low on shirts.

Actually, we got the tip from

the company that makes

the game before we

got the one you

sent in. Keep

trying though

GameProt

\i

\
^ o„^j. ^

mm/'

If If don't gimme a nintemloM quickly me shell half to

choo chore possum wit a knh/e.

Aninymouse

Whaddava Think?

This is your magazine, so tell us what you'd

like to see in it. Send your suggestions to:

GamePro Magazine
Dear Editor

P.O. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

E-mail us your comments through America Online

at Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address:

comments.gamepro|)gamepro.com
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By The Watch Dog

It's the beginning of fall and 1 can already feel

my hir standing on end because of the chill.

Hopefully, the following answers to readers' complaints

will at least warm the tempered gamers.

Q I'm having prob-

lems loading my
saved games for

Triple Play '98 by Electronic Arts.

I can never finish a season, even

with a completely empty Sony-

licensed memory card. Why?

Stephanie Bowlds

Lexington, KY

A:
Are you striking out wWi saved
Triple Play '98 games?

An Electronic Arts customer service rep

responds:

"This is a known but very sporadic problem. As of

now, we are unsure what is causing this problem, and can only

offer possible solutions that have worked with other copies of

Triple Play '98:

Unplug the second controller when playing a one-player game.

Don't answer the trivia question at the beginning of the game.

Rotate your saved seasons on the memory card, using no
more than four slots.

« Delete saved games instead of overriding them when you
need an extra slot."

The Watch Dog adds:

Count on Electronic Arts making an announcement on how to

correct this problem as soon as this "foul-up" has been resolved.

Q^ 1 heard that the Sega Saturn Came Shark by Inter-

act lets you play Japanese games on American Sat-

" urn consoles. Is this true?

Christopher Barnes

Brooldyn, NY

A:
The Watch Dog
replies:

Yes, it's true. By

putting the Came Shark in your

American Saturn, you can play

all the hit Japanese games that

never made it to the states. But

be forewarned: Using any non-

licensed products such as the

Game Shark endangers your

system, and you run the risk

of games malfunctioning or

not working at all.

Danger Japanese games found

in Sharif-infested waters!

Q I recently rented Blast Corps for my Nintendo 64.

When I got home and turned on the game, 1 no-

ticed that every level had already been completed.

How can 1 delete the saved material?

GWiz92002

via Internet

A:
A Nintendo cus-

tomer service

rep responds:

'To delete any saved games,

hold down the Start button be-

fore you turn on your N64." OA/ecffve; Destroy everyUiing in

your patli, even your saved game!

Q:
Sometimes when I

play Mortal Kom-

bat Trilogy for the

Nintendo 64, the game freezes

and locks up for no apparent

reason. Why?

Nam Nguyen

Portland, OR

A:
To morpii or not to morph, Hat Is

ttie question.

A Nintendo customer service rep explains:

"The game should not be freezing up at all un-

less you are playing with Shang Tsung. Appar-

ently, when you are about to finish your opponent and you

have morphed into a different

LYbuMoka the Call 1

Having problems with hardware

or software from Nintendo, Sony,

or Sega? Here are the customer-

I

sen/ice numbers to call:

Nintendo: 800/255-3700

Sega: 800/872-7342

Sony: 800/345-7669

character using Shang Tsung,

the game will sometimes

freeze up. You may want to

exchange your game for an-

other copy of MK Trilogy or

Just not play the game using

Shang Tsung at all. If the game

freezes up any other time,

then you probably have a de-

fective game. You should call

Midway at (903) 874-5092 for

further assistance."

t GamePm, listening is what we do best. When you have a

problem with a product or feel you've been ripped off, we
I want to know. If you have a complaint about a product,

I write to:

GamePro's Buyers Beware
R 0.80x5828
San Mateo, CA 94402

wmm
Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address:

buyers_beware.gamepro@gamepro.com

GAMEPRO (^o} Octolier 1997
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• Exclusive PlayStation game console features

including never before seen secret arenas,

pumped up CD soundtrack, and full-blown

support for the Sony analog control pad.

• Over 60 sweltering arenas spread out ofj^r 6

massive cities.

• A massive arsenal of weaponry including the

groundbreaking sniper mode. Zoom in and pick

off your enemies from over two miles away
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Sega Calls Off
Console Deal
With 3DfX
White the rumor mill continues to churn out questionable information about

Saga's hardware plans, this much has been confirmed: The company's next

console system won't feature 3Dfx chips inside.

3Dfx Interactive, creators of the advanced graphics technology used in top

PC graphics cards and in Atari's San Francisco Rush arcade game, had been working

under contract with Sega to develop a new chipset for

use in Sega's newest hardware project (with the

rumored codename of Black Belt). That work

was brought to an abrupt halt when Sega told

3 Dfx the deal was off.

While Sega declined to comment further,

ifs rumored that the company is eyeing NEC's PowerVR

chipsets for its next big project instead, even though Sega

already has $2 million invested in 3Dfx. Greg Ballard, CEO for 3Dfx, said that he was

"disappointed" in Sega's decision, but pointed out that Sega was only a fraction of

its business. 3Dfx's Voodoo chipset is gaining momentum in the PC gaming communi-

ty, and the company's technology was also used in Atari's Mace: The Dark Age and

Konami's Hang Pilot coin-op games, as well as in Midway's upcoming NFL Blitz.

It's doubtful that this situation will set 3Dfx back too much; a few days after

the Sega announcement, 3Dfx posted quarterly earnings in excess of $6 million. Sega

fans, meanwhile, now only know what they won't be getting, and have no clue of

what they will. The Saturn is still Sega's top priority, the company reports, and its

next major move remains a mystery.

nbintendo President

Retire in

000

D
Nintendo of Japan President

Hiroshi Yamauchi recently told

Japan's Asahi newspaper that

he would "work until the year

2000," then step down from his

Opost.
"I can't work forever," the

69-year-old executive told the

paper. "Now is the time to think

about this period of my career."

Mr. Yamauchi's plan is to re-

E_

main at his post until the long-

^ awaited G4DD is released and
I has time to entrench itself. "The

machine will cause a revolution

I
in the industry," he said in Asahi.

"I want to make sure the 64DD

changes the face of gaming,

although if my thinking is

wrong, I want to see that, too."

No update was given on the

64DD's development, and no

possible successors were named.

After the 64DD
lakes hold in two
years, Nintendo
prez Hiroshi
Yamauchi plans
to retire.

Z"iAxis is working on NBA Fast Break

64, the first five-on-five hoops game for the

~ N64. Set to be released this November, the

1 game has already made a huge impression

on GamePro editors with its amazing graphics and cool list of

innovative features. Check future issues for more information

on what could be the hottest hoops game of the year.

returning to those dub-filled streets

wMi Road Rash 3D for the PlayStation. While

info's sHIl scarce on this recently started title, the

Lj _^j—I development team's being led by Randy Breen,

creator of the Road Rash series, and will feature 3D graphics,

gang-based mayhem, and courses with branching paths. More

details soon!

GAMEPRO ^^ October 1007
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nnect your game console to Scuba^" instead of a TV. And take your games

I whole new level of intensity. Incredible visuals. Dynamic stereo sound. Zero

tractions. Now you don't just play the game, you're in the game. Scuba lets

play whenever and wherever you want. It's compatible with Sega Saturn,™

ntendo 64,™ Sony PlayStation™ and all other NTSC consoles. To get totally

nersed call 1-888-SCUBA-FX or visit us at www.scubafx.com

I a Scuba in "The Game" virtual sweepstakes. Enter at unmv.scubajx.com

197 Phitipt Electronics North America Corporation. Scuba is a trademark of Philips Electronics. AH trademarks /trade names are

ties of their respective owners.

PHILIPS MAGNAVOX
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Football Croat
Joo Montana
Suos Sega
Football great Joe Montana says Sega
has fumbled on its latest football game—and he's enforcing
a $5 million penalty.

In July, the star ex-quarterback of the 49ers and Chiefs
filed a lawsuit against Sega in San Mateo Supe-

rior Court. The suit claims that Sega breached
Montana's license agreement in regard to a

football game that was slated for release
earlier this year. Claiming that he lost

I
money and other business opportunities

I
while negotiating with Sega, Montana is

I
seeking general, special, and punitive
damages totaling $5 million.

Sega, meanwhile, maintains that the
contract Montana claims was breached

I no longer applies.

Joe Montona talks
lawsuits—not sports—
with Sega.

-• -..^a it

3D0

M2's New Puirposc

Everything But Gam€
The good news? The long-delayed M2
technology will finally be put to use.

The bad news? It won't show up as a

new game console. I

Electronics giant

Matsushita, which paid

$100 million to 3D0

in 1995 for exclusive

rights to the M2 tech-

nology, recently ac-

quired M2's full rights

by returning over 3

million shares of stock

to 3D0. Not long after, Matsushita an-

nounced that M2's new destiny would

not be inside a game console, but in

industrial and educational applications

like digital TVs instead.

This is all the more surprising

considering that 3D0 had unveiled

World Championship Racing to the

gaming press just a few months earlier.

Still, Matsushita says it called off its

game plans because the console market

is too competitive for a new company

to launch a system.

Considering

the war cur-

rently being

waged on store

shelves, perhaps its

decision was the right one.

ystem.

LJ i^B^^^aS] '^•••^ O' tepan announced that it is

"^iWk: developing its first Nintencle64 tiHe. a 3D

^^^^^^^

basebaligametaiiede^^Pst- Namco has
^^'s™ been an exdusive Sony licensee and the strong-

est IhW-pany supporter of the PlayStation since its launch two
yea« ago. Although there are no plans to bring Famistar 64 to
America, there are certainly possibilities for future Namco titles

on the N64 now that the companies are working together again.

namco
UMEPRO ^^

~~Sn Midway Home Entertainment
'

<-
'fi'ently signed a deal to distribute Crystal

; \ 'r'^
Dynamics' upcoming tide Gex: Enter the

'-'—^ 'or the PlayStation and lh« PC Mid-
way will also distribute Crystals PaB«<ef««ni„m 2,
which is also for the PC and PlayStation. Addi- -> ^
tionally, Midway has committed to release

Gex for the Nintendo 64. ^

Octobep 1937
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V
16 MULTI LAYERED
ARENAS OF COMBAT
(onlain hidden rooms and secret levels for

a vicious challenge at every turn

TRANSFORM INTO YOUR KILLS

and steal their pov^ers for any hope of surviv

A FUTURISTIC WEAPONS ARSENAL
housing the most lelhol weaponry ever mode

2~PLAYER SPLIT-SCREEN DEATHMATCH
OR COOPERATIVE MODE ON PLAYSTATION'
AND LAN MODEM SUPPORT ON PC

Download the demo at

www.machinehunter.com

Id on for two-fisted
^'action in a wild new
PlayStation shooterljl

" NexV Generation On'^

y CLASSES OF OROIOS

ig llion ihe latl

Developed hy

Windows 95 ><<

MBAT CHALLENGE you musl firsi

e enemy - ihen fake over ibeir bodies ond
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Saturn Bomberman"'

hard sf

www.segaxom
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W
y should the military have ail the fun^ Now you too can blow people away from across the country. Saturn NetLink brings

full screen, full speed online gaming smack dab into your sweet little home. When you're done kicking long distance butt
surf the net, trade e-mail, or chat with others through the NetLink Browser* And now you can score a Saturn NetLink with
two bonus games for a piddly $993-^. Remember, someone, somewhere, wants to take you out. Get them first.

Speeowav Co,po..,o,,, .se. ...cense .0. catena P.ope?.,es. Sa.f;Br.tl^^^^^^
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Origin's massive leap forward m online gaming
has the best ending even None at all.

By Dan Elektro

' magine a game that

.. takes place before

you were born and lasts longer than you will.

Even when some role-playing titles take dozens

of hours to finish, fans are always craving

longer quests. Origin has the answer: an ad-

venture-filled world you can explore—with a

few thousand other brave souls—for hundreds

and hundreds of hours, and the game still
'

won't be over. Such is the potential of online

gaming, and Ultima Online stands ready to

tap that potential at last.

GREAt BKJtAnniA
Ultima Online takes place in the realm of Bri- :

tannia, the setting for the popular Ultima se-

ries of medieval fantasy games. Of course,

the old versions of Britannia were populated only with the figments of

creator Lord British's imagination. Now the realm is filled with warriors

m±

FXPLORTTTG
T 7t tTTTT A OniinE

URL" http://www.owo.com

Hardware requirements: Pen-

tium 90, Windows 95, 16 MB RAM,

100 MB on hard drive. Quad-speed

CD-ROM drive, 16-bit sound card,

14.4k modem, Internet connection

Available: Fall '97

Cost: Not available at press time

and wizards, bards and blacksmiths,

alchemists and assassins—most

of whom are controlled by living,

thinking adventurers perched be-

hind their PC keyboards.

Britannia doesn't cease to ex-

ist when you log off. The world

and its events continue all day,

every day. Like the real world,

Britannia requires \
skill and smarts to sur- y
Vive. Some people are nice; some are out to

get you. If someone double-crosses you in

Britannia, it's perfectly acceptable to hunt

them down and lop off their head. Just be

; ready for the moral consequences, because

' your actions have ramifications on your repu-

tation as well as your overall progress.

REAL FAK.E REALitY
While this isn't the first persistent universe

^, / to appear online (text-based multiuser dun-

•. •/ geons [MUDs] and 3D0's Meridian 59 came

first), Ultima Online features unusually deep,

detailed gameplay. Britannia is downright im-

mense, spanning almost 200 million square

feet of virtual terrain—not counting the underworld's fully explorable

dungeons. If it snows, you may need to kill an animal for its fur. Need

a new weapon? Locate a blacksmith, and cut a deal. Buy yourself a

horse, or maybe even a house. As you practice your skills, they im-

prove, be it forging swords or playing a lute. Join local guilds, then

travel with allies to tackle adventures. If you die, you'll wander the

land as a ghost until someone resurrects you—in the meantime, how-

ever, others can raid your corpse for its belongings.

With an enormous world, eternally changing environments, and al-

most limitless possibilities, Ultima Online has the potential to com-

pletely revamp the way Internet

.'^^ .'?\_ 1
games are played. There's noth-

.'•^ ''i
'^%-.. ** ing final about this fantasy. Q

I
iK. 1

MM^
Choose your character's gender, skin

lone, hair color, and length, then un-

leash them into Britannia.

Conversations are handled directly on- Things look pretty gray when you're

screen without the use of a clunky dead—but the world of the living Is

chat window. still yours to explore.

E-mail us your comments through America Online

at Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address:

comments.gamepro@gamepro.com
Call up your stats any time during

a game to see what you have and

what you've earned.

GAMEPRO ^^ Octaber 1997
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SheU break

yourheakt.

Crush YOUR BonES.

KjcKYOU into

a lava pit.

Theh sheU sheer

ATYOURWEAPOa

(AnD she's onE of the nicE onES.)
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Its Mice - "Hie Dirk Age. Tlie most griphiallij shinning 3D pghting giine to

ever come home. In fict, Next Cenention S4ys, rlice is well on its WAg to being

the best 3-D pghting gime for Nintendo S4 ". Tliere ire 10 deith-seeking

idversiries, t>yo devilishly difficult bosses ind seven hidden chiricters. Eich one

with i deidly wapon or two And so ming moves And combos thAt you'll need a

high pAin threshold just to wAtch. A word to the wise! if you re getting your fAce

kicked in, we suggest you hit the 3-D Dodge Button ~ it might just SAve your butt.

Not to mention your life.

EVERYTHinc'S A WEAPOn.

Mace ~ The Dark Age"*©1997 Atari Games Corp. All riqhis

reserved. Miclway is a registered trademark ol Midway Games Inc.

Mace - The Dark Age and all character names ate traderriartis ot

Atari Games Corp. Dislribuled by Midway Home Enlertainmeni Inc.

under license. Nintendo, Nintendo M and the 3-D "N" logo are

trademarks ol Nintendo of America Inc ©1997 Nintendo ol

America Inc. PlaySlalion and tfie PlayStation logos are trademarks
"' Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.

Cft>MIDWAY
Limii

m?FM*^M*^M^M*^M*^,»^t^MJlii
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It s a deadly

international mission where your

ly chance of survival will be your precision

giin control, your razor-sharp aim and your

impeccable sense of style. Good thing

you're James Bond. In the new GoldenEye

for N64, you've got a 360-degree range,

18 weapons and a license to kill.

Hope your tux is pressed. .^T/j^

^ NINTENDO'^'*

1^*

AOL@keyword:NOA
www.nintendo.com
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NEVER UNDERESTIMATE

THE POWER OF PLAYSTATION"
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inal Fantasy VII has finally

landed on the shores of

I
Video Came America, and this

I
Fantasy is for real! FFVII is in

fact the best 32-bit RPC around.

For the record, and every RPC

homey should know this, FF

I developer Square has stated

that the PlayStation is the only

system that can handle FFVII,

and it's loaded three CDs with

gameplay to back up that pos-

turing. However, Final Fantasy

,,J would be a great RPC no mat-

\
ter what the hardware.

Final Fantasy VII is a deep, lush

game that consumes you with

a compelling story line. Unlike

most games. Final Fantasy's

•< story line is a major drawing

card. The tale centers around

a sword-wielding mercenary

named Cloud Strife and a mot-

ley band of Earth-first revolu-

tionaries called Avalanche

who are trying to prevent the

evil Shinra Corporation from

draining their world's energy.

The unfolding of Cloud's tale

I
Gorgeously rendered

3D cinemas and excel-

lent combat animation push the

graphics quality beyond that of

any other RPG. Even the sharply

angled polygonal characters

come alive thanks to sweetly

subtle body movements.

is dramatic, sentimental, and

touching in a way that draws

you into the characters. To

further that. Square didn't shy

away from using lengthy dia-

logue boxes to convey heavy

emotion. This bold use of pre-

cious CD space is impressive,

but the flip side is that the

storytelling is lengthy, involved,

and definitely too dialogue-

heavy for pre-teen attention

spans. There are also swear-

words and adult situations, but

nothing more extreme than any

night of prime-time

TV viewing.

PROTIP: Tent revi-

talizes your entire

party. Load up be-

foreyouleave

PROTIP: At shops In

Ute early MIdgar

stages, spend Gil

freely to stock up on essentials

like HP-restoring PoUon, MP-
restoring Ether, and life-restor-

ing Phoenix Down.

PROTIP: Scroll shop menus
that appear full to reveal

mwe items.

The New Age music Is

I
right-on for the overall

fantasy atmosphere. Even though

the effects are minimal, they're

timely and cute.

FFVII reveals Cloud's travails via

a series of sometimes stunning

polygon-rendered cinema

scenes, excellently animated

combat, and extensive charac-

ter dialogue sequences. The

background art in particular

is out of this world, with fan-

tastic structures, bizarre color

schemes, and a Blade Runner-

esque styling.

At first, the luxurious back-

grounds seem to clash with

the character graphics,

which are average-looking

blocky polygons. How-

ever, the animation does

a wondrous job of

melding subtle movements

and mannerisms with the dia

logue to bring the characters
i

to life.

Fantasy's combat definitely

looks cool, as fighters bust

their moves in slick, anime-

style animation. There's also a

nightmare's load of monsters

that all sport unusual designs,

A murderous living house,

man-zapping plants, and

a gross sewer king are just

the beginning of FF's

malicious roster.

I

J

The menu-driven inter-

face is excellently tuned,

while the innovative Materia

magic system lets you experi-

ment to create custom spells.

Exploring a massive

world, experimenting

with spells and weapons, encoun-

ters with weird creatures, and

a soap opera-ish story line are

a kick and a half. FFVII has "clas-

sic" written all over it.

F I N Fantasy V I I

tAMEPRI (S) October 1197



FFVII's menu system Is smooth

and easy to use. Note that He
ciaA runs In real time even as

you access the menu.

Final Fantasy's gameplay rocks,

thanks to a nicely crafted inter-

face that's smooth, slick, and

fun. While the action's basi-

cally menu-driven, you shuffle

through the deck with ease to

deal out spells and weapons

attacks and cut deals for items

d magic power-ups. You also

____ se^upWim
S^.-S^ adult snuatioas. Here the dirty

M

PROTIP: At the Formations menu,

set up your party with

low defense charac-

ters or characters

armed with long-

range weap-

ons in the rear.

PROTIP: Sleeping

or staying at an Urn

maxes out your

entire party's Hit

Points (HP) and
f/laqlc Points (MP).

PROTIP: In ATB mode, the longer

you take to move from one place

to another, the more likely you

are to be ambushed.

PROTIP: fferis's IMpit power,

Healing Wind, reSores HP to

form parties, but here the char-

acters in a party change ac-

cording to events in the story.

The combat system can be

modified for turn-based game-

play or an almost-real-time com-

bat mode called Active Time

Battle (ATB). ATB, which allows

enemies to attack you if you

take too long to make a move.

uppower,
aUaMmoMMiljiouikm^uSt
lt,l^iBaifytogoJheaexHtne

is a great technique that adds

tension and randomness to the

traditionally slow RPG fights.

Another slick combat high-

light is the Limit attack system.

If a character takes a sustained

beating during a battle, a selec-

table special move becomes

available. The Limit looks cool

as it causes mucho damage.

Hatala enables you to bust destructtve magic moves nke Bolt and Ice,

but it enables you to heal and cure, too.

>0
1

Materia

iftl

VlMt

M4<MP *02y.

o4'
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The Materia menu
enables you to mix

X^
-^.^^

j

up your own magic. ii^
2S9i 46!> mtmmBlt^Bm

Multiple gameplay views during coaAat se-

quences spice up Fantasy's fights.
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and each character eventually

develops several Limit attacks.

You can also make your own

Fantasy magic. Magic powers

are fueled by Materia, which

you must attach to your weap-

ons and armor to make them

potent. Materia exists in a va-

riety of types which you must

find or buy. Combining differ-

ent Materia produces different

effects, and part of FFVII's kick

is experimenting with different

combinations.

If you'd like to unleash your

imagination on a huge, rich

video-game world for a few

days, take this Final.

Final Fantasy VII definitely

moves at a steady RPC pace,

but it's time well spent. Any

gamer looking for a good fan-

tasy can end the search here.

Final Fantasy VII

(By Sony Computer Entertainment)

Available September

Role-playing game

1 player

Challenge: Intermediate

Replay value: Medium

ESRB rating: Teen



n this first installment of our

three-part survival guide, we
take you through the sus-

I

pended city of Midgar and its

surrounding slums. We have
no desire to spoil the elab-

orate story and the many
mysteries of this epic. We've

tried to keep the informa-

tion as basic and cryptic as pos-

sible, so we won't get into detailed

descriptions about the plot. How-
ever, we couldn't avoid some
spoilers, so we suggest you don't

read any of this unless you're

I

truly stumped.

I

Note: This strategy guide is from the

Japanese version of Final Fantasy VII,

so some names may have changed.

'

Check the first soldiers you fight

for potions.

The first boss, Guard Scor

pion, is a mechanical monster,

but it's weak against electrical

spells. Zap it with Cloud's Thunder
spell. Follow Cloud's instructions

or you'll be fried by a retaliatory

laser blast. When the boss is de-

feated, arm Barett with his new
weapon.

Ml mechanical monsters are
weak against electricai spelis.

Guard Scorpion Is no exception.

By running back to the starting point, you should be able
to beat the countdown easily—even if you fight every
time. To run from battle, simultaneously press and hold

LI,L2, Rl, and R2. Don't forget

to rescue your friend on the way
back, though.

Dont aitch your friend or you
mil face dire consequences.

You will lie able to beat ttw clock
wtUt four minutes to spare, even
ifyou decide to ngM.

You can run from guards or
fight them three times. The end

result is the same, so

fightonly ifyou want

more Experience

Points and cash.

®^^!7I3Sfijra KIimwiiEI
After spending the night at the

bar, you will finally get to equip

your characters with Materia.

Cloud already has Materia from
the start, so now you can buy
more for the others.

Be sure to stop by the Begin-

ner's Hall where you will find the

All Materia. Equip this Materia as

a pair (in linked Materia ports)

on a weapon or armor for cast-

ing spells on all enemies or self

and friends. You can toggle be-

tween all or a single target with

,

LlandRl.

When the countdown starts, run

toward the front of the train.

You should have enough time to

stop and hear what the passen- k

gers have to say.

Keep running to die right during

the countdown.

Don't bother coming forward (to-

ward the screen); you'll just run

into guards and a dead end. It's

best to keep moving away.
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Air Buster is a mechanical boss,

so use electricity to frazzle its

circuits. This is a good time to

use your Thunder spell.

rU" Buster with pliyslcal

'ada from behind to Inflict

'more damage, then nail It with

Thunder spells.

Tell your friend to wait and then

climb up to the rafters. Once at

the top, go to the barrel on the

far left first, pick it up, and drop

t. Then, move to the barrel at

:he back, pick it up, and drop it.

Finally, move to the barrel at the

far right, pick it up, and drop it.

Between each barrel drop, tell

your friend to wait. You can also

run, but that could involve fight-

ing. Either way, the outcome is

the same.

Roll the left, rear, and right bar-

rels in sequence off the rafters.

After sneaking out of your friend's

house, go to the garden to the

right to find the Shield Materia

and fit it on Cloud. Cloud can

now leap in front of his friends

to protect them from enemies'

physical attacks.

First, make a visit to the House

of Honey Bees at the bottom right

of the Wall Market area. Chat with

the people there, then head to

Don Corneo's mansion at the far

north of the Wall Market.

If you want Cloud to be

chosen, do the following (if

not, just get any dress

and wig): Co to the

clothing boutique, talk

to the clerk, then

talk to the tailor

in the bar. An-

swer his two

questions by *

choosing the

second choice

for each to get the best dress.

Next, head to the gym and talk

to the attractive lady (actually a

guy in drag) about a wig. You

need to win the contest here to

get the best wig, so save first

and repeat as necessary.

Co to the diner, order any-

thing, then choose the second

answer when asked about your

meal. Take the coupon to the

chemist shop and trade it for

some stomach (or digestive) pills.

Take the pills to the bar and

hand them to the person in the

bathroom to get the best cologne

Co to the Materia shop and

chat with the clerk. Per his re-

quest, stay at the inn and buy

him a 200 Gil item to obtain the

best tiara.

Co to the bottom right of the

Wall Market and obtain a ticket to

the House of Honey Bees. Once

inside, go to the room at the ten

o'clock position and talk to the

girl there to obtain the best lin-

gerie. Get dressed at the bou-

tique, then go see Don Corneo.

Eavesdrop and peek into the

rooms at the two and four o'clock

positions In the House of Honey

Bees. The old people appear

to have some con-

necUon to a key

character who
appears later.
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In the battle with Leno, you need

to watch for his FVramid attack

that will immobilize your char-

acters within a barrier. When a

barrier appears, attack it from

I the outside to free your com-

rade. Otherwise, if all three

characters are trapped, it's

I game over.

After the battle, visit the home

I

of your abducted friend's mother,

then head to the Wall Market.

l^^%

You cant break Lena's pyramid
from within, so you must smasli

It from Vte outside. Don't worry,

tlwugli, tfils won't liarm your

trapped comrade.

\lSSaiyL DSiaEDs®?

Visit the weapon shop in the Wall

Market and buy zinc batteries

from the old man at the back of

the store. Then, go to the wall

located past the right side of

Corneo's mansion.

Floor 60: You need to sneak by

four sets of guards; if you're spot-

ted, you'll have to fight them.

Floor 61: Just talk to people.

Floor 62: The answers to the

mayor's quiz are found in the

reference room. Look for books

in seemingly unrelated places to

give you clues.

Floor 63: You can avoid this

floor, but it has three items you

can score if you solve the puz-

zle maze (but you should go to

floor 64 and save first).

Floor 65: Complete a giant jig-

saw puzzle using pieces found

in item boxes that open sequen-

tially. Finally, don't forget the box

by the stairs.

Follow the trail. Your party will

split into two groups—the first

group will head toward the ob-

servation elevator. The two bosses

there are mechanical, but you

know what to do.

Place the batteries you bought at

the weapon shop in the illuminated

square boxes to open the way.

jSGanRiaa EcjJtmjDDE]®

You can go in the front door

and do a lot of fighting, or go

in the back door and sneak up-

stairs. You'll hike up 59 floors,

but there's less fighting.

Hundred Gunner is Immune to or-

dinary weapons except Barett's

guns. Slide your characters to the

back row and zap It with Thunder
spells. Use the same tactics for

die Hell Gunner.

Eqsmrdi?
Co after the boss if you want to

end the battle quickly. If you

want a defense-enhancing

item, go after the side-

kick first.

Ttw puzzle pieces are found In

boxes titat open in sequence.

Spy on an important meeting on
floor 66 by entering a duct in the

bathroom. Then, keep climbing.

The mId-bKS on floor 68, Sample:

H0512, has three tonttine helpers

that it can easily resurrect Ignore

them and concentrate your at-

tacks on the boss using Fire and
Blizzard spells.

The last boss you meet is another

mechanoid. Zap it, but be ready

for Fire attacks.

Congratulations! You're one-

third of the way through Final

Fantasy VH's epic adventure. Look

for Part Two in the next issue.

In the bike race, you can simply

bump enemies off the road in-

stead of hacking at them.

Square must have something

for mechanical monsters.

Maybe they've been bribed by
the electric company...
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What other games tried to do

with role-playing elements in the

mid-'90s (like Mystaria, Lunar, and

Beyond the Beyond), Final Fan-

tasy II had already accomplished

Final FrotMr U (««« tt^fmni. HmSt 92)

S.i 5.0 SO S.O

by 1992. Using nonlinear combat,

multiple story lines and endings,

and a dash of humor to tie it all

together, Final Fantasy II received

CamePro's highest ratings—five

out of five on graphics,

sound, control, fun factor,

and challenge. Since then,

games have certainly be-

come flashier, but few have

improved on the gamepiay

elements of Final Fantasy II.

It was truly the first game

where a turn-based com-

bat system allowed you

to change weapons, cast

spells, and use items during a

battle, and it featured some of

the most exciting villains to date,

along with a slew of double-crosses

and surprise twists.

HlEI^II. P/S^EI'iP/aS^ DD PBCsWnPS
Final Boss
Although the combined Meteo spell of

FuSoYa and Golbez will knock off Ze-

mus, he will rise from the dead! Trans-

form him with the Crystal into Zeromus. .

.

...then chant Rosa's White Spell and

Rydia's Bahamut Summoning. Also

use Rosa Cure 4 and Rydia's Asura to

heal, but always remember to supple-

ment the battle with fierce hand-to-

klkllliilkilJUAi!!')

hand combat, including Cecil's Crystal

Sword, Kain's Jump Attack, and Edge's

Spoon Dagger followed by Ninja Stars.

Zeromus's Hit Point level is around

110,000, but if you're at Level 60 or

more, you can outlast him.

KOKKOL'S
Weapon Stash
Once you've acquired the Excalibur

from Kokkol, return to his hut later in

the game and you can purchase rare

and deadly weapons like Shurikens

and Ninja Stars.

The Spoon Dagger
Enter the Sylph cave and talk to the

Karate Fighter, then leave. When you

get the Falcon Airship, go to the over-

wodd and head for Fabul. Chat with

Yang's wife and she'll fork over the

frying pan. Bash Yang with it and he'll

give you the Sylph Summoning spell.

Go back to Fabul later and Yang's wife

will give you the Spoon Dagger, the most

dangerous ninja dart in the game!

score—and still remains one of

the most fun, innovative, and

challenging RPCs to date. Will

FFVII dethrone this early game?

Only time will tell.

Things got even better with Final

Fantasy III. This game introduced

an even more fragmented story

line—one in which members

split into multiple parties

and sought out their indi-

vidual destinies. Also intro-

duced was the Esper sys-

tem that enabled players

to build up strengths based

on the Espers they equip.

This development enabled

multiple levels of game-

play that required more

strategy and less hack-and-

slash gamepiay.

Although FFIII was knocked a

point for having the same small-

ish graphics as its predecessor,

it received an almost perfect

\?nmm= l^/^m^i^as^ DDD l?B®fi?ni?s
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Game genie
Cheats*
DDA4-8767 Party always has Sprint

Shoes

D007-8DD7 Use with previous code

to get Super Sprint Shoes

ED30-E944 Tonic gives 240 HP

3CB8-5DAE Most items Can be

used infinitely (after you enter the

code, switch off the Game Genie to

exit the menu; otherwise your game

will lock up)

Note: This code doesn't work in Battle

Mode.

'It has been reported that Game Genie

codes sometimes erase saved games.

Use these codes atyour own risk.

The Final Boss

When facing Kefka for the last time,

you'll need to align your people cor-

rectly. Put your spellcasters first, your

warriors second, and weaker people in

the back. Try Celes, Terra, Mog, and

Gogo. Now fire out the Ultimas, and af-

ter eight or so, Kefka should dissolve

into nothingness.

Here are some suggested alternatives to the Final Fantasy series—

but play them only when you're done with the real thing!
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CAeine versus Boba Felt! Note

the great ctiaracter art

In Uie Tens KasI story line, Ijike

has Just begun to realize his

Jedi powers.

iSgJ?"!!"-.-.

n ucasArts is primed to add

fcZJa new chapter to the Star

Wars legacy with Star Wars: Mas-

ters ofTeras Kasi! Masters is a

3D fighter modeled after Tekken

2 fiar the PlayStation, and is the

first LucasArts venture into the

fighting-game genre.

^m^}mim:i^m

Teras Kasl's fighting arenas re-

visit familiar Star Wars scenes

like the Carlxm Freezing Chamber

on Besfrin.

Each Star Wars fighter can draw

weapons or fight hand-to-hand.

Luke Skywalker (Light Saber)

Han Solo (Blaster)

Princess Leia Organa (Staff)

Chewbacca (bowcaster)

Boba Fett (arm lasers and

flame-thrower)

Hoar (Gadderffii Stick)

Thok (Battle Axe)

Arden Lyn (Blonic Arm)

Masters stars eight Star Wars

characters in best-two-out-of-

three contests across nine areas.

The Star warriors are Luke Sky-

walker, Han Solo, Princess Leia

Organa (with and without her

bounty hunter disguise fi-om

Return oftheJedi), Chewbacca

the Wookiee, Boba Fett, Thok

the Gamorrean Guard, Hoar

the Tusken Raider, and new-

comer Arden Lyn.

Darth Vader? The

Dark Lord oftheSith

is a boss character who

will draw a light saber

and conjure Jedi magic

fi-om the Dark Side.

Four hidden characters

complete the lineup.

Of course, for Star Wars faithful,

when is just as important as who

Wedging the Teras Kasi story in-

to the massive Star Wars universe

was a tough task even for the

the keepers of the SW bible. Al-

though Masters ofTeras Kasi

isn't constrained to one movie or

time line, ifyou use the Star Wars

movies as a fi-ame of reference, it

starts somewhere in the middle

of The Empire Strikes Back and

runs through Return oftheJedi.

Arden Lyn is the story's cata-

lyst. She's the fiercest practitioner

of an ancient martial art called

Teras Kasi, which draws its

power from the Force. Having

failed to destroy the Rebellion by

using the Death Star, Darth Vader

has conscripted Lyn to use her

deadly fighting skills to take out

key members ofthe Rebellion one-

by-one. Luke Skywalker, however,

uncovered this plot, and has be-

gun training key Rebel leaders in
"^

Teras Kasi to combat Lyn and

her cohorts.

In Masters, you'll be able to side-

step attacks and counterstrike

fi-om different angles—just like in

Tekken. Each character also has
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Rghters will show different re-

actions based on where thefve

been hit—high, medium, or low.

button-tap combos and special

moves. For added fun, you'll also

le able to organize the Star Wars

fighters for 4-on-4 team play.

However, Masters puts its

own spin on fighting-game con-

ventions, too. Not only will you

be able to fight in hand-to-hand

combat, you'll also be able to

draw and use weapons (see side-

bar, "The Masters ofTeras Kasi").

And in addition to the standard

life meter, Masters utilizes a Force

meter located at the bottom of

the screen. By performing com-

bos and other special moves.

Ihe payer-select screen is based

onttw3D chess game seen In the

first movie, Star Wars.

you can increase the

power in your Force

meter up to four lev-

els. As your Force

power rises, it will ac-

tivate a bank of Force moves that

are different for each character.

For example, one of Luke's Force

moves will be a healing power

that recharges his life meter.

Star Wars fans can expect exquis-

ite visuals, too. The source mate-

rial is naturally vast, but for Mas-

ters, LucasArts painstakingly

redrew all the characters and

eschewed motion-capture ani-

mation for traditional computer-

generated animation modeling.

The result is awesome

fighting choreography

running at an impressive

30 frames per second with

characters composed of

1200 polygons each.

The backgrounds

in Teras Kasi will depict

classic Star Wars envi-

ronments. Bespin's

Cloud City, the ice

planet Hoth, the Death

Star, and the Dagobah

jungles are just some of the

famous scenes you'll fight in

Characters can fight against

themselves, here Leia faces Leia

In a bounty hunter disguise.

You can attack foes on the

ground Ifyou drop them—but
they can roll out of danger, too.

Teras Kasi is an ancient fighting

art in the Star Wars universe. It

draws its special powers from

the Force, and students must

practice the forms and study

its philosophy for years before

becoming proficient fighters.

But Teras Kasi exists as an alter-

native philosophy in the use of

the force. Practitioners are not

necessarily sensitive to the light

or dark sides. Arden Lyn is the

foremost master of this powerful

martial art.

6)
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Masters is shaping up to be one

of the hottest fighting games of

the season. The Force will be

with you... soon. Q
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BESIDES DANGER

AND INTRIGUE,

I

OFFERS SOMETHING

THAT'S BEEN LACKING

IN ACTION/ADVENTURE

GAMES.
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hat's the missing ingredient from action and

r adventure games? Salt water. Treasures of the

Deep'" places you in the role of Jack Runyan, ex-Navy

Seal. Your global treasure trek whisks you from the

shark-infested Great Barrier Reef to the foreboding

abyss of the Mariana Trench. You'll utilize lethal high-

tech weaponry and submersibles as you explore sunken

ships, battle sea monsters and thwart terrorists.

Grab your scuba gear. It's time to dive into danger.

M^ .9

Your underwater hardware is 100'\' high-tech: robotic vehicles,

homing torpedoes and heat seeking mines are all at your disposal.

Blow up enemy subs, battle stealthy frogmen assassins and

spear voracious sharks before they snack on your snorkel.

TREASURES OF THE DEEP™ © 1997 Namco Hometek Inc. All Rights Reserved. TREASURES OF THE DEEP is a registered trademarli of Namco Hometeh Inc. PlayStali



The most striking 3-D world in all of qame-dom. Beautiful

sea creatures propel themselves with polygon perfection.

Pilot 8 state-of-the-art submersibles. Amass your fortune and

trade up from a USN RV-I mini-sub to a deadly Viper attack sub.

A I J

Explore mysterious wrecks, retrieve a lost satellite, defuse

a nuclear warhead, then treat yourself to some alligator shoes.

-^'^r^i-.y

:«]

THIS TIME, YOU'RE IN OVER YOUR HEAD.

^(S>Inamco]
www.namco.com PlayStation

fks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. The rating trademark of the Interactive Diqital Software Association.
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~F inal Fantasy isn't

3 the only long-run-

ning RPC series from

Square. The Saga Fron-

tier series (formerly

known as Romancing

Saga) has now spanned

three different systems,

starting with the Came
Boy. Along with the

name change, Saga Frontier de-

livers a vastly improved graphical

look, similar to what happened

to Final Fantasy when it jumped

to 32-bit with FFVII.

In terms of game-

play, Frontier is ex-

panding its "free sce-

nario" system. In the

previous games you

could choose from dif-

ferent characters who
all generally shared the

same quest. With Fron-

tier you get a com-

pletely different quest

for each character, in-

cluding multiple endings.

The game system has also

undergone major revisions.

Players now learn new attacks

and spells from other charac-

ters, provided that character is

human and engaged in battle.

Additionally, the game intro-

duces three new character

classes—robotic, spirit, and

monster—that develop differ-

ently from the human charac-

ters. For example, the robot

develops by learning the pro-

grams from defeated enemies,

and will develop much faster

by defeating things with a me-

chanical nature.

Saga Frontier (PlayStatian)

Developed and published by
Square of Japan

Available now in Japan

1 player

While the initial "Wow!" fac-

tor for RPGs may be gone

since FFVII hit. Saga Frontier is

still an impressive RPC on its

own. Now if only the creators

of Final Fantasy and Saga Fron-

tier could get together and do

a joint project about space that

they could call Final Frontier.
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Score 810.00 Off at Mj
''The Best Football Oame Ever Made"*

- Ultra Game Players

[$10 OFF

I
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the NFL Players and NFL Properties. Ttie NFL shield design
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Good for $10 off Sears Funtronics Depl. regular purchase price. Valid 09/02/97 - 11/01/97 only. Offer not good

on layaway balances, gift certificates or credit card payments. Not redeemable tor cash. Not valid with any other

offers. Limit one coupon per transaction, one per customer. Void where prohibited by law. Cash value

Sears. Roebuck and Co. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Officially licensed product of
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Tobal 2 (PlayStation)

Developed by Dream Factory

Published by Square

Available now in Japan

Figbting/RPG

2 players

Tobal 2's hit the stores in

Japan with an impres-

sive lineup of features. While a

domestic release is uncertain,

Tobal 2's both a solid fight-

ing game and a "col-

lecting" game, with

your goal being to find

and capture as many
monsters as you can.

Like the first game,

Tobal 2's basic moves

and combos are easy

to perform. But this se-

quel adds a new ele-

ment—the "extra hit"

combo. When you hit an op-

ponent a certain way, your

blow turns yellow. You can

then follow up this hit with an

additional hit. If the additional

hit connects, it has a sparkling

stream of yellow after it. Exe-

cuting this move correctly is

frustrating, and you

almost have an equal

chance of doing the

move by randomly

flailing on the buttons.

Another addition is

the knockdown recov-

ery. When knocked

down, simultaneously

tap Guard and Middle

Attack to recover. How-

ever, if you don't perform the

recovery move correaly, you'll

take damage when you hit the
'

ground. It's especially frustrat-

ing when an opponent knocks

you down with a foot sweep

because it doesn't give you

much time to recover.

One of Tobal's most arrest-

ing features was the Quest

mode, and with Tobal 2 you

have the ability to capture mon-

sters and play as them later.

All enemies in the dungeon

can be captured with a special

item, and once a monster is

captured, it can be used in the

Tournament mode.

While the one-on-one fight-

ing in Tobal 2 is solid, most

gamers will probably spend

most of the time playing the

Quest mode to see how many

monsters they can collect. : 1
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Flared nostrils to smell fear.

A REINFORCED NECK FOR RAMMING PREY HEAD-FIRST.

Serrated teeth to slice through bone.



From the ground up,

T-Rex was built to

be the ultimate killing machine,

And i£ you've go^lPugh survival s'

bite and dis.

up the pre-historic

'od drain.

from a tenacious Compy

to the bloodthirst^T-Rex himself.

I

music and plenty o{ bone-crunching

sound effects.

he Lost World.

H
WsoavailaOle on Genesis and Game Gear. THE LOST WORLD JURASSIC PARK S S1997 Universal Clly Slud
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All controlled by a brain
incapable of remorse*
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IF BATTLINCTHE
CYCLOPS AND THE

FOUR-HEADED HYDRA
ISN'T FUN ENOUCH,
YOU CAN ALWAYS
OOTOlffADES
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[ In addition to all the other freaky

creatures, vou'll have to battle a boar.

Which is anything but a bore.

Zeus not only has to conquer Hades,

but also conquer the heart of Atlanta.

(A Herculean task, indeed.)

1

I

i
I
I
1

I

I

i

I1

1
i

Hetcs Adventures™ and ® 1997 LucasArts Entertainment Company All Rights Resen/ed Here's Adventures is a trademark of LucasAns Entertainment Company The LucasArts logo is a registered trademark o( liicasfilm Lid PlayStation \^J
and the PlayStation logos aie trademarks of Sony Computet Entertainment. Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks of SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Softviiare Association t—
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I Here's Adventures, unlike life, to

tove a happy ending, you'll have to wind

• in hell. After all, that's where you

Bt duel with Hades, god of the

derworld, to save civilization.

TRENCTH OF

lARACTER. You'll go

ito battle as one of three

Toic, mythological characters,

ach one with unique powers:

lercules possesses super strength.

Itlanta has lightning speed. And;

son - savvy street smarts.

fEIRD WEAPONS. Sure, you

isual arrows, slingshots and swords. But,

you can also arm yourself with ray guns,

houses, sheep and inflatable cows.

EVEN WEIRDER BAD CUYS.

Freaky weapons arc perfect for

fighting even freakier enemies:

'i The four-headed Hydra, snake-

haired Medusa, sword-swinging

skeletons, crazy clowns, nasty

Martians and more. CamePro

^ays "Challenging bosses, humcrous

anecdcles, and gigantic landscapes - Hen's

has it all." In the end, it's up to you

to save the world in this crazy twist on

Greek mythology. And, if you fail? Well, at

least you'll die laughing.

truAMH. . HI ^-^K So many Martians, so little time! And,

to make matters worse, they've got

Jason surrounded with ray guns.

Unfortunately for Atlanta, the Cyclops

has a huge appetite for destruction.

Not to mention beautiful warriors.

http://www.lucasarts.com



M Mortal Kombat Mythologies:
Sub-zero l"nM

By Major Mike

EifflrW^?ivSiSi^.^.i..,..

Sub-Zero goes it alone in Mythologies, the game that tells his

story. But don't ftet, MK purists—his special moves are identi-

cal to those found in the arcade fighting games.

Devetopeil and published by
Midway Home Entertainment

Available September

As a prequel to the first Mortal

Kombat arcade game, Mythologies

tells the story of the ninja Sub-Zen

Some events include the origins ol

his feud with Scorpion and his dea
ings with the Lin Kuei ninja clan (whi

would later betray him in Mortal Kom-;

bat 3). So far, Mythologies is a cool

spin on the MK phenomenon and .

an entertaining action title. For morH

on the game, check out the kijflu^*^

issue of GamePro (see "The M

Mythologies takes Sub-Zero out of the MK tournament, and drops
him into his own action/platform game. His moves are almost
identical to those found in the MK games, except for a few added
techniques and an added button that enables you to face left or

right. This preview version provided very accurate controls, which
really helped in areas where precision jumps were required. As for

fun. Mythologies is challenging, and Sub-Zero's freezing powers
provide an almost endless number of ways for you to dispatch

the enemies. For example, you can freeze a foe, then push him
off a cliff or under a granite crusher, or shatter him with a round-

house kick or an uppercut!

Mythologies i^mmmmmmnrmzQer)/ is filled with bleak

landscapes and cool visual effects like lightning flashes, crum-
bling catwalks, and smooth scaling. The live-action cinemas are

very clean and integrated into the game at key moments to help

tell the story, while the digitized characters are laid seamlessly

into the environments. It looks like you're playing a side-scrollir

version of the arcade game.

fiAMEPRO ^^ October 1997



w Duke Nukem 64
Nintendo 64'

ByDanElettro

11^ 1

Itp

I. —

aughty Bits

Hall to the king, baby! Duke Nukem hauls his wise-

cracking, butt-kicking exploits to the Nintendo 64,

complete with new levels, extra weapons, and a

lour-player DukeMatch to the death!

Terror Terrain

Fans of the violent and sexist PC

game will find some of the game's

more infamous elements have been

toned dow/n for the console release.

Captured women no longer moan

"Kill me. .

." because, well, you can't—

but you can get points for safely

teleporting them out of harm's way.

Power-boosting steroids are now

called "Vitamin X," too. But fear not,

DN purists—there are still plenty of

grisly elements, plus Duke's familiar

mutterings (including new phrases

like "Aw.. .does it hurt?" and "I'm

gonna get you, suckas!"). Some

things never change.

Twenty-nine of Duke 64's levels are from Duke Nukem 3D and

its Plutonium Pack add-on. So PC veterans won't be bored,

many of the missions have been redesigned or altered. The re-

maining three levels are all new, including a pirate level, a silo,

and a haunted castle ("Scooby Duke, Where Are You!?"). Other

goodies include new weapons like dual machine guns and heat-

seeking missiles, Rumble Pak support, and computer-controlled

DukeBots in death matches. In the alpha version we played, the

controls were customizable but confusing, so hopefully GT will

simplify them before release.

^mImH'

Developed by Eurocom

Published by GT Interactive

Available November

'-"^
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Explosive Graphics

Nuclear Strike looks much like its

squadron predecessor, Soviet Strike,

but there are some. . .err, striking im-

provements. Unlike Soviet Strike,

Nuclear's terrain is composed of 3D
objects, so if you fly around them in

a circle they look almost photorealis-

tic. EA also claims Nuke's frame rate

is 25 percent faster than Soviet's,

and, in fact, the preview version felt

noticeably quick and smooth as silk.

The story cinemas and Strike.net tac-

tical screens are awesome.

Striking Gameplay

A rogue agent has stolen a nuclear device from Russia, and now
he's touring Asia to find just the right place to start World War
III. Once again, the super-secret Strike team is called upon to

save the world without drawing too much attention. Nuke's mis-

sion-based gameplay will be familiar to Strike heli-combat vets.

This time, however, you also pilot 13 new aircraft and vehicles

in addition to your Super Apache chopper, including a hover-
craft, a tank, a Harrier jumpjet, a Huey gunship, and an A-10
Avenger. The action goes down in five levels spread through-

out Asia, from Indochina to the Korean demilitarized zone,

with eight to ten missions per level.

The gameplay even in the preview version is great, and the

heads-up display sports a new waypoint indicator that makes it

way easier to navigate across the deadly terrain. Enemy forces

will react to your specific attack strategies; however, you'll

also be able to command friendly forces (a la real-time strat-

egy games like Command & Conquer) to help you achieve

your mission objectives. While it's too early to make the call on
whether Nuclear's as nail-bitingly hard as Soviet, EA's aiming

for a broader audience with more evenly balanced difficulty.

r

H
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It Takes Tomb to Tango

Nightmare
Creatures I

By Scary Lany

ne streets of 19th century London are running red, and it ain't tlie

stopUglits! NIglitmare Creatures is a spooify, gory, lacltfest that will

learn you screaming tor more this October.

A Night to Remember

Mightmare Creatures, you play as either Ignatius or IMadia

hile attempting to solve the mystery that's plaguing London—

jmely, who is leaving a string of gutted corpses in the streets?

'ou take either character on a wild 3D Tomb Raider-ish ride

roiiah misty, eerie back streets and graveyards, hacking and

ig werewolves, spider mutants, and zombies.

A Grave Situation

rf^>-
'^

Graphically, the game

annoyance because the intense action more than compensates

for the visuals. You can combo enemies, slash them into pieces,

or just decapitate a zombie because it looks cool. Can ynuj--

"Mature rating"?

^^
^v ii

the final version—and the sound

will set your hair on end. If Night-

mare Creatures can get a handle

on some of the clipping and pop-

up problems, this will be the new

resident in the horror genre.

Developed by KaHsto

Published by ActMskm

Available October

r
„„fiQ°|^mMPiFTF
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Stone Cold Wrestling

By Ballgame 3:16 y^3!^

^i\Uii^m

\

The wrestling wars move from Monday nights to video games
as WWF '98jumps into the ring to challenge WCWNibo for the

PlayStation championship.

Hit Men and Heartbreakers

WWF '98 is juiced with features and

play options that rowdy wrestling fans

will go crazy over. Ladder matches,

cage matches, tag teams, and weap-

ons around ringside are included to

give you a truly authentic WWF ex-

perience. Graphically, the polygonal

wrestlers move smoothly around the

squared circle and look almost iden-

tical to their real-life counterparts.

Each wrestler's face was digitally

scanned and their moves motion-

captured to pound home an incred-

ible likeness while delivering fierce,

Funk-you-up wrestling. Although still

early in development, WWF '98 looks

like a strong contender for next year's

King of the Ring.

Twelve of the World Wrestling Federation's meanest, most men-
acing musclemen are ready to pummel your PlayStation, includ-

ing Shawn Michaels, Bret Hart, Owen Hart, the British Bulldog,

Mankind, the Undertaker, Hunter Hearst Helmsley, Ahmed John-
son, Faarooq, Rocky Maivia, Goldust, and "Stone Cold" Steve
Austin. Expect brutal body slams and devastating drop kicks as
Acclaim brings its WWF series back to basics with authentic

wrestling moves and away from the Mortal Kombat wannabe
style of past titles like WWF: In Your House.

Developed by Sculptured

Software

Published by Acclaim

Available April '98

aOiJi COMPLETE

mmV---^
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m Gex: Enter the
Gecko fnayStallonl

By Major Mike

•%^-1{-'

Gex IS back, and in glorious 3D! TItIs leapin' lizard could crush Crash
Bandicoot and blow away Blasto, so get ready to Enter the Gecko!

The analog controller works perfectly

with this game; Gex is a breeze to move

around. In addition to his hop-n-bop

skills, Gex can climb walls and ceil-

ings, and can use his tail to swat ene-

mies. The only problem we encoun-

tered with this 40 percent preview

version was the confusing camera an-

gles, which moved around too much.

However, the final version will enable

you customize the point of view.

Graphics & Sound

Story & Fun Factor

Trapped again in a television-world paradox, Gex must traverse

several levels themed after TV shows and movies. Gex trashing

cities as Gexzilla puts the leapin' lizard in a new light! The
game is a blast to play, and the various stages sport goodies

like power-ups and hidden areas. Rest assured, 2D purists—
Gex works perfectly as a 3D game. This isn't an example of a

game going 3D solely for 3D's sake (unlike Contra and Bubsy
3D). "Tail time" starts this fall.

Just wait until you see Gex in motion—you won't believe your

eyes! It's Nintendo 64 quality on the PlayStation! The stages

feature detailed 3D environments and cool visual effects like

flowing lava and hanging lanterns illuminating dark hallways.

Gartoony sound effects fill the audio track, aided by themed
music that varies from stage to stage. The only thing that still

needs to be implemented is comedian Dana Gould's voice,

which will add sonic enhancement to Gex's one-liners.

Developed by Crystal Dynamics

Published by Midway Home
Entertainment

AvaflaUe hMirth QuartH '97
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to more

extreme security

measures.
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Enter the mill

outfit U. S. officials den

even exists. This tim

they' re out to stop

maniacal terrorist

stolen nuclear ueapons;

At their disposal, heavily
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w street Fighter
EX Plus

Street Fighter takes on a whole new look in its latest entry

into the 32-bit arena. A total ot 23 fighters (which includes

12 hidden fighters) grace the screen—with veterans like Ken
and Ryu and newcomers like Cracker Jack and Guarda—
providing formidable challenges. While Plus looks like a 3D
game, it plays more like a 2D game because there's no way
to circle around your opponent. Although Plus is a sharp-

looking game with its eye-catching fireballs and very fluid

character animation, the flat, uninteresting backgrounds
don't fare too well. The biggest Plus of this Street Fighter is

that the controls are perfect. The special moves and high-

hitting combos are simple to execute and should keep fight-

ing fans happy for quite some time.—/Wa/or Mike

^TMHBfl^P^^R^^^^^Ig
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Developed by Arika

Published by Capcom

Available Octoiier

^^fiSM^LET^

Eartliworm Jim 3
Nintendo 64

Earthworm Jim's back for

a third time, and he's got a

whole new look. Yep, Jim's

going 3D, but before you 2D
purists cry foul, look at how
EWJ3 is shaping up. Even

though the game's still early

in development, Jim looks to

have kept his cartoony appear-

ance and hasn't been turned

into obvious polygons. Stay

tuned for more coverage on

Jim 3 in upcoming issues.

—Major Mike «

Developed by Vis Interactive

Published by Inteiplay

Available Rist Quarter '97

L 10% COMPLETE )
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Check out Software Etc. or

Babbage's for the ultimate

video gaming selections. We get

the best titles and lots of them.

And you can even reserve the hot

ones before they're officially

released. If you're serious about

your fun, get into gaming with us.

7'
7^
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softwar Babbage's
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Colony Wars
ks^^
If Psygnosis puts on the right

finishing touches. Colony Wars
i

packs the potential to blast off

as the PlayStation's top space

shooter. Playing as a raw recruit,

you take on the nefarious Em-
pire in a fight to free its colonies,

blasting through 60 nonlinear

missions across 5 solar sys- * * '

terns. Six slick crafts—a stealth bomber, interceptor, scout,

and more—help you cut a swath through this space opera.

This extremely promising title already delivers wicked
dogfight action. Although the complete 3D freedom of fliglit

fashions a convincing outer-space feel to the action, it's also

pretty easy to get lost, so hopefully Psygnosis will fix r-^
that. Gorgeous scenery/, such as huge Babylon

~
5-like mother ships and colorful planets, rounds it all

out with flair. Colony Wars looks like an A+ game in the

making, especially if you're a sci-fi hn—Air Hendrlx

Developed and pul

by Psygnosis

AvaUaUe October

G Police

This long-delayed shooter puts

you behind the controls of a fu- I

turistic helicopter, where you fight -"I

to keep the skies friendly as a cop

in a gritty sci-fi cityscape. G Police
'

pins the badge on your chest for 35 missions

as you uncover the activities—rTij|g||espi-

onage, all that good stuff—of a slra^multina-

f-l«<'l " tional corporation. Weaving through skyscrap-

.
era and buzzing pedestrians, you track weapon

3^* shipments and the like, handing out the law with

missiles, rockets, and much more.

G Police's chopper handles smoothly once

you learn to stop bouncing off buildings, and

1
the action mixes firefights with a

mellow strategic side. Once Psyg-

nosis wraps this up. Black Dawn

— pros should find an enjoyable

fight, though the learning curve

with G Police will likely be steeper

—Air Hendrix

Developed and published

by Psygnosis

Available DcVnbet

^1
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ADVENTURE HERO. n
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HIS ENEMIES_iEE/t
^ •^

?
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Melp Croc, the crusading crocodii^,^^

rescue his peace-loving Gobbo Islander friends from

the grasp of an evil magician, Boron Dante. Croc must overcome obstacles

like lava flows and castle trap doors to battle monsters including swarming sharks to giant bees. Each island world brings a new
adventure to Croc, as he hunts for powerful crystals and the pieces to the puzzle that will release his friends from the Baron's spell.

-A • Tree roaming 3D gameplay lets you go anywhere as you run, jump, climb, push, swim and jelly jump! ,

• breothtakingly lush graphics in over 50 amazing environments including forests, glaciers, deserts, lava flows and underwater cove



NEWSETOFLUOCACE. ^

LEGEND OF THE COBBOS

w>vw.foxinteractive.com

jd Crcx: and Cfoc Leyond o) Ihe Goblws are t
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of Suga Enterprises.



Crash Bandicoot 2:
Cortex Strikes Back

Followers of Sony's furry frontman probably already i 1
know—or could have guessed—that Crash Bandicoot ''•#

will return to the PlayStation in plenty of time for this

holiday season. The sequel picks up where the original '

,

game left off as a defeated Dr. Cortex takes refuge in an

underground cavern. New perks this time include a wild ;

ride astride a polar bear and a jet pack level that requires •' ,v .^ ^^
you to move in all six directions. The beta version looked '

'*^ f :s

and played solid, particularly the r
r '

'

improved animation and support

for the analog controller. Fans of

the crazy ol' 'coot won't want

to miss this one—Bad Hare i.

^'Ai\

Developed by Naughty

Published by Sony

Available November
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lied Asphalt

While Red Asphalt isn't the

sequel to the Super NES clas-

sic Rock 'N' Roll Racing in

name, it certainly is in spirit.

*^
Players can choose from six

surly racers with big guns and

bad attitudes, then promptly
|

jjrn tear around 25 twisting

"\ tracks on 4 planets (picture Wipeout with wheels). You can

1 also earn extra cash for weapon and vehicle upgrades by win-

\ ning races and destroying your opponents. In this early ver-

sion. Red Asphalt already featured sharp graphics and played

^»: impressively fast. For the final product, Interplay has promised''"
a techno soundtrack for your listening pleasure.—fiatf Hare
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Developed and published

by Inteiplay

Available December
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ON HAND SOON AT YOUR LOCAL RETAILER
For the PlayStation" game console

PlayStation

license Pending

" Reality Quest's The Glove,

will change the wayyou

playgames.
"

- GamePro
July 1997

CJUEST,,

y'

"Tte>-

re«.

VIDEO GAME CONTROL

http://www.theglove.com
licensed by Sony Computer EnlertoinmenI America for use willi the PioyStotion game console.

PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are trademorks of Sony Computer Entertoinment Inc.

^^2. and Reality Quest ore trademarks ol

Reality Quest Corporation.



Mega Man X« _iii^

ayStaUon Saturn

The fourth Mega Man X entry takes the series

to the 32-bit arena for more blue-bomber

blasting action. Taking a decidedly more seri-

ous tone than Mega Man 8 by nixing all the

cutesy characters. X"' allows you to play as ei-

ther the buster-blasting Mega Man X or the

lightsword-toting Zero. X'' has excellent con-

trols, which you'll truly appreciate when you
start accumulating special weapons and ad-

vanced skills. The game looks awesome with

tons of detail, screen-filling explosions, and color-

ful 2D sprite graphics. Originally slated for release

only on the Saturn, X" is also now coming to

the PlayStation.—Mayor M*e

k-^^i^^
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Developed and published

by Capcom

Available October
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Super Street Fighter
Collection

SSF Collection packs in Super Street Fighter II, Super Street Fighter

II Turbo, and Street Fighter Alpha 2 Gold, a never-before-seen title

that is the collection's highlight. Basically, Gold is Alpha 2 with en-

hancements that include an Akuma mode where you take on an ex-

pert computer-controlled Akuma. The Super games are marginal at

best, with choppy animation and painfully slow turbo speeds—
totally unlike the arcade versions.

Let's hope these problems are ad- t^
dressed in the final version be-

cause as it stands now, the only

thing Super in this collection is

also Gold.—/Wa/o/-M/fe ,---.«-, MWFR<?nFri •-'"

t'

*5^ 'A

Developed and published

by Capcom

Available October

.m
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These guys know how to party.
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with the most accurate gun available for the PlayStation console, Time Crisis is a can't-miss proposition.



Hey kids. Get one free in specially marked boxes of Time Crisis;

4^'^

'
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Presenting a shooting game

so intense it comes with it's

own weapon. Time Crisis

includes the formidable firearm

pictured here, the original award-winning arcade shooting

game, plus a whole new shoot-

fest specifically created for the

PlayStation' console. Full 3D

polygon environments surround you

with full 3D polygon enemies.

Multiple modes include Story,

Arcade and Time Attack, plus

multiple endings. Blast away and

duck for cover as you exterminate the

criminal element in a variety of hidden

'zones. It's fast. It's frenzied. It's shoot first

do the chalk outline later.

7

THE MOST
ACCURATE
GUN ON THE

PLAYSTATION

CONSOLE!!!!!!!!

I

loirwim ia«t nsfun www.nameo.eom
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One
'f-j

In One, a relentless shooter

for the PlayStation, it's you

against a treacherous tuture
'

world populated by machines

of mass destruction and end-

less waves of heavily armed

troops. Whether you're dodging enemy fire;*'

running across rooftops, or finessing your way

through a perilous maze, the impressive graph-

ics and sound effects help create a believable,

movie-like 3D environment. Action fans will im-
,

mediately lock onto the innovative Rage meter

tfiat replaces the standard life bar. As you inflict

more damage on your enemies, your Rage meter will rise, caus-

ing your strength and firepower to increase until you're able to

obliterate everything onscreen.—Dr. Zombie

?
1
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m. Croc: Legend of the
Gobbos r^

,
c: Legend of the Gobbos

_.ags a lovable crocodile out

of the bayou and zaps him into

a well-crafted adventure game

that features more than 50

1

levels of

free-roam-

ing 3D environments. A slick variety of moves

and sharp graphics and sounds help to com-
- plement the game as well. Mario 64 fans will

notice a resemblance to Croc's gameplay be-

cause it features plenty of adventuring and

baffling puzzles to solve. In the preview ver-

sion. Croc responded smoothly as he rolled,

shuffled, and swam his way through the various adventures. Lizard

lovers, this definitely looks like a fun and entertaining game worth

sinking your teeth into.—Dr. Zombie

\ t wee WA Y eoee 3i« (»e«« es

;j^..,^.-^^
1

Developed by Argonaut W
Software

Published by Fox Interactive 1
Available October 1

^iixS9HQ^H

B
tZi^^M^%,'if'
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Steel Reign
PlayStation

Steel Reign puts you in control

of 11 tanks with an explosive

arsenal of firepower to choose

from. Features include a variety

of terrain to manuever on. in-

dependent control of your gun

turret, and a two-player split-

screen mode. In this early ver-

sion, the sound effects boomed
with heart-pounding explosions.

The graphics, however, looked

grainy and pixelated while oc-

casional slowdown made con-

trolling your tank difficult at

times. If these minor flaws are

addressed by the time it hits

the shelves. Steel Reign could

shape up into a hit.—Four-Eyed Dragon

Developed and published

by Sony

Available September

l?2h-^j^

Dragonball GT
^^^S^Oiy^
Riding on its strong presence in

Japan and growing popularity

in the U.S., the Dragon Ball Z

craze comes to the PlayStation

with Bandai's Dragonball GT.

Ten unique fighters duke it out

with the usual punch, kick, and

special-move trickery that goes with a fighting game. With an

original music score and graphics that seem ported from the

Dragon Ball Z animated series, Dragonball GT should offer play-

ers more than just balls of steel.

—Four-Eyed Dragon Developed and publishe

by Bandai

ftvailaUe FaU '97

Dual Heroes

w^mimb£o0Jsi

Hudson IS promising true 3D
fighting-game action with Dual

Heroes, including the ability

to fly into the screens with

punches and kicks. Other cool

features are fighters with differ- r

entlevelsof A.I.. sono match

will ever be predictable, and a Medal Match where you can win

a medal, save it to your Controller Pak, then take the Pak to a

friend's house where they can tn/ to win the medal from you.

These early screens show a game
,

that looks very polished, and we mj^m^^Si^gm^
hope the gameplay will match the Wf >v i -o

*
graphics.—Sca/y Larry \

" "*

Developed and published by
Hudson Soft

Available Fourth Quartsr '97

(^jyOl^yilUAEUJE
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Mass Destruction - is a trademarit of BiMG Interactive International, a unit
"1997 American Sottwori<s Corporation. Mass Destruction' is d<

Windows" 95
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Jet Moto

Jet Moto 2, the sequel to last year's sur-

prise top-selling racer, hovers to the Play- j
Station boasting 10 new fully explorable

courses, detailed landscapes, and en-

hanced bikes and players. The newest fea-

ture for Jet Moto 2 is the incorporated

TruePhysics technology, which gives players the feeling

1
of handling a power-

_^ ,
packed jet bike. If you

\ '
*i

"^"^Piil enjoyed the original,

--•'.JlijC.-J..- --.': .'-
.: then keep your seat

^''^' "'-
- - .—^1-

' belt fastened and hold

on tight for number

t^o.—Four-Eyed

I
Dragon

^*?^-

Developed by Sii

Entertamment and Sony

Published by Sony

Available November

5Q%L£flMPLETE

Maximum Force
Saturn

Shooting straight from the ar-

cade to the console systems,

Maximum Force looks to de-

liver a full body count of ac-

tion. Strapped with only a gun,

you shoot up the screen, blast-

ing any terrorists that get in

your way. MF delivers all three

missions, including thirty hid-

den rooms, and all of the ac-

tion and blood found in the ar-

cade. From what we saw in

this early version, the graphics

look pretty smooth, but spo-

radic slowdown rendered the

gameplay almost use-

less at times. Hopefully,

all the bugs will be out

by the time it's released.

—Four-Eyed Dragon

i* '
^

#-.•

JLUli^ M.'

1:

Develaiied and published by

Midway Home Entertainment

Available September

CKno/nnnMPiFTF )

>*»*^

Pandemonium 2

^Developed by Crystal DynaiM

Published by Midway Home
Entertainment

Available December

^S^iUg^l,^:l'^n.Tir.ll

The sexy wizard, Nikki, and the

wild jester, Fargus, are back ex-

ploring the land of Pandemo-

nium with new attack moves

and added special effects in :

this side-scrolling action/adven-

ture sequel. Even in this early I—

version, Pandemonium 2's graphics show promise with visuals

that look as intense as the original's. Although the sound effects

still need refining, the music has clearly been beefed up, adding

a background flavor that was otherwise missing from the first

Pandemonium. Even if you weren't a big fan of the original, you

still might want to keep an eye out for this colorful sequel.—Four-Eyed Dragon

GAMEPRQ ^^ October 1997



DaGFIGHT BOGIES AND

BOSSES OR GO HEAD-TD"

HEAD IN TWO-PLAYER COM-

BAT IN STUNNING GRAPHIC

ENVIRONMENTS TO SAVE

THE EARTH YET AGAIN.

There's 1 D levels of

I^VIDEOSYSim^
FAST ACTION THAT

DEMANDS FAST REACTION.

Join the battle in the

„.kso1N.nlmKloolAlli«fi&ilr>; (s.1996Nin ONLY GAME THAT MATTERS.
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POWERPLRV.
While pretty close ^a g<«h-darn miracle, Dolly — that cloned sheep— really doesn't

understand the nuances of the butterfly style. In fact, she's a lot like those other hock-

ey games— the ones where all the little computer guys play the same. Claude Lemieux

doesn't check like Brind'AmciiFWWal life, and he doesn't In NHL Powerplay '98 either.

Our Patrick Roy doesn't make glove saves like the Dominator, and you'll hav«
tough time beating our Beezer through the five hole. We use the actual styles »
abilities of guys like Fedorov, Shanahan. Leetch and every other player in the NHLfl

deliver the most realistic hockey game ever created. It's real skating, real physfl

and real action — and it's a helluyaJa^aalai^bai^JaBlng s'

Visit Your Local Retailer or Call:
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Violent Seed

\ M

PlayStation ,

Sultans ot shoot, get ready! Rabid ;'

Entertainment has a very cool-looking

top-down shooter coming tor the Play-

Station this fall. Violent Seed lets you \
^

tly your craft at different altitudes, pick

up other vehicles (like trucks, tankers, N- '

or trains) from the background to use n;

as bombs, and most importantly, lets you 'jj

pummel major cities like New York, Paris, 1

and Washington, D.C. into post-apocalyptic .

dust, all while trying to protect the Earth ^

from Martian invaders. Sounds like a job ',

for fast fingers and quick thumbs. That's 'wa^
you, joystick )ockey!--Scc?/yL(/7y v.. -"'

Developed by Rabid

Entertainment

^ Publisher not yet announced

p| Available ThH Quarter '97

m, COMPLETE

1 ^
^ ««»^

to. ^ I^M
^ ReBoot: Countdown
to Chaos

Based on the TV series of the same name, ReBoot: Countdown to

Chaos is an action/shooter where you play as Bob the Guardian,

repairing damage created by the evil tyrant Megabytes' viral forces

(called Tears) while battling hovering tanks, fighting robots, and

avoiding deadly obstacles. In addition to 8 bosses, 30 enemies,

:^-A<m»if?ri:
multiple weapons, and special items, this game boasts smooth,

fast gameplay in 21 3D levels. EA

may have the darkhorse hit of the

year.—Art Angel

Developed by EA Canada

Published by Bectionic Aits

Available November

i fino/nnniuiPiFTF )

Running Wild

After its success with Crash with speed bursts, fly-

Bandicoot and Disruptor, Uni- ing, and more. Universal

veisal's shitting gears with Run- has its sights fixed on

ning Wild, a foot-racing game making the real fun of

that mixes in elements of plat- this game come from

fonn gaming. Choose from six multiplayer competi-

wacky characters who dash tion, and is planning to

through six tracks on foot, fac- deliver four-player split-screen

ing obstacles like rivers and ice action. ~/1/>- Hencinx

slides while jostling for position.

Altlioiigh RW doesn't let

you get physical with punches

and kicks, you can bop on your

opponent's head a la Mario. Plenty

of power-ups keep you moving

rBhieShift

Published by Universal

Interactive Studios

Available December

;OMPLETE

GAMEPRO ^^ October 1997
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Enemies that sleep. A hero that chants, and an untrusty steed that's a pain in the butt.

Sound Odd? Welcome to Oddworld.

k.

need a ride? giddy-up. hold on to your loincloth!

R^M^

^i?B

strategy Guide

available from

J.LI.V.E.
Aware Lifeforms In

Virtual Entertainment

ndUwxkl IntiatoUriK AM's CMOysw IM J O 199/ OdtWwW Waaiaiitt Int All fiigms Pesanea PuWsned ana disimxrtM try Gr hitaractve Sonwafe Corp PlaySiaiBn and tne PiaySffltWt Logo am tradeoiarhs of Sony Comiwlar Emertammerl. Inc AH otrw mWeyoarW are ctwrly rrf rrreir i.rsi»cihr« co(r(ian«.

JDDWORLD

www.oddworldcom * wwwaiaa

^ Interactive
Software

www glgames.com
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Blasto
-^^^i-^p:-:^!

Even with the formidable Phil

Hartman wise-assing his way
through this game with his vocal

,

'

talent, Blasto needs more work.

Jumping around in a 3D world

that looks suspiciously like Bubsy's last venture, you zap aliens,

solve minor puzzles, and rescue beautiful babes. Although the

graphics look clean, the game could use some enhancements,

like cooler enemies or more de-

tailed worlds. Is Blasto a bust-o,

or does it have some gusto?

Only time—and some adjust-

Iments to the beta version we
saw—will tell.—Sca/y Larry

Developed by Sony liiteractiw

Studios

Published by Sony Computer
Entertainment

Available October

1% COMPLETE

\
Developed and published by

Hasbro Interactive

Available October

CsflP/nCOMPIITF

Nostalgia gamers better hang on to

their tongues because Frogger is back,

and he's one lean, mean, green ma-
chine. The old cross-the-highway retro

level is intact, but there are also several

new adventures, including old west, cloud-hopping, and cave-search-

ing levels, Polygonized for the '90s, Frogger has added some clever

and captivating elements (like

outrunning angry lawnmow-

T ers) that will make a new gen-

eration of gamers leap for joy!

Don't worry—be hoppy this win

ter with Frogger.—5ca/y iarr^

tmi

"^W

Sonic R

Sonic's back yet again, but this

time he's using his speed to his

advantage. Sonic R is the title

of the new Sonic racing game,

and he's spinning through loops,

dashing across obstacles, and

racing his friends across four

Sonic-stricken worlds. Although

Tails, Knuckles, and Sonic will

Developed and published

by Sega

Available November

50% CflMPLETE"

all run by foot, there are some
characters that will be vehicle-

based. Will Sonic leave you in

hog heaven or will this game
get its Tails kicked in by the

competition? You'll have to

wait and see.—Sca/y Larry

EAMEPRO €^ Seplembec 1997



In a world run bji meat barons and corporate scum,

pur entire race Is pie Tdllno.

^

Escape from the daily grind

and seel< your destiny.

Savior. Or salami. Sound Odd?

^ Welcome to Oddworld.

owww! OWWWWWW!!!

iL.I,V,E.
Aware Lifeforms In

Virtual Entertainment

K*M2
Strategy Guide

available from

WOI

www.oddworld.com

^y Sotim.

' www.Qtaa

_ Interactive
Software

www.gtgames.com

UOdwotia mnabilants ADe's (Mdyseo IM & O lEM/ OddwmKl m/uOiiunts. Inc Ail Riyrm neservM PuOHsted and 1 GT fnlwacKve Software Corp PiaySlalton and the Play$iatwn Logo aie trademarks of Sony Compulw Erleflainment, irK All otte ftademartis arii oropcfty ot men respeciive companHS



i^^r vs.

/]
I of

Gang warfare rumbles onto

the PlayStation with Vs.. a

fighting game that drops

thugs from different back-

grounds into 3D arenas of

fast-paced, blood-filled fisti-

cuffs. Sixteen characters rang-

ing from a pimp named Slim

Daddy to a schoolgirl named Kathleen represent their

turfs (Streets. Hood, Campus, and Beach) v/hile slug-

ging it out using actual fighting styles, including jujitsu.

kung fu, and karate. Expect lots of juggles and quick

combos in this unique fighter. It's too early to tell, though

if this gang earns respect or a long term behind bars.

—Johnny Ballgame

''-^JIB" '«

iiSm

Developed by Polygon Magic

Published by T>HQ

AvaHabie October

i^MSlJIj;mpi rri: )

Ghost in the Shell
v^*ih'"'^-^^-^"'-"i

Based on the popular Japanese

anime and comic book. Ghost

in the Shell debuts as a 3D

action-shooter on the Play-

Station. Playing as a tough

cyborg cop who controls a

one-man tank called a Fuko-

chima. you must battle evil

high-tech forces that threaten

the world. Highlights include

the ability to climb on the walls

of buildings and move upside

down on ceilings, as well as

10 minutes of original Japan-

W '^
.

ese animation inserted

throughout the 12 levels.

—Four-Eyed Dragon

I
Fbeveloped by Exa

Published by T>HQ

lAvaiWile October

^^--f^

m
cnay« pnftii 'LETE

^s^4
Killwheel

Just as the title indicates, Killwheel sends you on a one-way path

of destruction as you pilot an enormous, spike-studded wheel
through villages and burgs. The number of points you collect is

based on the amount of killing and destroying you do in each
level. With twenty tracks, five Killwheels, and seven wicked weap-
ons, Killwheel might just appeal to you with its simple gameplay
and malicious obiecXwes.—Four-Eyed Dragon

Developed by Apt Producthms

Publisher not yet announced

Available November

7Q0/n pfljl/ipi
FTF )
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a carnivorous nvorld where communication is

jou're a iivinj snac^[fiiiiiiiinuiuni iiiHHviiKiui

J
VIIHI

In ODDWORLD, one man's meat is another

man's savior, and if you can unloci< Abe's

uncanny powers you're well on your way to saving

your bacon.

For instance, you can tall<. No, really tall<.

Communicate. Whistle. Fart. The whole nine yards.

And you can possess crabby killers and set them

against each other. Most of all,

you've got a brain to figure

out what drives your freakish foes.

ODDWORLD is stuffed with a smorgasbord of bad

behavior, baking you in a surreal, sensory overload of

pure gaming.

So trust in Odd, or get on the grill.

GAMING GETS ODD SEPT 19

U.I.V.E,
Aware Lifeforms In

Virtual Entertainment

OahvMid IrMbilants Abe'5 OiMySM IM 5 O 199/ 0(Ww(Kld WhnUlarls hn; All Rionis Hes«fv«l Published and (nslittwlw] Oy GT hlwadMi SodwafO Cap PlaySlalwi and the PlaySiaiioii Vxfi a

Strategy Guide

available from

ODDWORLD
INHABIiynt [jfSTlnx

^^ sonw

' wwwQtoa

GT Interactive
Software

www.gtgames.com

of Sony Computet EiilBrtamrtieriT. \nc. All oftw iradwiarlB ait prawrt/ of iheir resoecilve compantes
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To be the undisputed #1, you gotta mow through some

serious traffic. Belter check the road conditions first. 'n the ^
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F HEAVEN IS ANYTHING LIKE

WRIGLEY FIELD ON A SATURDAY AFTERNOON,

THEN DEATH WOULDN'T DE SUCH A DAD THING.

PlayStation



^T-•"W7T«3^, oom, baby, boom!

Atomic Bomberman
successfully brings the

console classic's explosive

action to the PC, while add-

ing some welcome tweaks

in the process.

«**««» BlownAway
DOS, Win 95 AII the frantic gameplay of multiplayer

By Dan Elektro Bomberman is here, plus Interplay has

added an insane 10-player network vari-

~~l ant that pits you against humans
or computer-controlled drones.

Team variations, including an ex-

plosive take on volleyball, extend

the healthy replay value. If that's

not enough, Bomberman also

features a level creator so you

_j
can make your own arena maps.

PROTIP: A cheesy but effective u) n o u
way to win on me Coal Mine "S Ua BOmO
levei is to lay traps by the The graphics certainly live up to

warp holes. the gameplay, with bright colors

DP n^fnaOnn

REVIEW
DOS^ipn 95

Action Grrl

H uto racing fans are in for a

twisted turbo boost with In-

terplay's new take on carnage,

Carmageddon. Frantic but flawed,

this hot-rod hellion of a game
might just turn inexperienced

drivers into mincemeat!

nents' cars, then steal them
for later use.

i

Pk?

r /

m
. ...e chase cam enable;,

you to see who's harassing you
from behind, unlike the first-

person view.

m^mmm
on the Highway

While your main goal in Car-

mageddon is to win the race,

you'll spend most of your time

driving over varied terrain, slam-

ming into opponents, pulling

acrobatic stunts, and plowing

through screaming pedestri-

ans. Especially notable (al-

though of questionable taste)

are the piles of mush you'll

create from pulverizing people

and cows—if you drive through

\3Sm
^o ami
a o

PROTIP: Avoid obstacles like

bampolines and mine shafts

by squeezing around comers
as tightly as possible.

and crisply rendered characters.

The backgrounds sport nice de-

tail, but sometimes they are too

detailed, causing the screen to

look messy. On the sound side,

there's a lively but uninteresting

music soundtrack full of dance

beats and wacky noises, while the

game's controls are best handled

with a joystick (but the keyboard

is also reconfigurable).

Atomic Bomberman really

preserves the classic series' es-

sential elements and adds only

worthwhile enhancements. It's

great action for gamers with

a short fuse. Q

their remains, you can cre-

ate tire tracks of blood.

On the options side,

Carmageddon features

5 environments, 26 ve-

hicles, and 36 tracks. If

that's not enough, multiplayer

Carmageddon has options that

will keep you running with a full

tank all night long.

Running on Empty?
Despite its outrageous action and

appearance, Carmageddon is a

few cylinders short of a V-8. The

sound is solid, but the low-res

graphics limit your visibility.

Also, you'll want to use a joy-

stick; the keyboard controls are

frustrating and sluggish.

Perhaps the game's most

disappointing aspect is that

it's centered more on gore and

sheer destruction than on rac-

ing. Gamers who prefer a driv-

ing Sim with more meat in the

action than on the road should

look elsewhere. U

Atomic Bombennan by Interplay

S49.95 Challenge:

Action Replay value: High

lOplayeis ESRB rating: Kids

Overhead view to Adults

Minimum System Specifications

• Windows 9S/D0S • Sound Blaster or

• 486/66 or higher compatible sound

• 16 MB RAM "'H

•SVGA, 256 colors •Double-speed

CD-ROM drive

PROTIP: For surprise attacks,

use the boxing glove and blue

handpower-ups to throwbombs
over obstacles, including the

outer walls of the arena.

Catmafleddon by Inteipay

Overtiead and cockpit

views

Challenge: intermediate
|

Replay value: Medium

ESRB rating: Mature

Minimum System Specifications

• Win 95 or MS-DOS • 20 MB on hard drive
j

• Pentium 90 • Quad-speed CD-

•8 MB RAM (16 MB ROM drive

lorWin96andMulti- •VGA graphics

aaeiB BBHrirosi

ROTIP: Crossing the finish

first isnt the only path to v.

tory. You can also win if yc

manage to take out every si>

pedestrian in a level before i

runs out.

tAMEPRO ^Ipl October 1997
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Myth: The Fallen
. Lords fwii^ [m^

While store shelves will soon be littered with Warcraft and Com-
mand & Conquer clones (if they're not already), one upcoming title

is sure to stand out. Myth: The Fallen Lords puts you in command
of medieval troops doing battle against armies of the undead. You
can fly around the battlefield from above and view any section of

it you want—even behind enemy lines. The true 3D terrain is com-
bined with accurate physics so lobbed grenades will roll down hills—

as will severed body parts! Free Internet play and support for 3Dfx

graphics cards only sweeten the deal. If Myth can deliver on its

promises, real-time strategy games will soon have a new standard.—Dan Elektro

Developed and published by Bungle

Available December

<3t'

HIP
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ilad^
funner

Fans of the 1982 sci-fi classic Blade Runner will be thrilled to hear

that n game worthy of the film is finally in development. This sprawl-

ing four-CD adventure adds a new twist to the movie's plot line. As
a Blade Runner in a dank and dingy Los Angeles. 2019. it's your job

to hunt down replicants, renegade robots who are trying to pass

themselves off as humans. But as the game's story progresses, you
also have the option to help the replicants find information that will

extend their life span. Terminator or turncoat? It's your choice.

—Dan Elektro

Developed and published by Westwood Studios

Available November

. V*
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Win 95 Mac

Gore freaks, take note: Postal could be

the bloody shooter to end all bloody

shooters. When a red-tape error leads ,

you to uncover a hideous conspiracy,

you rebel against the system and go,
^,

well, postal, blowing away anyone and

anything in sight. But as the lone anony- V-
mous anarchist, are you mankind's last

hope or its worst nightmare?

The game's 16 levels, complete with nonrepeating, hand-drawn back-

grounds, certainly are varied (ever blow up an ostrich farm before?), and

the unusual selection of weapons includes such gadgets as Molotov cock-

tails and mines linked to remote cameras. Be warned, however—the devel-

opers have vowed to deliver some of the bloodiest, most disturbing graphics

to ever hit the PC—Dan Elektro
_

Developed by Running With Scissors

Published by Ripcord Games *

Available now

^r

zork Grand
Inquisitor |

Zork Grand Inquisitor, the eighth title in the

Zork series, takes place 120 years after Zork

Nemesis. The objective of Grand Inquisitor is

^ .
to restore magic to the Great Underground

'' % Empire, something easier said than done

since practicing magic is outlawed. Your

only hope is the underground magic resis-
"'-

-

tance and the ability to travel back in time

to classic Zork eras.

Using the Z-Vision game engine intro-

duced in Nemesis that enables 360-degree movement. Grand

Inquisitor adds some new gameplay elements like an environ-

ment map that allows you instant access to different areas. The

preview version's flawless controls served the point-and-click

gameplay perfectly.

—

Major Mike

Developed and published by Activision

Available FM '97
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An Elder Scrolls Legend:
Battlespire (Ml [1^^

One of PC gaming's hot RPG series returns to the fray with Bat-

tlespire, a side story in the Elder Scrolls universe that takes you
back to the time of Arena, the first game. Upon discovering that

the Emperor's fortress of elite wizards has been obliterated, you
set out to stave off this new threat in a blend of _.^_-____«_
action and RPG gameplay. Along with frenzied

fights in the game's 3D environments, players

will undertake the usual fare of RPGs, building

experience, talking to IMPCs and monsters, and
^

more. To heighten the action side, the multi-

player game lets you compete in a death match
'

or play team versus team.—/!// Hendrix '.

Developed and published by
Bethesda Softworks

Available October . ,

"Pf^mi

^^Mm

^^^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Sfl^^^^^^^Hl^wT

;:^

Total Annihilation

The latest in a long line of real-time '

strategy games. Total Annihilation

may use the tried-and-true Com-
mand & Conquer game engine, but .'j-

so far it doesn't come off as a run- - '

of-the-mill clone. The controls in the '—
pre-alpha version are very responsive. It's easy to move various

units around, and the actions menu is easily accessible. Only 5 of

the 50 terrains are available at this stage, but they're challenging,

with hills to climb and trees to clear. The game still

has several features to be implemented before it

ships, but so far, so good. This title could annihi-

late the competition.—Ma/or Mike

Developed by Cavedog Entertainment

Published by GT Interactive

Available September

Populous: The Third Coming
lOOSl I win 95 I ,^___«^«__

The founding father of the God
'

Sims is back for its third shot i

at godhood-building gameplay. '•
. -;

As a fledgling god, gamers try to

build a religious following among
a planet's native people, with the

eventual goal of training your

devotees in warfare and beating

back the rival gods. Your divine

powers include ghost armies, plagues, firestorms, and the angel of death,

as you struggle toward supreme-being status on a fully 3D, sphere-shaped
planet, which you can study from space or from the surface.—/1/r Hendrix .

' -'

Developed and published by BulHrog Productions

Available November

l^lt. <ati

GAMEPRO ^Q) October 1997
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Vf^^^^SI^R on both moto<ross

ikes. Turbo-steer on

-heel.
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Also available for Windows 95 PC CD ROM
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Crank if over and hit 220 m.p.h.
in the straightaway.

:^

Fast, arcade-style motor^cle raci

for your PlayStation^ "^».

Nvww.mracer.com ELECTRONIC ARTS

"TWit

\Vv
v^'^

§) 1997 Delphine Softwore Inlernotional. Moto Rqcer, Delphine Software International and the Delphine Software logo are trademarks of Delphine Software international. EletTOij^ti and the

logo ore Irademorks or registered trodemarks of Ele<tronic Arts in the United States and/or other (ountries. The ratings icon is o trademark of the Interartive Digital Software Asso(f|K- Plw^te^" '"'i 'he

PlayStation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment. Windows is a trademark or registered trodemark of Microsoft in the United States and/or other (ountries.



move to prey0Jifpoi)aits
from picking ufijj^^i^apon. ^M

PROnP: Use roundhouse kteks
and uppercuts to severely Oaohi
age anworttiy opponents.

^J

PROTIP: Tap «-, <r, -* to per-
form Raiden's Torpedo move.

The MortallConffiat 4 Road Tour traveled^M-
to arc.neiSa thic, r>^c* „," • _ i .. '^P^/to arcacji^ this past summer, boasting a

/ 60-80 percgjyipersion of the game that's

V ^"'^yjlJjceits^way'to the top of the

qaaaJ^krunching charts^ ^
nny Ballgame

^Certain weapons and special

moves knoOf your opponent
into die world of 3D.

.

Hoob SallMt simws Scorpion a
litde slice-and-dlce.

PROTlpi To pick up weapons,
sta^iii^jhe weapon and
fap{if Ran).

ffllthough it was early-ih de-

velopment, MK4 still had
enough bone-crunching kicks

and limb-snapping throws to

turn every gamer's head along

with their stomach/Only nine

of the fifteen selectable charac-

ters were playable at press

time, including old-timers

Raiden, Scorpion, Sub-Zero,

Liu Kang, Sonya, and Noob
Saibot, and new characters

Quan Chi, Shinnok, and Fujin.

Kombat's gameplay felt as

tight as ever, combining popu-
lar elements of past titles, like

the Run button and multi-hit

combos, with a new weapons
system. In MK4, each.figliiter

possesses a unique weapon,
like a sword or a spinning

blade, which will enable y,ou to
'•

chop your opponent to a

bloody mess. Be aware, how-
ever, that your opponent can
knock your weapon out of

your hand and pick it up to

use against you.

The only disappointing el-

ement in MK4 was the limited

use of 3D: There's no Evade or

Dodge button like in

Mace or Virtua Fighter

3 that will enable you
to walk in and out of

the background dur-

ing battle. Instead, 3D
effects are used only

during special moves
and fatalities that

knock you or your

opponent off the

2D path.

Sonya's a Switch Blade Sister

wmi Iter Ijrutal twirling triades.

8*MEP»0 (lis) Oclotter' 1JS7

PROTtP: Wicked tiirows, lik^pff^^s
BacklHvaker, are performed'tfy taivhig



||otvhe%acles

C^,

^wVuSE
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-||A»

$PI»0 WJ0* ^^^S

His. %u

^^Wt

—"g^

im( ^
SanjiioAiiimdifa line of the deadttest

fighisis lii'Atlourttament.

New character Quart Chi, who's also In MK
Mythologies, shows his evil style by bending

Sonya 's leg completely backward.

PROm^Wkm i> *£ ^HPto pull out yoifr

character's weapon, then tap either Purtch

button to strike your opponent vnipi'H.

The sinister Quan Chi challenges

fou to a game of life and death

inMK4.

Sonya falls to her death after los-

ing a match.

The button layout features High Punch, Low
Punch, High Kick, Low Kick, Block, and Run.

MK4's graphics already

looked superior to the

other Kombats be-

cause of the new Zeus

arcade system, which

not only helps provide

for faster and smoother

action, but also^S the

ability to prodi^' de-

tafied characterieom-

'/f'prised of overSOOO
"^

polygons each. Some

of the cool new

touches in-

'^^^^'^'»*-'^'ed gamers from an over the world

GAMEPRO

eluded mist surrouHding Sijit);

Zero's body and fi§9iter8''1imbs-

getting snapped ilriJI directio;is.

The voice of;$Jwo Kahnf.'

still looms over e^fy battle, _'

while new sound.^'such as-

'

weapons clanging;"on the

ground and bones cracking

during brutal new moves like

Sonya's Neck-Twister, added

to the fun of each fight.

Additional moves, fatali-

ties, and characters still need

to be implemented, but even

in its early test version, MK4
looked like it could be the

koolest Kombat ever! Mortal

maniacs, get to the arcades

early—the most anticipated ar;

cade bloodbath of the year is

on its way and the lines to play

are already forming. Q

9) letoliir 1117
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"" "IDeat me.Wkiji "mt. Just • ^on4 Kit tlial

Quit Dutton. Consider it your battle cry.

1 nen brin^.ort the skeletal warriors, zombies

and countlefts otner und«ad denizens. Eacn one

is anotner cnance to slice , and dice, like a

Cjinsu", bniie ^one bad. Or simply cast a- spell

ti^



Uo\ playir)| W.

on tnc evil priestess vvnos' done you wron^.

Because in tnis cavernous, maze ol devious

I raps, its all aooul cneatin^- death at every,

turn, blurring tnal line line between pleasure

ana pain. And just when you'tninb you can t

lake it anymore, consider tbe alternative.

You've been warned.
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Oddworid: Abe's

Oddysee
(By GT Interactive)

ByJUrHendrix

Price not 2 players

available (alternating)

Available Side view

September

Action/Adventure

TEEN
I
B»(iJ«y»

PROTIP: Keep an eye out for

bats, ney tend to fly in pat-

terns around trickyjumps,

making for anoUier olistacle

to avoid.

,r-i?r- .,<.,.

PROW: Mounted on an Elum,

Abe can make jumps that are

otherwise too far.

on't let the words "2D platform game" turn you off, (

} you'll miss out on one of the year's most intriguing games.

L-^ Abe's Oddysee bursts onto the scene with the kind of
v>\M NN unique gameplay and killer graphics that will rocket it straight

into the PlayStation hall of fame.

PROTIP: To convince

along from the

honey, throw a

rock at the

beehive over

its head.

PROTIP: To pass by Slogs, anger
them by throwing rocks or chanting.

When they give chase, lure them into

mines or other obstacles.

PROTIP: When you run across your fel-

low Mudokons, always rebim their

greeting and parrot back the sequence
of sounds they give. They'll open up
a hidden door, give you special pow-
ers like spirit rings, and so on.

ImTa
^^^ °" ^^^ "^'^"^^ Oddworid, Abe's Oddysee tells the tale of Abe, a

^g
blue-collar worker in a meat-processing factory whose upper man-

over . agement suddenly develops a plan to convert Abe

and his ilk into a line of tasty treats. Playing

as Abe, you must escape the factory and set

out on a quest to shut it down and save your

I > race from extinction.

'."^ If
'

' At first glance, Abe may resemble a plat-

1 (
form game from the 16-bit era. You run toward

the right, figure out how to open doors, rescue

friends, battle enemies, and so on.

But Abe's long list of cool features and fresh ap-

proach to gameplay swiftly separate it from the pack.

Since the not-so-heroic Abe doesn't stand a chance in com-
bat with enemies, he must devise clever ways to evade them. For

instance, instead of gunning down an attack dog, you taunt it until

r.:, it chases you, then lead it into a mine, leaving scorched furballs

behind. Or you can use Abe's power to chant to possess enemies—

:
and take control of them instead. By possessing a guard, you can

f use its gun to fill nearby enemies full of lead.

Abe also has an eight-word vocabulary (he talks out loud, not

^ in text balloons), and his "conversations" with other characters

earn him special powers, open doors, and so on. With this kind of

strategic, creative approach to the gameplay, Abe's does a superb

» job of making you feel like you're playing a story, not a game,
keeping you immersed in the action.

Iamepro €^ October 1997
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Abe's spectacular graphics also snare your attention. Mesmerizing

backgrounds breathe life into Oddworld, while the spectacular anima-

tions imbue the characters with convincing fluidity. The visuals over-

flow with riotous humor, too, such as Abe's comical sneak move or

the screen-rocking thump when Abe plummets to his death.

Similarly, topnotch sounds and music add to the realism. You'll

bust your gut laughting at Abe's goofy voice, but the creepy slither

of some enemies will raise your hackles.

oilow Me
Unfortunately, Abe's not without its flaws. The controls respond

smoothly, but the overly sensitive jumps lead to too many frustrat-

ing deaths. Even worse, as you progress deep into the game, some

of the puzzles become extraordinarily difficult to solve, while others

regress to the cheesy, repetitive nature of outdated platform games

(like a long series of annoying jumps). Thankfully, the game gives

you infinite lives and a decent save feature, but even then some

gamers may throw down

I
[

~^ their controller in disgust
Ktt\J\r. b

instead of plowing on.

Despite its flaws, Abe's

delivers a combo of innov-

, , . ^'."Aii:??ijfeiw v.'-.v/;-.
ative, strategy-filled game-

play and eye-popping

- graphics that makes tol-

^ erating these problems

worthwhile. Not every

gamer will have the sta-

mina to beat the game,

PROW: Abe's sneak move and ability to
^ut no one will regret

hide in shadows will get you past a lot of spending some serious

obstacles—tn them whenever vau can. time with Abe.

PROW: When you possess a Sllg,

roam as far as possible and kill as

many Sligs and Slogs as you can

before returning to Abe's body.

From the classy mood

music to the utterly hi-

larious voices, the sounds do a

perfect job of lieeping you en-

tertained and in the game.

I

Abe s lush, stunning

levels crackle with un-

paralleled color and detail, and

the character animations erupt

with humor and charm, in the

age of 3D, this 2D title delivers

(ome of the best visuals ever

found on the PlayStation.

>KCU=Q*4^

To clear the first area in Scra-

bania, first sneak up on the

Slig on the ledge and activate

the mine. Descend, and taunt

it until it runs into the mine.

Return to the second air tube.

Jump in and chant to possess

the Slig in the foreground.

Now, head left and take out

the next Slig by pulling the

lever when it reaches the "X"

on the ground.

Next, go left and pull this

lever while standing to its

left, which activates the air

tube on the first screen.

Hop in that first air tube and

pull the lever on the other side.

fT^

I Innovations like pos-

sessing enemies make

controlling Abe a fresh, fun ex-

perience. The lone hitch is the

finicky jumping, which causes

too many unnecessary deaths.

Walk the Slig off the ledge,

making sure it hits the mine

at the bottom.

As Abe again, jump back in

the air tube and hng the bell

on the ledge that you land on.

Descend two ledges, mount

the Elum, and move on to

the next area....

1

i
Fun Factor

Abe's packs in so much

] originality and such

killer graphics that every Play-

Station gamer will get a huge

thrill from spending time with

this game. However, the more

action-oriented may head for

greener pastures when some of

the unnecessarily difficult puz-

zles start undercutting the fun.

GAMEPRO ^^ October 1997
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$49.99

Available

September

Gun game

1 player

Fltst-person

Graphics

Sharp polygons and re-

alistic reactions to dif-

ferent shots make the game fun

in a very sadistic way. But other

graphics (like facial closeups)

will make you wince. '^

Although the GunCon is

touted as a super-accu-

rate weapon, there are times when

dead-on shots seem to miss. There

are also cheap targets that always

seem to hit you first.

.,jli|^^-1e3_.
PROTIP: To gain an extra five

seconds, try to hit the orange

soldierfust above the middle

turret This will help In your
fight against the chopper.

rigger tramps and gun gurus, get ready! Time Crisis is in towi

featuring dead-on gamepiay and fast, bullet-bouncin' action!

TC plays like a lot of other gun games, but with a few
notable exceptions. First and foremost, the game doesn't rely ot

your recognition skills—there are no friendlies to fire at and no stu

pid citizens or errant hostages

to get in the way. It's just you,

a bunch of bad guys, and an un

limited supply of bullets. Sec-

ondly, the game enables you t(

duck behind objects for a mo-

ment's rest so you can gather

your wits and plan some triggei

fast strategy. But don't get too

comfortable—the whole game

ticks down using a level-by-

level timer.

Unlike other stellar shooting

titles, like Maximum Force and,

Virtua Cop 2, there are no weapi

power-ups, which is a shame

You'll long for a screen-clearing

bazooka or gut-ripping shotgun

after a few levels. Still, Time Cri

sis offers tons of thumb-blister-

ing action for twitch-addicted

gamers everywhere.

PROTIP: In the lat^ tevefc, al-

ways fry to shoot the orange-

suited soldiers first. They're

fast, and they sometimes yield

precious time additions.

PROTIP: Watch those paintings

In the baiAground—they drop

to reveal machine gunners.

PROTIP: This prancing pinhea

The key here is to shoot rapidiy, uuun,

and never leave yourself In the open for

more than a fraction of a second.

rnuTIP: Just aim for the windshield and tire

away. When you see the "Danger!" warning,

dude Then immediately pop badi up and
whale away at the windshield again.

B»MEPHO (m) Ictoliir 1997



ADMIT IT. .<j«*»&m»H»««**'^''

'''f;'f'3wtrfa%riryi

Sometimes you'd feel

better if you could just shoot

every damn thing in sight.

^Ii
^i^

tii^.'

SiJf- B,

(BUT THEN THERE S THAT DEATH PENALTY THING.)

Time to lock and load» pal. Straight from atxades

everywhere, here comes Maximum Force. It's you agairjst-elusive

terrorists and you control the body count You'll board helicopters, ATVs,

underwater vehicles ancT'Shoot literally everything in sight. Gun down slimeballs on

three completely different missions. Blast your way into more than 35 secret rooms

(three times as many as Area 5
1
) and blow everything away witli extreme preju-

dice.With Maximum Force, there's no such thing as too much firepower.

Go ahead; pull the trigger. And check out the Maximum Cool

/J
Sweepstakes at your nearest arcade.

V./-^Tli-*l

PULL THE TRIGGER

s . %

V^-

#*-"

<4t>MlimAY

mimKmmmm
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1k«asures of the Deep
(ByNamco)

By Dr. Zombie
"^'i^rf,

"^^

V^

jut. m
PROnP: Remember where you parked
by leaving your unmanned sub near a
major landmark.

dive into adventure with Treasures of the Deep for the Play-

Tation a Single-player action game that skillfu y
-^^^^^^^^^^^^

first-person shooting with maze-like exploration in fantastic

underwS settings. But beware-there are endless waves of enemy

<;ubs divers and sea predators out for your blood!

Ride on an underwater scooter or dismount for solo action as

vou attempt to complete numerous mission objectives, ranging

from retS g sunken treasure to finding and de using a ticking

bomb S at exotic, international dive sites. To help you in your

nuS' a arsenal of high-tech equipment is at your disposal in-

dudig remote-control drones and powerful weapons such a

S do s and plasma torches. Vpu can also use the treasures

vou net to upgrade your weaponry for subsequent missions.

Sham graphics and animation effectively create a ree-roaming

3D ocea^e vionment that's almost more fun to explore than car

r^ing out your mission objectives. Once you immerse yourself in

Treasures of the Deep, you may never want to resurface!^

PROTIP: Trade down and
attack enemy subs from

behind where they are

the most vulnerable.

Lateh onto a giant ray tor die ride of your lift

m Graphics

The graphics are a

pleasure to behold: De-

tailed art, ambient lighting, and

fluid animation create lush 3D

underwater worlds. The abun-

dance of realistic marine life

clinches the sub-sea effect.

pivotal sound cues

are very crisp, while

the surrealistic new age sound-

track Is ideal for this underwa-

ter adventure and a welcome

change from the usual iari-nck

action-gaming riffs.

PROTIP: Most wrecks will ex-

pose hidden power-ups if you
repeatedly blast them with

your spear gun.

PROTIP: Your cash is limited, so

only buy weapons and equip-

ment that are essential to com-
pleting your misskm.

Control

Once you get used to the

underwater physics,

such as swimming in currents,

it's relatively easy to control

your sub and diver. All weapon

and equipment controls respond

sharply to onscreen action.

Fun Factor

Treasures provides

solid fun with a well-

balanced mixture of exploration,

adventure, shooting, and puzzle

elements. Plus, it's just plain cool

to battle It out with great whites

and hammerheads!

PROTIP: if you're running low
on oxygen, search out and blast

enemy divers, then salvage

their air tarda.

BAMfPRO (im) Ocloher \m

PROTKP: Listen to HQ h>r hints on

how to acqukv wealth. Search

for goU ams and other vahi-

able objects only after you've

taken out ail the enemies.
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Machine Hunter
(By MGM Interactiw) r

By Dr. Zombie

Challenge

n-d'i

Level

gl* • ft o • • ^ -^
f ^ 9 •"

y
Price not

available

Available

August

2 players

Shooter

Overliead

view

Passwords

v^

Graphics

Sharp graphics feature

4 5 ambient lighting, subtle

shading effects, and minute de-

tails such as tracking blood trails.

The overhead camera angle cre-

ates a believable sense of height

and depth in each level.

Control

The controls are smooth

4 5 and very responsive to

onscreen action. The characters

move effortlessly throughout

each level and have the ability

to shoot 360 degrees.

Fun Factor

The most fun is the two-

4 player mode where you

create total havoc with a buddy.

Machine Hunter has enough chal-

lenges, mazes, and gameplay to

capture the attention of gamers
of all calibers.

ff Sound

\^ Sound effects are mlni-

3 5 mal but appropriate for

this type of game. Crisp blasts,

footsteps, and bloody splats set

the perfect mood for carnage.

hooter fans, take note: Machine Hunter

provides nonstop action for the PlayStation.

Alien invaders have infested a futuristic

_
/ mining colony and taken the humans captive.

^_^_^
You go in solo or with a friend to take out the

^1 nasties and rescue the hostages. You'll explore

endless mazelike levels from a dizzying overhead

perspective as you work your way into the heart of

the mine.

The gameplay may remind you of Loaded,
'- with its detailed graphics and in-depth, mazelike

•^ environments. Machine Hunter, however,

has some unique aspects, such as its

emphasis on moving up and down from

level to level, the ability to independently

1 move and shoot 360 degrees (a la Ro-

botron X), and the ability to morph into

powerful robots with different firepower. Secret pas-

sages, power-ups, and a detailed map feature add to

the fun. The ammo's unlimited, and the enemies are

plenty. So load up and rock and roll!
-»'

PROTIP: Shoot everywhere to

reveal hidden power-ups and
to gain access to other areas.

I

morph into a mech with upgraded weaponry
and armor.

PROTIP: Ammo's unlimited, so

continuously shoot ahead as
you explore new territory.

^vi

L

Instead of hiking, use teleporta-

Von terminals to move quickly

'tween levels.

PROTIP: Sometimes the most
direct route is to drop off a
ledge onto a lower level.

t»M TO MP/E WOUID, X C0« OFTI CHS

PROTIP: Although the map shows where
you've explored, if you look closely, it also

hints at the layout for the rest of the level.

GAMEPRO €^ October 1997

PROTIP: In two-player co-op mode, stay

tight with your partner and cover each
other's backs as you move.
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GEX: Entef the Gecko.

360 degrees of "go anywhere

you want" h EXPLORATION!

We're pusling the limits of

3D technology by combining
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Wnling Force. Hawk ^
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j^kson. Mag/Daniels. Alana McKendrick. andthl,l„^,
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In AGAME WHERE JUST ABOUT ANm^lNQ

CAN BECOME A WEAPON. rfS NICE TO KNOW^
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All pRbviDE endless hours of
EXPLOSIONS. GUNFIRE. ANn MISERY

OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY.

No WONDER THIS CITY NEVER SLEEPS.



Car and Driver Presents

Grand Tour Racing '98

(ByAcltvisim)

ByBadHare

Price not

avilable

Available

now

4 players

Bumper and

chase views

PROW; There's a hairpin turn

an most of the Moscow tracks

that's Just waiting to send you

spinning—so slow down and
he prepared.

Cai & Diivci Presents)

PROTIP: When driving in dark tunnels,

focus on the dark stripe in the middle

of the road to stay on track.

^

rriOiir: iou cant use the 0-

pad alone and expect to finish

anywhere but dead last. Learn

to use the LI and R1 butbms
to execute tight turns.

Fun Factor

I
GTR's roads are paved

with good intentions;

it's a shame all the game ele-

ments didn't work out as planned.

Still, there's enough here to get

racing fans' engines revving on

a weekend rental.

7

Control

You'll either love using

the D-pad in cor\junction

with the L and R triggers, or you'll

hate it. Unskilled drivers should

get in some practice laps.

Sound

birds, and snippets of

local music add to the atmos-

phere, but the engines tend to

sound like motorcycles.

Graphics

I

You'll be impressed by

] the background detail,

but some cars don't look like

they're moving very fast. The

game's also plagued by some

hazy bKmaiis.

By
offering rally, Indy, off-road, and street

racing in one tidy package. Grand Tour

Racing '98 makes a good sampler for

the casual racing fan. Only the lackluster

sound and tricky controls keep it from reving

to the top.

CTR has a lot going for it—five kinds of

cars, six countries with multiple tracks in each,

plus time-attack and four-player modes (via

link), and advanced A.I. You've gotta stay sharp,

though—the computer racers know when you're

trying to pass and will cut you off!

The tracks themselves are admirably long

and varied (you'll literally drive over the river

and through the woods in Scotland), but an

overhead radar would have been helpful.

Changes in weather, time, and terrain will

keep even veteran drivers on their toes.

Think of Grand Tour Racing '98 as an auto-

motive buffet, taking a little bit from each rac-

ing style and serving it up in its own fairly-

tasty platter.

cause you to lose traction and spin out.

''ttlMIMiSa^

PMTIP: AvoM unpacked, dark sand or your
buggy will stow to a crawL

CAMEPRD October 1197
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FIGHTING
ACTION!
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It's Super Hero vs. Super-

Villain. Super Hero vs. Super

Hero. Super-Villain vs. Super-Villain -

you get the idea. Now Marvel Comics'

most amazing characters battle it out

head-to-head on your PlayStation game

console and Sega Saturn. Punch-for-

punch, an incredible translation of the

#1 arcade blockbuster. You'll enter the

world of Marvel as your favorite

Super Hero or Super-Villain -

;«

m^^ Ky)

/P$Hyf«^ ^ jk

^1.

MARVEL

j9 Psuriu?herqe£<

Wolverine, Spider-Man,

Magneto, Captain

America, The

Incredible Hulk

and many more.

Master all their prolific powers, lethal moves

and multi-hit combos, with each blow

animated in such detail you'll flinch in poin!

Marvel Super Heroes.

All other fighting games are

mere mortols.

UJJJ'

wm/.capcom.cm

f

wsmn
MARVEL SUPEB HEROES TM t « 1997 MARUEL CHARACTERS, INC. ALL RIQHIS RESERVED, « CAPCOM CO,. LTD, 1997 © CAPCOM USA,, INC, 1997 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, THIS VIDEO GAME IS PRODUCED UNDER LICENSE FROM MARVEL

CHARACTERS, INC, CAPCOM IS a roflistefed trademafk 0l CAPCOM CO,. LTD, PlaySWIIon and the PlayStation logo are tfademarks ol Sony Computer Entertainment Inc, Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks ol Sega Entcrprlsos Ltd
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99 bullet-riddkd bodies on the wall,

99 bullet-riddled bodies,

tahe one down, pass it around,

98 bullet-riddled bodies on the wall.

98 bullet-riddkd bodies..
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PlayStation

NEVER UNDERESTIMATE
THE POWER OF PLAYSTATION™
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Ah, the smell of napalm.

The thrill of tearing across

10 different treacherous 3D

battlegrounds. The exhila-

ration of climbing over boul-

ders and ripping through

streams. The joyous feel-

ing of riding and guiding

your missiles straight into

enemy targets. Not to men-

tion the beautiful sound of

your arsenal blowing away

tanks and downing heli-

copters in head-to-head

combat. You better fasten

your military-issue seat

belts, you're in for the

adrenaline rush of your life.

MttwarectevetopedtiyChanlemar Creations, Inc. Oeveloperi and proluced by SonyIntaracWeaiid^

f



PROTIP: The key to killer times

is using the shortcuts. Plow
through this subway in Paris

by heading to the far left on
the congested city streets.

Sick of driving in a circle?

Thenjump behind tile

wheel of Felony 1 1 -79,

one of the most chaotic, free-

wheelin' driving games ever.

Getaway Cats
Felony 1 1 -79 successfully com
bines elements of racing games

with the creative exploration

found in 3D adventure titles-

sort of a Tomb Raider meets

Need For Speed. Each of the

game's three levels has its own

objectives, including picking up

dynamite, stealing an artifact,

and making a phone call. As a

mercenary-on-wheels. Felony

also enables you to drive any-

where at any time, like through

hidden shortcuts and even a

shopping mail, in true Blues

Brof/ie/'s-style.

Twenty-two different cars

are unlocked as you meet

specific goals throughout the

game. Some of these goals are

easy to achieve, like locating a

certain object or breaking the

speed limit; others are next to

impossible, such as doing no

damage at all on a level.

Crime Does Pay
Sadly, there's only a handful

of tracks to choose from, and

no two-player head-to-

head mode. Still, Felony

11-79 isa very wild ride

and a definite must-play

for those who really like

to drive fast. Q

i

Graphics

You'll see a bit of pop-

4.0 up here and there, but

the high detail and Impressive

feeling of speed make up for It.

Fun Factor

Felony 11-79's blend of

4 5 reckless street driving

and creative exploration makes

It a must-rent, but its too-few

tracks hurt it in the long run.

Now that's a crime.

PROTIP: A manual transmission

enhances your ability to power-
slide around comers.

liX Sound

« Standard stuff like

4 tire squeals and engine

growls (especially that thunder-

ing bus motor!) are done well,

and are supported by a gutsy

surf-rock soundtrack that keeps

your adrenaline flowing.

PROTIP: The scooter may be weak and
slow but It can go places the other

rnhbles can't, like this alley in China

town at the end of Level One.

wm^ Control

Each vehicle handles

4 . 5 differently, and preci-

sion driving Is a must. Some of

the sliding turns take time to

master, but most cars won't

give even novice drivers too

much trouble.

PROnP: Concenhate on the mis-

sbm obfecth/es unbi you've com-
pleted ail the tacks succ^s-
hiily, then go back later and
do damage.

CAMEPRO (§) Ictgjiep 1117
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1
1

PlayStation

Sega
Saturn

1
PC '

Hit the road like a ruthless speed demon in all your racing

games. The ACT LABS RS breaks all the rules with multi-system

compability on PlayStation)" N64™ PC and Sega Saturn™

Comes standard with no-slip pedals, a Forrnula-1 butterfly

gear rocker and 1 2 HYPER Programmable buttona^L^

RACING SYSTEM^ ' ^ ^ %%rJk ^^^^
http://www.actlab.com/gamegear ^1^9 ^^M

1-800-980-9997

(D 1997 ACT Laborstorv Ltd. All rights reserved. ACT LABS RS and ACT LABS are trademarks of ACT Labrl

PlayStation is a tradamarlc of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. N64 is a trademark of Nintendo of America Inc. Sega Saturn is a trademark of Sega Enterprises, Lid.



Top: The Second

Coming, slated for

this fall. Bottom:

Preparing for her

return. Opp page:

Committed for life.



4A.IVI• ^ TALLAHASSEE, FU

-

Two DRUNKS BATTLE IT OUT DOWN THE

HALL. The 38 EXPRESS SQUEALS TO A

HALT EVERY HALF HOUR ON THE STREET

BELOW. Sleep doesn't come easy in

ROOM 23. BUT FOR 19-YEAR-OLD RAY

Cooper, it has nothing to do with the

NOISE. As HE says, "IT'S BECAUSE SHE'S

ALL I SEE EVERY TIME I CLOSE MY EYES."

*<:

i

Eidos Interactive.Tomb Raider. Lara Croft and her likeness are trademarl<s of Eidos. Pic. ©1997 Eidos.



ByDnZonMe

The Porsche Boxster

is the newest addi-

I tion to the famous

family of sports cars. With solid

graphics, decent handling, and

intense racing action, Sony effec-

tively captures the experience of

In time trials, you race against a
glwst car representing your pre-

vious lap performance.

PROTIP: Use the Practice mode
to chart out available alternate

course routes.

driving this awesome machine in

Porsche Challenge.

Play solo or race against a

friend on four courses ranging

from the snowy Alps to the haz-

ardous corners of Stuttgart. Shift

through three difficulty levels, ar-

cade or simulation racing, and

three racing modes to suit your

driving needs. Then choose from

and race among a field of seven

eclectic drivers (how-

ever, they have zero

influence on your per-

formance). If only there

were more tracks, this

game would have seri-

ous staying power.

The graphics mirror

the sleek elegance of

the Boxster with smooth

animation and well-

rendered backgrounds,

creating a realistic 3D
racing experience. How-

ever, pop-up in the

PROTIP: Always sacrifice

speed for traction in the

Alpine course by sticking

to Uie paved and dirt surfaces.

background scrolling prevented

a higher graphics score. The real-

istic controls have plenty of

drag, but arcade racers will likely

be turned off by their sim-style

tightness. The techno soundtrack

is enjoyable but bland.

Porsche Challenge is a well-

engineered driving machine that

falls short of greatness. It's worth

taking for a spin—but probably

as a rental for most. 'J

Price not available

Available now

Racing

2 players

4 tracks

Multiple views

Replay value: IMedium

Challenge: Adjustable

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

PROTIP: Take the inside on sharp turns and
force opponents to ttie outside. There's no
damage Ifyou bump cars.

CAMEPRO

LAYSTATIO

I

By Four-Eyed

Dragon

Syndicate Wars

shoots up the

PlayStation, offering some

heavy strategy, complex ac-

tion, and extreme violence.

Leaving off where the

original Syndicate ended,

this intense sequel gives '

you complete control of

four heavily armed cyborg '~

agents. You follow orders ™?
on behalf of the ruling "^'^

government, which wants j

you to prevent uprisings

from external and internal

threats. A variety of objectives

and control options, plus a four-

player option, makes Syndicate

Wars strategically sound, while

the action element remains intact

as you eliminate enemies with an

arsenal of weapons.

Graphically this dark and

gloomy game yields some great

detail, such as the buildings (like

PROTIP: Even if it's not part of the mission

objective, neutralize or persuade all zealots

to discover new weaponry that you can

appreciate.

PROTIP: Choosing your weapons

wisely is the key to accomplishing

your mission objectives.

SY(HI@»llC:4^Ti

the car dealerships), that makes

up for the lack of variety in the

characters. Slowdown, however,

IS apparent when there's too much

firing and destruction onscreen.

On the sound side, screaming

burn victims and the exclama-

tions of scared citizens balances

out the slow-paced music.

As for the controls, a heavy

dose of manual reading is re-

quired to play the game, which

makes Syndicate Wars difficult

to get into at first. After a while,

though, you'll be rewarded with

an addicting, complex game. I

PROTIP: Use crosswalks when
crossing the street because your

persuaded citizens can easily be

run over by moving vehicles.

PROTIP: Whenever possible, mod-

ify your agents with new cyber-

netic implants to improve their

offensive and defensive skills.

Syndicate Ware by Electronic Arts

Price not available IVIultiscrollIng

Available now Replay value: Higli

Action/strategy Challenge: Mediiiin

4 players ESRB rating: Teen

"^ j-overhead view

1^ October 1997



l-90Zrf60-TIPS

Call to heaiaUiWHIllBlPa inove lists for every character

in the hottest fighting games-like Ultimate Mortal

Kombat 3, Tekken 2, Killer Instinct 2, and Street

Fighter Alpha 2. New games every month!

plus ho*

new

news

32-Bit Tip of the Week!
A new Slammin' 32-bit tip every week!

ScaiY Larry's Hot Picks

Leave your best tip for Scary Larry...you may get picked.

Getta Clue

The latest tips for your favorite system: Nintendo 64,

Sony PlayStation, Sega Saturn, Arcade

Get A Classic Clue

Dust off those old carts and get the best tips for your

favorite system. Call for a different tip every day.

Hit Us With Your Best Tip

Leave or pick up tips and cheats from some of the best

gamers around! You con leave a tip for the Nintendo 64,

PlayStation, Saturn, 3D0, Genesis, or Super Nintendo systems.

J;Sts,^« Also available in Canada!

1-900-451-5552
Calls cost $1 .49 a minute (Canadian)

Calls average three minutes in length and cost $1.29 a minute. Be sure to get your parents' permission to use GamePro's liot Tips Hotline

if you ore under )8 yeors of age. Messages subject to change without notice. A service of GomePro Medio Group in Son Mateo, CA.



ByDr.ZomUe

It's terror time in

Clocl< Tower, a hor-

ror-themed adven-

ture game. A bizarre killer called

Scissorman is terrorizing a small

town with a giant pair of shears,

and it's up to you to stop his

reign of terror before he perfo-

rates you. Alternate endings,

evolving story lines, and an un-

predictable villain make Clock

Tower quite enticing. However,

some limitations in the interface,

sound, and gameplay may
influence just how much time

you spend with the game.

vironments

from a third-person per-

spective. You play as one of

two protagonists exploring

scenes set among different lo-

.

cales in town. All

character move-

ment and interac-

tion within a set-

ting is controlled

by a responsive

cursor interface,

but the controls lack the full mo-
bility of Resident Evil's.

Graphically, well-rendered en-

vironments and varied camera
angles create a spine-tingling at-

mosphere—especially the death

scenes—but the character anima-

tion is stilted. The sharp music

and sound effects get your heart

The gameplay is similar toJKl.JSCing, especially when the Scis-

Resident Evil's, where you inter-

Clock Tower by ASCn

mm\^
lO 30

Price not available

Available now

1 player

Adventure

40 35
Tliinl-person view

Challenge: Advan

Replay value: Me4
ESRB rating: Ma*--

l\i:^-

sorman attacks. However, the ma-
jonty of the game is played with

limited background sounds as

characters interact through volu-

minous lines of text that require

a lot of time to scroll through.

Patient gamers wanting a chal-

ge will welcome the complex-

of Clock Tower's interactive

ry line and puzzles, but ca-

-1 sual gamers may not

' find this game wor
the time. '

PROTIP: Upon entering

a room, immediately

Identify all interactive

items by doing a sweep
wim the cursor.

PROTIP: It's not cheating to |
hit the Panic button when

cornered by Scissorman. It lets

you Ine to fight another day.

iTsT^
msm-,

^^HB
immnn*

1

Helen .NoJave m «oi an»
leads?

feJJ

PROTIP: Talking to peo-

ple more than once may
higger alternate direc-

tions in the story line.

LAYSTATI

Bravo Air Race takes

to the skies, mixing

car racing and air-

planes, 'you race through four

forward-scrolling courses, bank-

ing up or down and pulling bar-

rel rolls. Your plane can't roam
too far off course before hitting

invisible barriers, though.

On the options side, Bravo

offers solo, head-to-head, or

time-trial modes along with

10 planes and race locales that

range from desert canyons to

snowy summits.The graphics

and controls are adequate, but

recurring breakup hampers the

realism and effectiveness of

the flying. Bravo Air Race is

fast-moving racing fun worth

at least a full-fare rental.

TIP:As In auto racing,

use of acceleration is m,.

Ktive man using the brak

$49.95

Available no'

Flight ncing

2 playen

4 stages

Forwanl-scnillliig

Cliallenge: Adjustable

Replay value: Medium

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

ByHSommac

Marvel Comics'

Fantastic Four

finally makes
their video game debut, but

in a pretty nonheroic effort for

the PlayStation.

Up to four players may
choose from the Fantastic Four

members, plus She Hulk. Each

hero possesses a unique super

power in addition to standard

punch and kick moves. The ac-

tion is paced through five levels

of standard side-scrolling punch
em-out fare and features classic

comic-book villains such as Dr.

Doom and Moleman.

Unfortunately, the charaaer

animation is stiff, the sound ef-

fects are campy, and the game-
play quickly becomes repetitive

I '> I I \

as waves of enemies attack in

predictable patterns. Even die-

hand comic-book fens will find

this game far from fantastic.

PROTIP: Maneuver all I

one sUe liefore taUng them on.

Don't let than samund you.

Price not available

Available now

4 players

Action

5 stages

Octeher 1817

side view

Replay value: Low

Challenge: Adjustable

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

PROTIP: Be carehil when pIcUng
up items to use as weapons-
some may be booby baps.



By ScaryLmy

i"
Although

StarFox 64

will gather

I the praise this sea-

son as the year's best

shooter, RayStorm for

•.he PlayStation is worth

a look. Flying in the classic

Taito top-down mode, this

shooter is exactly like oth-

?rs from the bygone genre

including StarBlade Alpha

PROTIP: When targeting, bide

your time and get as many
enemies onscreen as possi-

ble. Dodge Incoming fire.

ind Xevious 3D), but the graph-

ics are a step above the others

.vith multilayered background

targets and cool transparency

effects, especially underwater.

The gameplay is dated, how-

ever, and the techno-driven sound-

track tries to impress but comes

up short. Fans of classic shooters

will have a good day with Ray-

Storm—but gamers expecting

anything more than Cradius

flipped sideways will probably

want to rent this one just for

the weekend. Li

j
By The Rookie

^ ''^^" take the side of the

P^
' Reptons in a war

against the Ovons in

the spaceship shooter Darklight

Conflict. From the training session

to the actual missions, DC will

keep you flying back for more.

You engage the enemy in more

than 50 missions, from dogfights

to strategic operations, in various

attack ships like gunships and

bombers. (Think Soviet Strike in

space.) The action's brought to

you in smooth, fast graphical splen-

dor—excellent light-sourcing brings

gut nice detail on all the crafts,

ler they're flying through

PROTIP: Don't fly under large as-

teroids! Go around Utem when

possible, or you're sure to meet

an untimely end.

RayStonn by Spaz

Price nol available Challenge: Adlustable

Available now Replay value; Medium

Shooter ESRB rating: Kids

2 players to Adults

Top-down view

ByJUrHendrix

.^.Wi The real-time strat-

lishing a foothold

on the PlayStation with Warcraft

II. As with its Saturn counterpart,

the game's addictive gameplay

manages to shine through the

major shortcomings.

Playing as either humans or

ores in this epic battle, you ma-

neuver troops into position while

"~
1

PROTIP: Upgrade your town hall

1 1 1A3^3 AST IT ^^ *"'"' ^* possible—this en-

yJOmSMMrl JUL ables your peons to buHd Impor-

3llHi a^ I iki^ ^ 1 / I ^"^ things like churches and

He VAlllC i9 AVA ynomish Inventors.

maintaining resources (food, gold,

and so on) and building key struc-

tures like lumber mills. The point-

n-click controls become surviv-

able with practice, but the lack

of mouse support for this style

of game is incredibly lame. Still,

the gripping strategy action that

drove the PC series to stardom

somehow keeps you playing,

even though the decent graph-

ics and sounds could've been

much better.

If a thinking-man's battle

packed with strategy sounds ex-

citing, Warcraft II is a flawed but

fun buy Action gamers, though,

should be very, very afraid. Mi

PROTIP: To creaw an auwmaied
defense of sensitive areas, build

towers at key points and upgrade

ihem to cannon towers.

Warcrattll:TheDai1(Saga

By Etectnmic Arts

30 3.5 30 4.0

Price not available Top-down view

Available now Challenge: intermediate

Real-lime strategy Replay value: Medium

1 player

52 missions

ESRB rating: Teen

a space portal or being blown to bits.

The control is a bit twitchy at first, but

is very solid once you get used to it.

Sonically the background music sets

the mood with operatic space sounds

and crisp

explosions.

If you're j-

fond of space *

shooters, DC

is definitely

worth a look. I .

PROTIP: Point the green cone In

the heads-up display straight

\J ahead to locate your enemy.

PROTIP: Keep

your ship in the

center of space

portals to avoid

damage.

DaiMight Conflict by Electronic Arts

Grapliics Sound Conlrot Fun Factor

4.0 4.0

Price not available

Shooter

1 player

Cockpit view

4.0 3.5

Challenge: Intermediate

Replay value Medium

ESRB r,ilrng Kids

to Adults

GAMEPRO ^^ October 1997
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ATURN

Saturn Bombennan
(By Sega)

Price not

available

Available now

Action/

strategy

10 players

Overhead

view

IVIouse

compatible

PROTIP: The first boss of the

Master mode shouldn't ftose

a problem—use your bombs
to create chain reactions with

ttie ones he drops to turn him
Into his own worst enemy.

merican Saturn gamers

asked for it, and they

I finally got it—Bomber-

man! Almost unchanged from

its Japanese incarnation, the

U.S. version of Saturn Bomber-

man features topnotch game-

play with, uh, mid-notch visu-

als and sound.

Fans of the squat pyroma-

niac will immediately notice

that the standard sMcteti

one- and two-player ""^ "'J

games play as pokey as ever;

they're more a trial of your pa

tience than a test of your skill.

A slew of options and a whop
ping 10-playermode, how-

ever, help Saturn Bomberman
earn its keep. In addition to

team play and NetLink sup-

port, the Mad Bomber mode
gives defeated

players a chance

PttOnP: When you remove obstacles that will

release creatures hom an enclosed area,

choose carefully. Try to keep their path re-

sMcted, and fill the obstacle's space with
one of your bombs.

.fivTOTO^'

PROTIP: Make your "Mad Bomber" sideline
s/iots count—you get only one bomb every
few seconds, but they can set off devastat-
ing chain reactions if they're timed correctly.

PROTIP: As time ivns out, use the

falling walls to your advantage.

Opponents can be tapped or
lured under them with

relative ease. i

shoot bombs at

the remaining play-

ers from moving

cannons on the

sidelines.

If you want to

battle with 10 play-

ers at once, you'll

need a large TV be-

cause the graphics

Sahim Bombemian is

the first game in the

series to feature ani-

mated cinemaUcs.

shrink down to minuscule size

(if you have a 13-inch TV, for-

get it—though the eight-player

view is more forgivi

you can have the computer

play the other nine bombers,

but the game's true value is in

blowing up your buddies. If

you don't have a Sega multi-

tap, Saturn Bomberman offers

the perfect excuse to get one.

If you don't have friends, this

is a good opportunity to get

some of them, too. Q

No complaints-the di-

rectional pad 1$ respon-

sive and the three-button scheme

keeps it simple. Most of the fa-

miliar Bomberman actions, like

throwing, pose no trouble.

I

Plenty of options plus

plenty of players equals

plenty of chaos! With a room full

of friends and a multi-tap or two,

Saturn Bomberman really shines.

Just one cutesy jingle

carries you through all

the multiplayer arenas-where's

the original and unique music?

Some of the back-

grounds are too busy,

and it's a shame the classic

characters couldn't have been

tweaked beyond their flat 2D in-

carnations. A little fancier ren-

dering would have helped a lot.

rancier ren- monp: In a lO-player game, go for self-preservation. There's
'"''°° ' '"•

I

enough chaos on the screen that a few other players will kill

themselves without your input, thinning the pack.

BAMEPRO €^ October 1987
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PlayStation

EAR WILL ALWAYS BE IN THE CAR

WITH YOU. YOU JUST CAN'T LET IT DRIVE.

^z 0EfO««5__aiB

ATHLETIC DEPT.



All Madden-All Day
Nodden NFL '98

By Scary "Hut Hut" Larry

MMm It's finally here! Madden NFL '98 for the PlayStation

is everything it's hyped up to be—a fast, fun, furious

football game with all-around support from one of the greatest minds
the sport has to offer.

It's in the Fame
''

Madden fans of old will be the first to line up for this stellar title. Mad-
den '98 gets back to the core of Madden with gameplay as intense and
tough as the 16-bit titles, along with loads of pro strategies and offen-

sive/defensive sets. Plays are culled directly from real NFL playbooks
and from Coach Madden's vast wealth of experience in the NFL—and
it shows.^ -

. i^ •' r^ ' ——

1

—^^ ^. A^I

to •'I E » 1

30

^ 1S Ijaiit jp« ^

PROTIP: Always follow

your blockers on run-

ning plav.s. Be sure to

avoid .spinning unless

you have a lane Ijetwctii

you and (he coverage

man because it will slll^^

you down.

PRO I IP; lljou pick tlie Hail .\Iary, make sure
the receiver on the right side has a step on his

coverage before throwing.

': Always use your stars to PROTIP: If you run to the outside
game wide open. If jour without a lead blinker. \m must
back is .leronie Bettis. why beat the last man on the line belore
throwing? ,„„ turn up field. ()the™i'^» ""•'"

get crunched for a loss

This year, Madden has no sissy money plays or easy-to-memorize

defenses because it utilizes a new feature called "liquid A.L" The con-

cept's simple, but the explanation isn't; basically, your team's defense

spreads out and flows according to the way the offensive play is going.

What this means is that the computer-controlled players actually read,

recognize, and react to the play that's being run—the three deadliest Rs
in the sport.

As for controls. Madden rules the field with its intuitive, respon-

sive touch passing, which fires off a bullet pass if you jam the Pass but-

ton or floats a lob if you tap it—no messy meters to struggle with here.

Other impressive touches include fake blitzes that you can recall on the

fly and an enhanced blufl' mode that enables you to .secretly call plays

during two-player matctei^

Seeing Is Believing ^B^
The graphics in Madden '98 provide for super-detailed movements
of the sprites: Players react and point to signal rotational shifts, while

PROTIP: Use crossing

patterns to confuse the

defense. .Set up the

crossing pattern, then

wait until the co\erage

goes to the middle.

Throw the ball when
your receiver is near

the sidelines.

the quarterback lifts his foot when calling for a man to go in motion.

Gamers will also see players flipped, run over, and knocked down with

superb realism. The only problems graphically are the outdated sprite-

based style and the quirky pixelization.

Madden '98
's sound is a definite plus. Pat Summerall's seasoned

announcing, along with Madden's running commentary, helps deliver

a realistic, TV-like experience that's absent fi-om GameDay '98.

It's A Hut-Hut Hit!

Although Madden's gameplay

may seem tougher and harder to

get used to than GameDay's

—

and probably a little too daunting

for rookies—it's the perfect game

for video game football enthusi-

asts. Madden fans, get ready to

be ecstatic because Madden NFL
'98 is the best Madden to date.

$59.95

Available September

Football

8 players

Multiple views

Cballenge: Adjustable

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

EAMEPRl® Ictobep 1887
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1Having a
'^ NFL GameDay '98

l^^^^^ By Scary "Hut Hut" Larry

I
Plfll|S[flfiOn NR GameDay '98 has a dazzling

new look, some new moves, and

ne new speed. But does it topple the crown

Iprince of football? That's a Madden-ing question

I that is not so easily answered.

The Day Has Arrived

[From the opening kickoff, the first thing you'll notice about GameDay

1 is the graphics. Polygonal players punctuate the game's hard-hitting

style with wraparound tackles that actually make the screen shake. Sony

spared no expense in the game—instead of motion-capturing one player

for ail positions (like most sports games do). Sony asked the league's

finest to don the mo-cap suit for their respective positions. Jerome Bet-

tis fills in at running back, Tim Brown is utilized as wide receiver, and

so on. It all comes together in one slick package.

Once on the field, the gameplay is as close to a simulation as pos-

sible, but in some small but important ways, Madden plays more like

real-life pro ball. GameDay's superior look and more arcade-like style

is great fun, but Madden fields better details like a more realistic pass-

ing game, more plays on special teams, fake blitzes, and so on. Still,

GameDay's action is packed with the thrills of pro football (for in-

stance, holes will open on the offensive line and you're able to follow

your blockers for that key first down), and its sliding difficulty scale

lets you make the action as easy or as hard as you like.

Blitz Hits

As for other features. Game Day and Madden are almost

equal. Free-agent dealing, salary caps, fantasy drafts, slick

controls, and more round out both games, although the sound

on GameDay is a little spar.se when compared to Madden's

play-by-play.

The Total Control system is back, allowing overthrowing and un-

derthrowing, though Madden's touch passing is far more intuitive.

Some neat new features, like the Arcade mode (which allows for even

harder hits and fantasy passes), are a welcome addition.

The Day Ain't Over Yet

Sports fans will enjoy the ease with which GameDay plays—some will

likely prefer it over Madden. But playing GameDay is like stepping

outside during the Super Bowl halftime to play street football: It's great

fun, but sooner or later you have to

go back inside and watch the big

boys play for real. Q
NR GameDay -SS by Sony

|

rrrnmmtn^mt ™n«ffli/flnii

J#1
Price not available

Available September

Football

8 players

Challenge: Adjustable

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

PROIH': I urn toward

the ball when the opposing

QB lobs a pa.<>.s. It's the

only way to intercept (use

the A button).

I'RO TIP: Keep your safety on alert

on third and long play.s. Drop back af-

ter the pass, and follow the play. Vou

can usually make a flying tackle from

an impossible distance.

One-handed catches and swim moves

are just some of the features Game-

Day '98 has to offer!

fiXMEPRI (^Tsi) Ictllir 1117
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The only NFL game good enough
to put my name on it."

-Jimmy Johnson, Miami Dolphins

Ask limmv.

Molivalion, game lips, personnel

assessment and post-game analysis

from Jimmy Johnson.

Create your own custom
plays and save them

on memory card.

One-Stev Play Calling.

Choosing your play is as simple

as pressing a button.

3-D Passing Interface.

An innovative interface

provides precise control

of passes and kicks.

'^B^'****'-,,

Fully Licensed.

Real NFL teams, logos and
players with authentic play

books and formations.

Plus Customize Players and

Teams, General Manager Mode,

and Adjustable Real-Time Camera

Movement Before the Snap.

"There is so much nwrc in my
game. ..so get a moxe-on and

check it out for yourself!"

-Jimm\' Johnson

w

^<^

PIAYERS

PlayStotion sf^onrs

© 1997 Interplay Productions. All rights reserved. VR Sports, VR Football and The Ditterence Is Real are trademarks of Interplay Productions. All rights reserved. Exclusively licensed and distributed by Interplay Productions.
Developed by Padded Cell Studios, a subdivision of Game Tel(, Inc. Jimmy Johnson is a trademark of Golden Cane Enterprises. The NFL shield design Is a registered trademark of the National Football League. TM/© 1997 NF



Back-to-Back Super Bowl Championships

Four-Time NFL "Coach of the Year"

36 Consecutive NCAA Victories

ws

Start Taking Notes.

October 1997

Team names, nicknames, logos and other indicia ate trademark of llie teams indicated. Officially Licensed Product of the NFL Players. © 1997 PLAYERS INC. The PLAYERS INC. logo is an official trademarli of the National

Football League Players. PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are tradematlu of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. All rights reserved. All other copyrights and trademartcs are the property of their respective owners.



NCAA Football Captures the College Championship!^
NCflfl Foorbflll '98

PloijSrarion

By Johnny Ballgame

NCAA Football '98 blitzes the PlayStation with an overwhelming list

of features; fun, smash-mouth gameplay; and an all-inclusive lineup

of 112 authentic collegiate teams that will satisfy every fan from San
Jose State to Tennessee.

Peyton's Place

When it comes to game options, NCAA Football is at the head of its

class. It features standard play modes like Exhibition, Season, and
Toumament, along with a new Dynasty mode where your senior play-

ers actually graduate after each season and you have to recmit incoming

freshmen to fill their positions. NCAA also sports a Great Games mode
where you can replay some of the best bowl games of all time, and
a practice field for you to test your offensive and defensive skills.

Team-specific playbooks, injuries, player creation, highlights, instant

replays, team rankings, an MVP race, and official bowl games round
out the A-list of features.

Outstanding control on the field enables you to hurdle, stiff-aim,

speed burst, dive, and spin through tackles. Players make one-handed
catches,- pitch laterals, and run real college plays like the Wishbone and
4-4 defense. Gamers will also find plays for special teams that include

\>

;^.

IICflflFoofliallllps

:':i<,,t
-#-*--. -=^
^ ~.^.

Jf^.*3^" £ji~ iUKm
I'ROTII': Rollout of the

puss pliivs, and If no one

lake olf up the Held. This is a great

«ay to fake out an opponent be-

cause later In the game he won"!

know whether you're about lo run

or pass the ball.

PROriP: Screen passes are an ex-

cellent way to score on the (wo-iwint

conversion. The defense usually

drops back into coverage and leaves

the running back one-on-one against

a slow linebacker.

PROHP: On defense, try to force

sweeping running backs back into

the middle of the field. If they make
il to the sidelines, they might be
gone for giMKl.

PROTIP: When running down the

sidelines, be careful when lapping

.Speed Hurst. If you're aimed just

slighllv toward out of bounds, you'll

burst yourself oul of play.

PROTIP: The best defensive strategy is lo start

each play as a middle linebacker. From there,

you can either blitz the

line or drop back into

pass coverage to disrupt

I he offense.

PRQTIP: Use the Wish-

boniefl^er LT play to gel

your halfback the ball,

then use speed bursts lo

run to the .s'WMines and up
the left side of the field.

PROTIP: Throw swing pas,ses like the Oul and
Up to a speedy running back to get him behind

the defensive line and in the open field.

setting up returns to the right, middle, or left side of the field, along

with squib, onside, and sideline kickoffs.

Personal Foul on the (Jraphlcs

Although NCAA's graphics feature great gridiron details like implicated

stadiums for every team and ball canriers bursting through linebackers

while covering up the ball, the overall look of the sprites and the lack

of vicious hits can't compare to the polygonal power of GameDay '98.

The sound hits the speakers hard with catchy school fight songs

and chanting crowds. Unfortunately, the crowd noise isn't always at the

hyped-up roar it should be, while the announcer's monotonous voice

becomes more annoying than the tomahawk chop.

Number One in the Nation

NCAA Football '98 is the best 32-bit college football game to date,

easily defeating last season's

NCAA GameBreaker. NFL fans

flocking to Madden and GameDay
shouldn't overlook this touchdown

title or they'll miss a season of

scoring with one of the most fun

football games on the market.

$59.95

Available now

College loolball

2 players

Challenge: Adjustable

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

SAMEPRO (im) ecloker 1117
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VR Baseball '97 is the new king aif

baseball games."
— PS Extreme

..a real contender for baseball

game off the year — 92%."
— P.S.X.

"Beautiffully textured polygonal

players move with liffe-llke grace."
— Game Pro

"VR Baseball will make you eat, sleep

and Ihre baseball." igp— Game Informer

Try it!

It's new. It's different.

You may never go back to your old game again.

TRBA

e 1997 Interplay Produclions All righl reserved. VR Sports, VR Baseball and The Difference Is Real are trademarks of Interplay Productions. All rights reserved Major

league Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of Major League Baseball Properties Inc. OMLBPA Official Licensee-Maior League Baseball Players

Association PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc Microsoft. Windows and the Windows95 logo are registered

trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. All rights resen/ed. All other copyrights and trademarks are the property of their respective owners



A Fl Pole Posifion 64
By Dan Elektro

Ninfpniln R4
^^^^ *^ disappointing Cruis'n USA, the Nintendo 64

mill KIIUl) Dl could really use a good auto racing sim. Unfortunately,

due to some visual glitches and dreary gameplay, Fl Pole Position 64
isn't it.

Formula and Function

Fl Pole Position 64 revs up with 22 real-life Fl race cars and drivers

flying low around 16 International Grand Prix circuits, including famil-

iar locales like Monaco's Monte Carlo and Italy's Monza. Cars can be

customized in eight areas and piloted from seven perspectives.

The visuals, however, leave a lot to be desired. Most objects are

solid and cleanly presented, but there's an unforgivable amount of pop-
up—objects on the horizon

wink into existence as you

approach them. On courses

with fog and rain, it's even

more noticeable. Small

touches like sparks and tire

smoke could have been

more dynamic as well.

Sonically, things aren't

much better. Your pit-crew

chief calls out instructions

and helpful advice during

the race, but sometimes it's tough to understand him. The music isn't

terribly interesting, and the engines roar with all the power of an elec-

tric razor.

The Yellow Flag

The control options are pretty flexible, but even with the analog con-

troller, you'll still find yourself tapping the stick around comers. The
Season mode is okay and the courses

are challenging, but the lack of a

two-player mode hurts the replay

value. The real tragedy, however,

is how .soon this racer breaks down.

A few tune-ups back at the garage

would have kept Fl Pole Position

64 out of the pits. Q

$69.95

Available October

Racing

1 player

7 views

16 tracks

Cballenge: Ad|ustable

Replay value: Medium

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

^
J

• rROTIP: If you appniach a ciin e

[Of the analof; stick. I(n> tasl, an alarm will sound, l.el

lease into turns up t>n the jjas or you'll spin out.

PROTIP: Use Bike 10 to get the best

overall performance.

Sfliurn
Kick into high

gear with Manx
TT. While it's a good racing title,

Manx's limited array of tracks will

probably tum off most gamers.

You ride on the redline in Ar-

cade, Time Trial, or Satum modes,

or compete with a friend in a two-

player split-screen race. Racers have

a choice of eight bikes, each with rat-

ings for acceleration, handling, and

top speed, to test their racing prowess „.

are just reverse images of the first two), the village after the sixth turn.

Manx's graphics give gamers

the feeling of real-time racing speeds, while the controls are very respon-

sive. The .sounds also do a fair job of

relaying the race experience. Only

having two tracks to race on, how-

ever, limits Manx's replay value.

Although Manx is good racing

fun on the Satum, only young gamers

and those looking for a weekend of

thrills will be satisfied.

Price not available

Available now

Motorcycle racing

2 players

2 views

Challenge: Adiustable

Replay value: Low

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults

By Air Hendrix

Pp-nqjc ^^8^ has a rare Genesis release that delivers its same
UeilBblb

classic baseball action in Worid Series Baseball '98.

The only noticeable improvements for this year, however, are updated

rosters and interieague play.

Sega should have tuned up the aging Worid Series gameplay,

.sounds, and graphics. While it still delivers excellent features and ac-

tion, a $50 price tag warrants more

than these few token revisions.

If you're after your first Gen-

esis ba.seball cart, .scoop this one

up. But only ba,seball fanatics who

can't live without the "98 rosters

should spring for the upgrade .Q

I'ROTIP: When you get ahead in tlii

count while pitching, hurl a few Junk
balls to throw off the batter.

For the second year running, the

latest World Series for the (Genesis

is for hardcore ba.seball fans—the

only changes are interieague play

and current rosters.

GAMEPia (l^ October 1117

WmM Series Baseball '98

By Sega Sports

S49.99

24 megs

Available now

Baseball

2 players

Multiple views

Challenge: Adjustable

Replay value: High

ESRB rating: Kids

to Adults



JEROME BEniS - PITTSBURGH
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It's late, and Jerome Bettis really should be getting his beauty

sleep. But he can't tear himself away from the action and

excitement of NFL Player interactive football games. They're the

closest thing to playing the game itself, with all the il MF! pln/Pi^

and stats inclutU So even though there are no linebackers

around to steamroll at this time of night, Jerome can still get his

fill of thrills. For the best in multimedia football action, make

sure the game you pick says PLAYERS INC. And let Jerome's mom

worry about telling him it's time for bed. www.nflniavers.com



bRORTS INSIDER PREVIEWS j^t

EA Sports dropped a bomb on the video-game world by announcing that
Madden 64 will be released in early November instead of 1998 as expected
And If the great early gameplay is any indication, Madden might just domi-

nate Nintendo's football

field as it has every sys-

tem since its rookie year

on the Genesis.

Poliigonal Poiuer

*3i3
=^ '

wmmmr*^^ *"

L ^msm^

Oevelopeil by Tiburon

Published by EA Sports

Available November

Madden 64 muscles up on player

control, hoping to provide the most
realistic moves and player abilities

of any football game on the market.

From the basic hurdles, stiff-arms,

and spins to touch passes, fake

blitzes, and using the analog stick

to vary your player's running speed.

Madden covers everything that

Monday-morning quarterbacks de-

mand in gridiron games. It might

be early in the season, but Madden
64 already has QB Club shaking in

its cleats with its early but out-

standing gameplay.

I noticeable difference be-

n Madden PlayStation and
tifa'dden 64 is the graphics. Madden
64 uses polygonal players and 100
new motion-captured animations

to bring home the realism. Whether
you're high-stepping down the side-

lines or crushing a quarterback in

the pocket, you'll be amazed at how
lifelike the game looks and feels.

Multiple camera angles, instant re-

plays, and a new helmet cam round
out Madden's all-pro graphical up-

grade on the N64.

Ttiere's Onlu OneMM

™

Mad(^^^^^^p-with a wicked list of gameplay features.

Although it doesn't have an l\IFL team license, all the players
from Marino to Deion are included, along with 30 rendered 3D
stadiums, 3 skill levels, and the ability to create, trade, sign, and
release players. EA's new artificial intelligence, called "liquid A.I.,'

guarantees no money plays as the defense adjusts to player ten-

'

dencies just like a real NFL squad.

BAMEPRB (im) flclobep 1997



NOW, WAYNE GRETZKY CAN FACE

WHAT OUER 600 NHr PLAYERS FEAR MOST.

#

He holds more career recotxjs than any player in NHL histoiy. And we took his speed,

moves and cunning and put them right into Gretzky's '98 3D Hockey. It's not just a game. It's an

NHL war zone, with active trading, player stat cards and a new, advanced simulation mode that even

the real Gretzky could have a hard time beating. Wanna piece of rt? Get in line. It's hittin' the ice in November

NMLPJ^ r ^

PTW

"mm
THE NHL & NHLPA PRESENT WAYNE GRETZKY"S JD HOCKEY 9e:€'l997Atan Games Cofporaoofi AJI righo rescrred.THE NHL A NHLPA PRESENT WAYNE GRETZKY^ 3D HOCKEY
98 rt » trademarii ofWayne D, Greaky w>d the Njoona) Hockey League Players' AiiocKHion. excluding the word NHL NHL Is a reentered tradetiiark of the Nationi) Hockey League. All NHL
logoi and marks and team logos and marks d^iicied herein are the property of the NHL and the respective teams and may not &e reproduced without the prior, written consent of NHL
Enierpnie!. LPyi997 NHL, All rights reierved. Used under license byAtan Games Corporation. Officially licensed by the National Hcxkey League. National Hockey League Players' Association.

NHLPA and NHLPA logo arc tradcmarlu of the NHLPA and are used, under license, by Atan Games Corporation © NHLPA. Officially licensed product of the IManonal Hockey League Player^'

Association. Nintendo. Nintendo M and the 3-D**N" logo are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. ©I 996 Nintendo of America Inc. Licetised by Nintendo, PlayStation and the PlayStation

Logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc MIDWAY® is a registered trademark of Midway Games Inc. Used by permission. Distributed by Midway Home Entertainment Int.
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ill Hflfduiood Heroes

U3SSSSI
By Johnny Ballgame

In [lie Pdini

Midway takes it to the hoop this season in Hardwood Heroes, a five-

on-five NBA sim that looks to challenge Live and Shootout for this

year's top-baller billing.

Shakin' the rim with an impressive

list of options, Heroes includes the

basic Exhibition, Season, and Play-

off games along with a Practice mode
to help you smooth out your jumper

or put some drive behind your drib-

ble. Also included are trades, player

creation, injuries, on-the-fly play-

calling, icon passing, instant replays,

and a full NBA license that covers

real players, teams, and courts. It's

still early in the preseason, but Hard-

wood Heroes definitely has enough

game to challenge the big boys at

Sony and EA.

Hoohed on Hordiuood

Hardwood Heroes features an impressively wide array of shots and
moves. From fadeaways to double-clutch reverse lay-ups, if you've

seen it performed on an NBA court or even at your local playground,

you'll see it in Heroes. Sky hooks, killer-crossovers, spins, lean-

ers, alley-oops, tip-slams, and behind-the-back passes add flare

to fast breaks and style to the already fast and fun gameplay.

GAMEPRO (leo) October 1997



Now You Can See I^esident Evil
Through The Director's Eyes.

hesiqent!

Experience the director's original horriiic viaion. Presenting

HESIDENT EVIL DIRECTOR'S CUT - the unoentiored, unrelenting version oi the

CONSUliER'S CHOICE OVERAIL "BEST-PLAYSTATION SAiiE." Substantially enhanced

ivith irightiulli' graphic lootage, alternate camera angles and ne..' levels oi

diiiiculty. Resident Evil Director's Cut. It's a sight lor sore e^es. * CAPCOM

U^af.iijb)?!^^!;.''

fimmmm^
S333uB33Sir

: CAPCOM CO LTD 1997 T: CAPCOM USA, INC

CAPCOM IS a feois



Srorts Insider Previews

By Air Hendrix

I

With its sophcmiorc PlayStation season, NHL '98 knocks the net olTthe posts
with a classy presentation, outstanding features, and promising gameplay.

"Coolest Gome on Eorfti"

mcmssmm '

'
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Although NHL Face Off '98 seems to

have a slight edge on player graphics

at this early stage, NHL '98's headed

toward scoring the best overall visu-

als with solid polygonal players and

phenomenal arenas that really re-create

the feel of attending a game. Best of

all, the speed's already much improved

over last year's version, and the ac-

tion flies by at just the right clip. As

for sounds, NHL sports two-man
commentary (like Triple Play '98's)

and excellent peripheral sounds from

the crowd and the organ.

NHL '98 leans into the face-off circle with superb features, start-

ing off with the most exhaustive strategy in hockey gaming. Un-
der the tutelage of Avalanche coach Marc Crawford (see "NHL
'98: Training for a Breakaway," March), NHL serves up real-life

NHL plays for offense and defensive zones, power plays, and
penalty killing. Best of all, you can change plays on the fly using
the L2 and R2 buttons.

Of course, you'll find all the pro teams, as well as 14 interna-

tional squads, who chase the puck in Exhibition, Season, Shootout,

Winter Break (mimics the Olympic games during the NHL's
scheduled break this season), and International Tournament
modes. Managers rule the roster with trades, free agents, player

creation, and custom teams.

NHL doesn't offer icon passing, but the directional pad handles
fairly well, and speed bursts are finally located on a different but-

ton than the one used for shooting. However, in this preview
version, the skating lacked that on-a-dime responsiveness, though
EA's jamming hard on tuning it up. As for the gameplay, EA's
striving for "playoff-style" action, but it's too early to judge the

success of that or whether the game contains any money shots.
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Leptus is dying. Th^ tournament is on. And

everyone wants a Chance to succeed the

great Emperor of Entymion. Twenty-two

bug-back warriors will

enter a true-3D race to the

death on their freakish mounts

around 6 otherworldly tracks. And

you will be one of them. Stunning weapons,

Multiple attacks. 6 degrees of movement.

Deathmatches. Time trials. And, of course,

the ultimate Tournament. Enter the

hi-resolution hive of insane

ipsect racing! Bugriders: The

Race of Kings...it's the real sting!

THE RACEJ0F KIHCS

mwm Windows 95
.PlayStation

'^

BuflRiders: The Race ot KinosTM O 1997 n-Space. Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Created by n-Space. Inc. hoifshed arnl dlstrlbuliKl by GT irrteractlve Software

Corp PlayStation and the Ptq^tiofi Logo are trademarks of Sony Computar

Entertainment, Inc. Windows is a registered tradomark of Microsoft Corporation,

rM All olher liademarks are the property of their respective companies.

Control speed by cropping

and reining.



mm '98

nayStathn

Following its success with last

year's Andretti Racing, EA has

focused in on just stock car rac-

ing with NASCAR '98. Even

from this unfinished version, it's

already clear that EA has another

superb title headed for the starting

line. Complemented by solid options and slick graphics, NASCAR's
gameplay brings to life the bump-n-run thrills of the real-life NASCAR
circuit. It's definitely technical racing all the way, but the tight, fully cus-

tomizable A.I., gripping two-player action, killer licenses, and more make
for a package that race fans won't want to miss.

On the features side, NASCAR runs through the gears in Single

Race or Season modes on nine road tracks and eight ovals. Gamers
pick from 24 NASCAR drivers and cars, including greats like Jeff

Gordon and Terry Labonte. iind they all drive with the skills and traits

of their real-life counterparts.

—Air Hemlii.x

Developed by Stormfront Studios

Published by EA Sports

Available October

Formula 1 Ctiainpionsliip

Edjfjon PlayStation

As Formula 1 CE streaks toward the start of its sophomore outing, gamers

will be glad to hear that its predecessor's greatest fault has been addressed:

Fl CE sports two-player split-screen action. This version should also

draw a broader audience with a high-thrills-but-low-skills Arcade mode

that contrasts sharply with the extremely technical and

realistic Grand Prix mode.

Other cool additions include a ramped-up A.I.

that creates more realistic driving styles and pit strate-

gies in the pack; raucous crashes: speedier load times;

all the real-life "97 drivers and tracks; snazzier graph-

ics; and much more. If Fl CE lives up to the promise

of this early version, PlayStation drivers are going to

have another hot race on their hands.—Air Hendrix

GAMEPRO (l64) October 1997



Evdrything Vegas. In a box

All the grandeur ol the Golden Nugget casino. Try your luck at Double Diamond Experience the thrill of Baccarat. Solve a mystery starring Adam West.

..f?,^'-'

It seems elegance, excitement, and 16 games of chance can actually fit inside one video game. That's right, finally a casino game has

been created for the Sony PlayStation game console. Luckily that game is the Golden Nugget, featured in its opulent brass and marble

environment. Saunter into this virtual Las Vegas casino, and play Blackjack, Craps, 7 Card Stud and more. And play them all with the

odds and payoffs you'd really have in Vegas. You'll also get to solve a mystery with Adam West. From your living room, no less. It's just

part of the privilege of owning Vegas, the one in the convenient take-home size.

.1996 VIRGIN INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT INC All nghls reserved Golden Noggol rs a regrslered tradematk of GNLV Corp O/ba Golden

inark o! Virgrn Er

-~i by Sony Contpuler tnienainmoni America ror use wiin me r-iayaiaiiori game turisuie

Sony Computer Enterlainment Inc Tlie rating icon is a trademark ol tne Interactive Digital

iClureO and printed in U S A THIS SOFTVt/ARE IS COMPATIBLE VI/ITH PLAYSTATION GAME CONSOLES W/ITH THE

NTSC U/C DESIGNATION US AND FOREIGN WTENTS PENDING

^SS^Si.3^^
PlayStailon

)



:Db SECONDS.

THE COnPUTER
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PILOT IN

ACE COMBAT S

UILL SEND

YOUR JET

CRASHING

TO EARTH.

YOUR EGO

WILL FOLLOW

SHORTLY

THEREAFTER.
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Srorts Insider Previews

Jimmij Johnson's VR Foolball '98

PlayStation

Working a crowded field,

Jimmy Johnson's VR Football

"98 throws itself into the pigskin

pile this fall. Gridiron tough

guys will be able to suit up in

Preseason, Season, and Practice

modes with a full complement

of players and teams. Gamers

will also find a selection of the

greatest teams (according to JJ) from the '60s, '70s, '80s, and '90s,

as well as a Pro Bowl team. As the screens show, JJ looks simi-

lar to the popular Madden games, and it even plays like Mad-

den. Toss in the ability to create your own plays, and you have

a game with potential.

—

The Rookie

Nooono Minier Olppics

xdi^
After raking in the gold medals at the Summer
Olympics with the outstanding hitemational

Track & Field, Konami's heading into the snow

with Nagano Winter Olympics. Supported by the

official license of the '98 winter games, Nagano

delivers a solid selection of events, including snow

boarding, ski jumping, freestyle skiing, downhill

skiing, slalom .skiing, speed skating, luge, bobsled,

and more. Although these screens are surely from

the game's cinematics, not gameplay,

the in-game graphics will sport 3D

polygonal athletes. Other details are

still scarce, but if Nagano lives up

to its predecessor, it'll certainly be

a smash hit.

—

Air Hendrix

J>
NAUr. , 1998

1^

Developed and published

by KonamI

Available First Quarter '98

COMPLETE

SeQO Tourino Cor

A long-time champ of arcade racing, Sega's

set to bring its latest hit home to the Sat-

urn with Sega Touring Car. Speed demons

can run through the gears in a Toyota Supra,

Opel Calibra V6, Alfa Romeo 155 V6T,

or AMG Mercedes C-Class. Unfortunately,

Sega's on its way toward making the same

mistake it's made with its other arcade

conversions, offering a mere three

tracks that range from mountain

to city courses. However, the two-

player split-screen mode and eye-

catching polygonal graphics should

help extend the game's replay value.

—Air Hendrix

GQ^:.::€3MPLETE
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Srorts Insider Previews

NHL Breohamoij '36

o

Acclaim is looking to slice the ice this fall on the

PlayStation with its first hockey title, NHL Break-

away '98. Puck-nuts will find all the NHL teams

and players skating out of the tunnel, as well as East

and West All-Star teams and 16 international squads.

The standard list of play options includes Exhibition,

Season, and Playoff modes, as well as Practice and

Shoot-Out action.

The features side of Breakaway is quite extensive when compared to existing titles. Not

only can you trade and create players, fight, and choose from a list of realistic hockey strate-

gies, you can also take control over your entire

team through a Team Management option. While

playing through your season, you earn points

through victories which you then apply to hiring

coaches, rehabilitating injured players, and de-

veloping minor-league talent to build your team

into a winner.

As far as

the gameplay

in this unfin-

ished preview

version, the

action didn't move as smoothly as Powerplay '98's, and con-

trolling the players also proved cumbersome.

And even though the players were fleshed out

in polygonal splendor, they skated very stiffly.

If Acclaim manages to bolster these areas by

game time, it may have a playoff contender.

—The Rookie

tAMEPRO (im) October 19S7

SUPERIOR ENEMY INTELLIGENCE

• The most realistic doqfiqhts ever created

for the PlayStation game console.

Total 3-D polygon environment - fly

freely and unload your arsenal with

reckless abandon.

• Advanced artificial intelligence -

cunning and calculating enemy pilots.

• 30 formidable missions - nearly

double the missions of Air Combat.

Awesome mission debriefings -

dynamic diagrams and moving maps

for surgical strikes.

• Secret planes and hidden missions -

the better you fly, the more you'll

reveal.

Powered
namco^
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EA Sports looks

to toke the college hoops

game to the next level.
""^^

ByTheRookiiokiop

All right, college hoops fans, as the time rolls around again for an

other season, EA Sports is prepared to hit the hardwood with a

championship-caliber game in NCAA March Madness '98 for the Play-

Station. Gamers have seen what EA's done with the awesome NBA
Live series, but how will it step it up to bring

the ultimate college basketball game to

the die-hard college basketball fan?

It's All About
Movement, Baby!
For solid hands-on advice, EA Sports went right to the source

and consulted legendary coach Lou Camesecca of St. John's

basketball fame to leam what elements are necessary to produce

the best college basketball game possible. The opening .session

included some on-court time with the coach as he ran the EA
production and programming team through some basketball

drills. "As you can see, movement without the ball is just as im-

portant as movement with the ball. You need to build the game around

constant movement," explained Coach Camesecca.

In the second session. Coach Camesecca used a white board to

elaborate on the basic concept of movement. "On offense, the basis of

your game should be the give-and-go," he said. " With this simple prin-

ciple, through a series of pas.ses and screens, movement is created. On
defense, there should be ;ui emphasis on putting pressure on the ball to

make the next pass difficult, and

more importantly, to make that first

shot tough to hit. This is effective

when there's correct positioning be-

tween the man and the basket and

can be achieved through zones,

trapping, or man-to-man pressure."

With Coach Camesecca 's ad-

vice, the EA development team will

be able to focus on the true aspects

of college basketball in their at-

tempt to produce the most realistic

college hoops sim yet. When asked

how March Madness would differ

from the popular NBA Live games.

Development Director Mike Lam-

pell explained, "You're going to

have to pass the ball and work for a good shot. To do this, you'll need

to use your entire team, as opposed to the NBA game where everyone's

a superstar and they just drive the hole and make a basket."

On the gameplay side, EA's looking to give gamers more control

over their players: the better someone is at the game, the better they are

going to do. There will also be more plays for of-

' , fense and defense, and more options as

—''
well. EA is also striving to produce a tighter

A.l. for March Madness that will reflect how

an actual college team would play. But aside

from the gameplay, it's really striving for the total college atmos-

phere, from the player benches to the fans in the stands.

A College Fan's Dream
To create the ultimate college hoops game, EA looks to add

everything under the sun, and more, including not only 107

^Tlni Duncan's get-

ting ready to bring

the hou.se doun.

Motkm-Capture Madness
To r&<:reote lifelike player

movements, EA enlisted the

services of two of ttie coun-

try's top players, Tim Dun-

can and Kate Starbird.

Tfirough tlie motion-capture

process, eacfi attilete will

hove their exact moves du-

plicated, giving gamers a

truly authentic college

hoops experience.

Calm and cool, Kate

Starbird.

March Madne.s.s will sport a look

similar to NBA Live'.s but the game
will deflnilely have a college attitude.

Smooth-looking players, fast basket

ball action, and the total college

hoops experience are EA's goals

for March Madness.

men's teams, but 8 women's teams as well. Gamers can also look for-

ward to icon passing, season and tournament play (including conference

tournaments that determine your team's draw in the big dance), a re-

cruiting mode, intense crowd response, active sidelines, and 60 fight

songs from schools like Kentucky and Arizona. The newest and coolest

feature, however, will be the Momentum Meter, where getting a mon-

ster dunk, creating a turnover, or even calling a time-out in a key mo-

ment of the game can help your team rise to the occasion and pull

out that big win.

With these features and support fh)m a ravenous

college following, EA Sports is looking to bring some

insane hoops action right to your home court this

winter. Stay tuned to GamePro for more on NCAA
March Madness '98 in the coming months. Q

EXMEPRO (iro) OctDber 18S7



TETRIS. NOW EVEN HARDER

THIS IS TETRISPHERE.it HAS THE SAME GREAT TASTE OF TETRIS, ONLY IN
YOU CENTER ON PENETRATING ITS CORE. IT CENTERS ON STOPPING YOU
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1-888-MY-HOUSE

www.easports.com

Stayin' razm sluirp for 60-plus is only half the game. >
1/ you're packin' the other halffind out how to prove it.
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he gigantic Castlevania:

Symphony of the Night

is an explorer's j'

game. Ihis ProStrategy

Guide starts in Dracula's

castle, which is packec

with traps, monsters,

lidden areas, one

valuable items. Plus, we

show you how to get

)at, mist, and wolf forms.

By Major Mike

Note: II you haven! played the game,
read no lurther! You should discover

the game 's secrets yoursell and use
Ihis guide only il you re stuck.

Contro!!?*r [pdpnd

n = Righl-Hand Attack
'-

O = Lefl-Hand Attack
'

X = Jump

A = Special

L1 = Mist Transformation

R1 : Bat Transformation
'

R2:Woif Transformation •'

Motion = Move tlie joystick in one
smootli, continuous
motion.

Tap = Tap tlie buttons and
directions indicated in i,

Spphomi Of the Bight

ASICS OF VAMPIRE HURTING
)ropped Weapons

Defeated monsters drop some

of the best weapons. For exam-

ple, tfie Medusa Sfiield is one of

the most powerful shields, but

it's found only by killing a

Medusa head.

iidden

Weapon Powers

'^:M'

sequence.

Note: All techniques are descrilied under the

assumption that your character is facing to

the right. If they're facing left, reverse any -
md * directions.

Some weapons have hidden

powers that are unleashed by

certain joypad motions and but-

ton presses. For example, with

the Sword of Dawn, motion 4- ^
-* and press either Attack button.

The sword unleashes skeleton war-

riors that attack enemies. Other

swords require variations on the

same motion. These attacks de-

crease your magic meter.

Special Button

As Alucard you can do a back

slide, which may seem worthless

and ineffective but is handy for

retreating quickly.

tem Combinations

4^
"1

^<^'

The Shield Rod is a weak weapon

by itself. However, if you put the

rod in one hand, any shield in the

other, and simultaneously press

the Right- and Left-Hand Attack

buttons, you'll get a powerful re-

sult. For example, the Shield Rod

and the Dark Shield combine to

unleash a horde of demons that

purge onscreen enemies.

fl|H^^

mm
The Shield Rod can also be com-

bined with the Alucard Shield.

familiars

Familiars are located throughout

the game. Whenever you find one,

go to the Relics Option menu to

activate it. Some Familiars are

more effective than others, de-

pending on the situation, and

some have formidable powers

that are unlocked when they

reach certain experience levels.

Sword Familiar

Once you've acquired the Sword

Card, raise the Sword Familiar to

level 50. At that level, the Familiar

becomes an actual sword you can

wield. Furthermore, when you

summon the Sword Familiar again,

Alucard will have an added attack

—a blast that clears the screen. Mo-

tion i ^ -» / t , hold t for two

seconds, then simultaneously tap

i and any Attack button.

Bat Familiar

When the Bat Familiar reaches level

50, he summons three bats to

help you out whenever you as-

sume bat form. The bat buddies

also spit fireballs, so you can line

them up for a fireball firing squad.

GAMEPRO ^Q^ October 1997
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Summon Spirit

'is;..il..

'hansport Portal

I
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from the Master Librarian; others

are revealed as your experience

level increases.

Hellfire

.-m:^

|h,JAK' A^^K' jLaBAK

mg«iagig<gi

Motion t "l >ii -» and then press

Right- or Left-Hand Attack for the

Hollfire. Before launching the fire-

ball, you teleport and can change

where you appear by pressing Left

or Right. To launch two fireballs,

hold t after pressing an Attack

button, "lo cancel the fireball at-

tack, press and hold i after press-

ing an Attack button. You can

use the teleport to pass through

enemies and to escape certain

tough situations.

Dark Metamorphosis

l>»^» »-00 >»Oft> -^v

Motion «- ^ t ^ -» and press

any Attack button. You turn red,

and in the next few seconds ene-

mies killed that bleed (like a

bloody zombie) add a little to

your life meter.

ul Steal

Motion «- -» ^ i 1^ «- -» and press

any Attack button. Onscreen ene-

mies are drained of energy, which

in turn adds to your life meter. In

addition, you can also reveal secret

areas using this spell.

Tetra Spirit

Hold t two seconds, then motion

^ - ^ 4- and press any Attack

button. Alucard launches four balls

of mist that seek out and attack

nearby targets.

Castle Map

', t , '^ and press any At-

tack button. Alucard unleashes a

ball of mist that seeks out and at-

tacks the nearest targets.

Other Good Stuf

VerticalJump

Transport Portals enable you to

teleport around the castle. To acti-

vate one, stand at the keyhole and

press Up.

Emergency Escape

Use the Library Card to escape a

Quickly tap >!•, t totjloaveryhigh fight if you're about to die. Using

vertical jump. You WPixPS/Ws 'his item always takes you to the

move only after you've acquired Master Librarian,

the Gravity Boots.

Castle Key

1. Entrance

2. Marble Gallery

3. Alchemy
Laboratory

4. Long Librany

5. Outer Wall

6. Coliseum

7. Catacombs

8. Castle Keep

9. Royal Chapel

10. Clock Tower

11. Abandoned Mine

12. Ground Water

Vein

13. Orlox's Room

GAMEPRO ^^ October 1997



Castlwania: Symphony of m Night PROSlRATfGY GUIOf

NCE LCHEMY LABORATORY

The first area to be aware of is tiie lets you see power-ups and other

giant rocl< in the room with the

Fish Men (1). Slash the side of the

rocl< to create a passage you can

run through.

collectable items.

.ater On...

r
|RiS S!SSM^

You start the game armed with

powerful weapons and armor, so

getting through the opening hall-

ways should be a breeze...

Later in the game, when you can

change into a bat, fly up to the

room at the drawbridge (6) to get

the Power of Wolf. Fly to the area

in the ceiling of the room that has

the Fish Men (I) in order to find

valuable items and a room where

you can save your game (7).

...until you meet Death (2), who
takes away all your weapons! Pro-

ceed up to the big room (3), kill the
"

'

'"
'
—"

—

'- "' '"~" '" '

skeleton warrior, and get his red rust ^^ ^'"^ w°'f' ''U" ^0"^ 'eft to right

sword. Also get the Cube of Zoe on

the top floor of the room. The cube

through the rock in the center of

the room. This opens up the wall

in the room's lower left corner (4).

First, get the Leather Shield from

the burning flame in the left cor-

ner (I) of the room.

Slash the floor and the right wall at

the base of the tower (2) to reveal

two hidden areas. A Life Max-Up

is in the secret room below, and a

Heart Max-Up is in the room to the

left. Don't try going to the Royal

Chapel (3)—a magically sealed

door blocks the way. Instead, head

to the right and fight Slogra and

the Demon (4).

Slogra and Demon

Equip a short sword, shield, and

axe, then fight the bosses. Wait

for the Demon to pick up Slogra,

then use the axe to maximize

your hearts since the axe will hit

them both. After enough hits, Slo-

gra loses his spear and the Demon
falls to the ground. When the De-

mon falls, crouch next to him and

slash rapidly to finish him off. Fo-

cus on Slogra next and use the

sword. Then you're off to the

Marble Gallery.

ARBLE GALLERY
jump capability and the center

passage can be reached only

when you can turn into a bat.

The Marble Gallery is almost the

entire width of the castle, and it

leads to the Ground Water Vein,

Outer Wall, and Orlox's Room.

*^ii

You meet Maria for the first time

in the center Clock Room (I ). To

open the top right passageway,

you need the Pocket Watch. The

passage to the left can be reached

only when you have the double-

Don't bother going into the small

room to the top left—another magi-

cally sealed door blocks your path

(2). Head to the right and to the

Outer Wall.
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CASTLfVANIA: SYMPHONY Of M NiGHT PROSTRATfGY GUID^
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Mr-jgMist could pass. '

1IRBt r -^

Remember the gate on the left

side of this area (1)—you'll want

to return to it after obtaining the

Mist Form power. Above is a small

room (2) with a pot roast hidden

behind a crumbling wall.

)oppleganger

Boss

cy,
\i^yiji0BtbU'M.^tm^^^ul
Make sure you have an axe special

weapon and equip the short sword

and a shield. The Doppleganger

(3) is armed with a throwing knife

and a sword, and can turn into a

bat. Crouch and wait for the boss

to make the first move. He'll throw

a few knives, then jump. When he

jumps, move in and strike him be-

fore he lands. Use the axe to hit

him when he's beyond sword

range, but don t corner him. If you

do, he'll turn into a bat and use

the Wing Smash. Your prize for de-

feating the Doppleganger: a Life

Max-Up. In the next room (7) is a

Claduis Sword.

After defeating the boss, you can

now go to the upper half of the

tower. The first thing to do is acti-

vate the elevator. Hit the switch

under the elevator machine (4) un-

til it starts up, then go back down

to the elevator car (5).

Now you can open the door and

get the Soul of Wolf. This will en-

able you to change into a wolf.

WOLF FORM

Return to the elevator machine (4),

turn into a wolf, and get the Heart

Max-Up to the right.

Off to the tower's left is a Trans-

port Portal (6) that takes you back

to the castle's entrance. Exiting the

teleporter lets you drop the barrier

between it and the Entrance stage

(5 on the Entrance map).

You can run faster and jump

higher in Wolf Form. Here

are the other wolf powers

you can obtain:

Power of Wolf: Lets you

run at lightning-fast speeds

(tap twice in either direction

and then hold the second tap).

Skill of Wolf: Lets you to

do the Wolf Charge (motion

i ^ -» and press the Left

Attack button).

ONG LIBRARY

mmmm

The Master Librarian (5) is one of

the most important characters.

When you first meet him, buy the

Jewel of Open to open the magi-

cally sealed doors. Also buy the

Castle Map and as many magic

scrolls as possible to help you

unlock your spell powers.

^nck to the Lab

Now backtrack to the Alchemy

LaboratoiY (3 on the Alchemy Lab-

oratory map) and open the magi-

cally sealed door. Now you can

enter the Royal Chapel (read the

description for the Royal Chapel

on the next page). Take the tele-

porter in the Outer Wall area (6 on

the Outer Wall map) for a shortcut

to the Entrance area (5 on the En-

trance map).

The Soul of Bat is in the Library,

but you won't find it on your first

visit there. First, you must get the

Form of Mist from the Coliseum.

You'll find the Bat Form on your

subsequent visit to the Library.

ffl"iiy
' ^^ 1
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CASTLtVANIA: SYMPHONY Of M NiGHT PROSlRATfGY GuiDf

&AT FORM

l:^l»

In bat form, you can fly to pre-

viously inaccessible areas. Four

items can be found that enhance

the bat's powers.

Fire of Bat; Shoot fireballs

(press any Attack Button).

Echo of Bat: Sends out a sonar

beam that lets you see in the

dark.

Force of Echo: Your echo is

lethal.

Wing Smash: Press and hold

X, motion t N «- kT 4 ^ -»,

release x
. You speed across

the screen and smash anything

in your path.

OW^L CHAPEL

when you re climbing the stairs

(1 ), have the Holy Water^it makes

killing the Bone Pillars and corner

guards a breeze. Be careful of the

spiked ball at the top of the stairs

—it inflicts massive damage if it

rolls over you.

Spirit spell and get the goggles up-

stairs in the room to the left (3).

Through the lower door (4) is the

Knight Shield and a back passage

to the Coliseum that is blocked.

In the Confessional (5), sit in

either chair. If either the priest or

the woman draws the curtain, get

out of the chair—it's a trap. If nei-

ther one does this, you may be re-

warded with health items. When

climbing the towers (6-8), use the

Summon Spirit spell to get rid of

the annoying black crows that at-

tack from above. Forget about

the hallway in the first tower (9)—

a statue's blocking it from the

other side.

Hippogryph

iHEiiiS

Have the Holy Water when fighting

Hippogryph (10). Get close, crouch

to avoid its fire breath, and slash it.

It also lays eggs that hatch into lit-

When you reach the Spectral Sword '''^ '°"^^^- 5l<ish the eggs before tak-

(2), destroy it with the Summon '"9 o" the boss again.

.....1 .-. -~ ,. L.-.^^nA-; .... ,- ..-aT'^TrMMJ^iMafW I

4wg)i»^i«gris^isyHMig|gi0al

}W 1 J _ 'A \
\'

9<^ 1 1 T^M V J 'j *

.m
The prize in this area is the Leap

Stone. Go down the hallway (1),

killing the Axe Knights as you go.

Also keep a lookout for flying Flea

Riders. The Leap Stone is to the

far left on the platform above (2).

After you get the stone, take the

transporter in the room to the

lower right (3).

Return to the

Marble Gallery

Return to the Clock Room in the

Marble Gallery where you first en-

countered Maha (1 on the Marble

Gallery map). Use the Pocket Watch

to open the upper right side of the

clock (3), jump up, and collect the

items. To reach Orlox's Room, dou-

ble jump to the hidden area in the

upper left (4).

LEAI> STONE

.'•y N.

Once you've obtained the Leap

Stone from the Castle Keep,

you can do a double jump and

a flying kick. To do a double

jump, tap the Jump button

twice. To do the flying drop

kick, double jump, and after

the second jump, tap and hold

^, i, or 1^. This damages

enemies and shoots you back

RLOX'S ROOM

Slash the wall to the lower right in

the big room (
I
) to reveal a secret

area. A teleporter is at the end of

the long hallway to the far hght

(2). Don't bother with the tunnel

above the door (3)—you need bat

form before you can reach it. Head

back to the main room (1) and to

the left. The Coliseum is next.
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Shu Who?!
The deadly Wei Kingdom challenges you

* to do battle.

Cao Cao

Xu Zhu

Only on
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Diaii Wei
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HJ KOEI
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CASUfVANIA: SVMPiiONY Of W NiGHT PROSlRATfGY GU1D{

OUSEUH

-^jss^i' Jbi^amfsanWSSS^g^^^

1 •;

T Hurft ing 4

You're going to need a powerful

weapon if you expect to survive

this stage. If you l<ill a Hunting

Girl, you may get a special sword,

the Were Bane. With this weapon

equipped, motion J- ^ * and

press Attack to rapidly slash an

enemy. The Axe Knight drops a

similar sword, the Rapier. Try to

find either weapon before fight-

ing the bosses.

-i'nm

devil Card that enables you to

summon the Nosedevil Familiar.

MIST FORM

This form allows you to

pass through some gates

and to reach high places.

Form ot Mist: Turn into

mist for a brief period.

Power of Mist: stay in

mist form for a longer pe-

riod ot time.

Gas Cloud: Turn into a

poisonous cloud.

flaming uppercut. Jump over the

Minotaur when he rushes and

slash him when he lands.

from the left, crouch and flail away

with the Holy Rod. If that doesn't

finish him off, he'll take to the air

and summon monsters to his aid.

After defeating the bosses, con-

tinue to the right (5) and get the After defeating the boss, proceed

Form of Mist. Now you can trans- below, where you'll find the Soul

form into mist for a brief time. The of Bat (6). Now you can turn into

Coliseum has two save rooms (1 ). a bat and fly by night.

hck to the Library

ObtoiDod Foono Cord S

^^^^^^^^^^^HH Once you ve obtained the Soul of

||HH|||H^^^^^^H you can fly to the room the

xu t . . „ , ^ upper top-left corner (2) and get
The hrst item to collect is the Faene ,uTc,„,i„ r,.^
r I, I , , . , .

,

the Faerie Card.
Scroll located in the upper nght cor-

ner of the library (I ). The Scroll dis- _
cr>IC"

plays an enemy's name when you h^ERIE
fight it FAMILIAR

The Shield Rod is in the lower left

corner of the Coliseum (3). Be-

tween you and the rod, however,

are several snipers and Axe Lords.

Use a shield to deflect the sniper

fire and a strong sword to kill ene-

mies as you slowly advance.

Minotaur and Werewol

To find a hidden room, push on

the bookshelf on the right wall in

the top room (3). Inside is a Holy

Rod and some other items. Equip

the rod.

Stand to the right of the second

pillar from the left at the top of the

Coliseum (2). Use the axe or a Soul

Steal spell to knock away the ceil-

ing rock and reveal a secret en-

trance. Inside the room is a Nose-

Meet the tag team from hell (4). Be- Lesser Demon
fore fighting the bosses, be sure

you have the axe. Attack the Were-

wolf with the Were Bane. After two

or three slash barrages, the Were- liSili

wolf should die. if you don't finish

him quickly, the Werewolf teams ^

up with the Minotaur for deadly

tag-team attacks. When the Were-

wolf's gone, use the axe on the

Minotaur. When the Minotaur The boss is in the low
throws his axe in the air, he's library (4), and he's sii

readying his deadliest attack, a feat. When he fira ;ini

The boss is in the lower part of the

library (4), and he's simple to de-

feat. When he first approaches

Buy the Hammer and Wonder

Drug. Alucard can't use these

items, but the Faerie can: She

uses the Hammer to break you

out of a petrified state and the

Wonder Drug to bring you

back from the dead. She can

also cure you of a cursed or

poisoned state.

W/
Now that

^ you have

•^ Alucard's three

forms, the rest of

Castlevania awaits.
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WHMillBMIZ
GAME COMBOS AND STRATEGIES

i.v.'

VA/hen it comes to brutal, bloody, and

Fun Fighting games, it doesn't get much
better than Mace. Learn the head-

splitting moves For one oF the best "

Fighting games cur- .'-

rently in arcades

and soon to be

released on the ^

Nintendo 64.

By Johnny Ballqame Jj*,
^y

NOTE: Finding some of tlie bosses and tiidden 'i'Si

,

fighters may be different for tlie N64 version.

^:^>>i
*<^^^

Arcade ahd
ninTEnoo 6'

^•^^

^'^'^ i?» '
^^ / 'X-. •

*^ tr^ 'M

ttt'

Jim ' ^^' wi=s^^
^Niu^Jtr^>'

ARENA
BOUNDARIES THROWS

PICKUP
OBIECTS PLAYASPOIO

Knock your opponent

out of the arena and into

deadly areas like flaming

lava, spikes, and quick-

sand for added damage.

When In close to your

opponent, tap (-» Q) to

throw him.

COUNTERATTACKS
To counterattack an oppo-

nent, tap i.l-^Q or S).

When next to an object, tap

(J' S) to pick it up.

COMBOABLE SPECIALS

These are special moves
that can be linked to any

of the combos.

In the arcade version, to

fight as the chicken Pojo,

play as Taria and perform

her Execution. At the char-

acter-select screen, place

the cursor over Taria and

simultaneously press Start

and Evade. Pojo's picture

will replace Taria's.

To perform Pojo's Execu-

tion, tap -», K.
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Al' RashId Combo 2 Big Spin Uppenut

'y.

COMBO
STARTERS

JUrQukk

TapS.S.Q

COlhBOABrE

Sand Devit

Motion -» ^ i ^ ^ S

FlaslicutLen

i.^:/\H
During a jump, tap Q
when close to the ground

Block Attack

Tap («- S)

BASIC COMBOS
ComlHtl

Hold S for two seconds,

release

Dodge Left

Tap(ES)

Dodge Right

Tap(EQ)

Power Oiop
Tap (Q S)

Sweep Kick

Tap (<- K)

TapK,Q,K

Controller Legend

(Z)—

E

ooo
= Move the joystick in one

smooth, continuous motion.

Tap = Tap the buttons and direc-

tions Indicated In sequence.

( I
= Execute commands in paren-

theses simultaneously.

Note: All techniques are described under the assumption that your
|

character Is facing to the right H they're facing left, reverse any-
and *- directions.

Tap «-, ^, K

EXECUTJon

Motion <- 1^ >!. ^ -» <- S

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

Blade Tornado

THE
^ECUTionERi

:,^i^.

COMBO
STARTERS

Head stab

Tap(«-Q)

Air Quick
During a jump, tap Q
when close to the ground

BASIC
COMBOS
Combo 1

Tap S, K, Q

Combo 2

Axe Hook

Motion «- 1^ ; ^ ^ S

Corpse Kiss

Motion! ^-»Q

Devastator

Tap «-, *, Q

Sweep Chop
Motion i 1^ «- S

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

Fade Back

I ^*^a
Tap (Q S)

Overhand

Tap (-> Q S)

I Tap(«-S)

GAMEPRO ^^ October 1987
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Kgyasha

m ^i

COMBO
STARTERS

Air Quick
During a jump, tap Q when
close to the ground

Far Stab

Tap(QS)

Back Kick
After jumping over an
opponent, tap (S K)

BASIC COMBOS
Comiio 1

TapS,Q,K

Combo 2

Tap Q, K,

K

The Fighter's Edge
Spin Kick Overhand BASIC COMBOS

Combo 1

Motion « e 4- ^ ^ K
Note: This move can be
repealed three limes.

Electo Shuriken

Quick Power
Tap <-, *, S

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

Home-Run Swing

Tap (-> Q S)

EXECUTJon Tap S, S, (Q S)

Combo 2

Tap (Q S)

Mega Thrust

IMotion <- K- 4- ^ ^ Q
Note: Tap Q twice tor two

SInirikens.

Left attack
Tap (E Q)

Ankle Biter

Tap (E S)

Low High
Motion ^ ^ i ^ -» S

Sweep
Tap (<- K)

Slide

Tap -, •*, K

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

Air Grab
While in the air next to

a standing opponent,

tap (Q S)

Heel Drop

COIhBQABLE
k1J3[«IMI!s.1

Deception

Motion -» ^ 4 1^ <- K

Motion ^ ^ «|. 1^ «- S

Lqrd DEimos^

TapS,(iS),(IS)

'CeniBOABET
^ SPECIALS .

Soul Kick
Tap (<- Q S)

Overhand
Tap(^QS)

ExECUTJon

Tap <-, -», K

Shoulder Rush

Tap ^, -», S

Hell-icopter

Tap -», motion *- 1^ 4 ^

;rnoRDos kull]

COMBO
STARTERS

Air Quick
During a jump, tap Q
when close to the ground

Motion <- iiT «!- •ii -» S

Fire Wall

Motion <- nr 4- ^ -^ Q
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The Fighter's Edge

COMBO
STARTER

Air Quick

During a jump, tap Q when

close to the ground

BASIC COMBOS
Combo 1

Helli-attack Sain Right Power Chop

Motion «- 1^ 4- ^ - S

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

Block High

and Go Low

TapS,Q,(<-S)

Combo 2

Motion-*^ i'Hf «-Q

I Block Low
and Go High

TapQ,S,Q Motion •* ^ 4- 1^ <-

S

Sweep

TX)lliBOABLE Tap(<-K)

^ SPECIALS ^ Anti-crouch

Dragon Strike Tap(-»QS)

Flail Tiniirl

COMBO
STARTER

/UrQuKk
During a jump, tap Q when

close to the ground

BASIC COMBOS
Combol

2-

Tap K, S, Q

'..I

'S'^\
Shield Rush Tap(<-QS)

Bell Ringer

Tap(<-S)

Note: Tap S again to do

another spin.

ni/irt

Tap (<- Q S)

ExECUTJon

Tap (Q S K)

High Kick

Tap-»,-»,K

Dodge Slash

Tap(->S)

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

Anti-crouch

Tap 4-, 4., «-,-», K

^Raghar
BLOOQliXE.

^ Mr'^»v-___r '^

Tap K, K, (<- K)

COmBOABLE

Tap (-» Q S)

Heel Drop

^ COMBO
STARTER

ML A
iUrOwir
During a jump, tap Q when

close to the ground

Tap «-, -», S

Side Kick

Tap -, ^, K

High Thrust

Tap (Q S)

Tap<-,-»,K

Note: Wis move can lie

repeated ttiree times.

Dodge Left

Tap(ES)

Dodge Rigid

Tap(EQ)

Tap4',4.,<-,S

Tap(«-Q)

Note: Tap Q again to do

anotlierspin.

Heel Slap

Motion 4- ^ ^ K

Sweep
Tap («- K)

Tap (S K)

Block High

and Cut Low
Motion - ^ 4- Q

BASIC COMBOS
Combo 1

\iL.ti^

Tap Q, S, (Q S)

Combo 2

kt^sl

Tap S, Q, Q
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The Fighter's Edge

^"iOifilfi
:;mf:

lla Sweep

Double-Axe Attack BASIC COMBOS Sweep
Tap(QSK) n u ^ PBCombo 1

Frenzy

a
Hit notion f- 1^ 4. ^ -> S

\ Roll 'n' Scoop

Tap ->, tap rapidly

Fake Roll 'n' Scoop
Tap ->, -, K

ExicuTi©n

Tap Q, Q, S

Combo 2

Tap (• K)

High Thrust

COMBO
STARTERS

AirQuM^
During a jump, tap Q
wtien close to the ground

Dagger Stab

k->k

Tap «-, ->, S

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

Head Rush

Motion <- 1^ 4- Vi -»<- K
I

TAKEf^Hi

TapS.Q.S

comBOABLE
klJ^tlMKI

Flipping Uppercut

Tap (Q S)

Lett Spin

Tap(EQ)

ExECiiTJon
^•Jioi tec.

Tap (<- Q S)

Anti-crouch
J'/^X'^-'-

Motion <- Kf 4 ^ -» S

Energy Palm

Lett-Side Attack
Tap(EQ)

BASIC COMBOS
Combo 1

W^ "^

Tap S, K, K

Combo 2

Motion -»^«|./<-i^i\

Tap (^ Q S)

Thunder

COMBO
STARTERS

AirQuitdc

During a jump, tap Q
when close to the ground

Steel Waterfall

Tap <-, ->, Q

Rig Chop

Tap (Q S)

/^^^^

Typhoon Fury
Tap -», tap Q rapidly

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

Zen Dodge

f TarIa

Tap Q, Q, S

Etiii^
Flip Kick

Motion 4. ^ ^ K

Fireball

Tap^,«t,«-,S

i^odisre 5/asA
Tap(-»QS)

Hop Kick
Tap <-, -», K

Tap (E S)

/.oiv 77?msf

Tap (S K)

Motion 4> ^•»0
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The Fighter's Edge

night-Side Attack

Tap(ES)

Double Low Spin

Motion -» ^ 4- 1^ - S

ffusA Forward

XiAO Lone

Tap<-,-»,S

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

Blade Geyser

Motion -» ^ st Q

Air Fireball

Motion i-^-^Q

Low Dagger

COMBO
STARTERS

Air Quick
During a jump, tap Q wtien

close to the ground

Knee Hit

Tap («- Q)

BASIC COMBOS
Combo 1

Tap (S K)

Overhand
Tap (^ Q S)

High Thrust 1 .JSI

Tap (Q S)

ExECUTJon Tap Q, K, K

1000 Staffs Slide Lett Combo 2

Hold S for two seconds,

release

Spin Kick

Tae(ES)

EXECUTJon

Motion <- 1^ i ^ * K

Staff Sweep

SiR Dregah

Motion -I- VI -» Q --

Leg Sweep
Tap (<- K)

Fierce

Tap (Q S)

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

Orb

Hold <- for two seconds,

tap-»,S

Hold S for two seconds,

release

COmBOABXr Block/KIck

i^SPEClALS—

.

Low High

Motion -» ^ i 1^ <- S

Slide Right

Tap(EQ)

Arcade
LTime-Release]

taractei

COMBO
STARTERS

Air Quick
During a jump, tap Q when

close to the ground

BASIC COMBOS
Combo 1

Motion -» ^ 4- 1^ «- K

Tap S, S, Q

Triple Axis

Hold S for two seconds,

release

Gut Bomb

Motion i, ^,-»,Q

Spin Lett

Tap(ES)

Spin Right

Tap (E Q)

Dregan Uppercut

Motion -»^ i ^-S

Shield Slam
Tap <-, ^, S

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

Jump Kick

Tap «-, -*, K

Tap Q, Q, S
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The Fighter's Edge
^ Block High

^andGoLow
4|Motion^^ I tr^Q

Block Low
and Go High

'"
Motion -» ^ 4- 1^ « S

'
file Crusher

Big KickCOMBO
STARTER

AirQuKk
During a jump, tap Q when
close to the ground

BASIC COMBOS ^^p^-^-i^

Combo 1 Stab 'n' Chop

, ifc- til/-
^^"'

Tap (S K)

Skull Basher
Tap S, S, Q

Combo 2

Tap(^QS)

Shin Splitter

Motion <- 1^ i ^ -» S

Siveeyi Kick
Tap («- K)

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

Hell Fire

Tap K, S, S

comBOABir
^ SPECIALS .

Big Flick

IVIotion *-ii i \-*K

EXEcuTJon II

Tap «-, -*, Q

Tlvo Chops

IVIotion -^^ii^^-kTj,^

Tap (Q S)

Tail Spike

Hell KnicHT

Motion 4. ^ -» Q

ii.-r^ - Power Stab

"^
Low Tail Shrike

Tap(«-QS)

Block High

and Go Low
Motion -» ^ «!, 1^ «- Q

Block Low
and Go High
Motion -» >ii 4- 1^ «- S

ExECUTJon

Ichiro
Combo 3

r^«*
^'1';^

Arcade*
LTime-Releasej

laractes

Motion«-i^ * ^-»«-K
Motion 4- ^ -» S

nap (S K), (S K), Q

Arcade
[^Time-Release,

XhaTactei

COMBO
STARTERS

AirQuck
During a jump, tap Q
when close to the ground

Shove
Tap->,^,Q

Hop Slash

Tap«-,^,Q

Flip Chop
Tap«-,>t,-»,S

Gut Punch
Tap<-,->,S

Note: This move can be

repeated three times.

Uppercut
Tap (<- Q)

Tiirbulence Kick
Motion «- 1^ 4. In -»

K

HatTtick

BASIC COMBOS
Combo 1 Motion 4. ^ -» Q

Dodge Slash
Tap(^QS)

Left High

Tap S, S, Q

Combo 2

TapQ,S,K

Tap(ES)

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

High Thrust

Tap (Q S)
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The Fighter's Edge

BASIC COMBOS stomp

Combo 1
I

Tap(QSK)

COMBO
STARTERS

Air Quick

During a jump, tap Q
when close to the ground

BigPundt

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

El Ton

TapS,S.(QS)

ComlH)2

Tap Q, Q, S

Tap (<- Q S)

ShoulderRu^

Tap (-» Q S)

Cannon Straigtit

Motion ^ ^ 4- kT «- Q

Sweep
Tap («- K)

EXEcnTJen
Monliey Spin

Tap-»,-»,S

Stomp

^^ii«?r^A.,

Motion 4. ^ -» S

Cannon Arc

J Motion «- 1^ i ^ -» K

Motion->^ W^-^J-^ ExtendoArm

War ItiECH

Motion 4. VI Q

EXEcnTJon

Tap<-,-»,S

Uppercut

Tap<-,-*,Q

360 Degrees

COlhBOABLE
^ SPECIALS d Tap(QSK)

Fierce Uppercut
Tap (Q S)

Forearm Basil -.

Tap «-, ^, Q i^

5fnas/t
^

Tap <-, •*, S

Super Punch

Tap *•, motion -» ^ 4. i^

Tap (^ Q S)

Hand Sweep

Hi Grehdai

Motfon*-!^ 4 ^-^Q

ExECPTJen

Ercade
LTime-Release^

COMBO
STARTER

Air Quick

During a jump, tap Q when

dose to the ground

Tap (Q S)

STAND-ALONE
SPECIALS

Block-High Pound
Motion -» ^ 4. Q

Motion ^ -^ 4. 1^ <- S
. i,,, ,

tNOTE: To access Grendal in

Vie arcade version, you must
- first win tliree two-piayer

games in a row. Before tlie

^ fourtli game, at ttie cliarac- Motion 4- 4^ «- * S
' ter-select screen, piace your

cursor on tlie Executioner

anil simultaneously press

Start and Evade.
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ir^i^i 1^^r^WcHI-m

^irURiKj

Die Har4 Aicade's ioadeil with
various special fitttvtsiUiil

attacks to help you pulverize
punks and beat flown the

trigger-happy terrorists who've
kidnapped the President's daughter. Here
are all the moves in the McClane repertoire

lor your knuckle-bashing enjoyment!

ByJohiwy Brdwigame

Punch
TapP

Kick
TapK

Jump
Tap J

Low PuihA
Tap(iP)

LowKfCfr
Tap(iK)

Run
Tap and hold -» or

Grab
Get in close to any enemy and

you'll automatically grab them.

Uppercut

Tap and hold , tap P,P,P

FootSweep
Tap and hold -», tap P,P,K

Shoulder Slam
TapJ,(«tP)

Knee Slam
Tap J, (4- K)

Spinning Attack

Tap(PKJ)

Double HammerHst
Tap J, hold P

Jump Kick

Tap (J K)

Drill Kick (Kris)/

Flip Kick (John)

Tap J, hold K

VerticalBack Kick
TapP.P.P.K

Jumping-Back
Spinning Kick
TapP.P.P.p.K

Stun Palm
Hold P, release

BacknipKkk
Hold K, release

The Confrols
Tap = Tap the directions Indicated In

sequence.

= Execute commands in parenthe-

ses simultaneously.

A = Punch (P) B = Kick(K) C = Jump(J)

Wote; All instnjctions assume that your character is facing to the right If they're facing to
the left, reverse any -» and «- commands.

Leap Kick
While running, tap K

Tackle

While running, tap P

Dragon Uppercut
Tap(Pj)

CAMEPRB (192)1 clilip 1117
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Handguns Ax, Knife, or Bottle Anti-Tank Rifle

Or Machine Guns

Tumlng mackA

Fire

TapP

Kick

TapK

Croucli and Fire

Tap (4. P)

Fire Diagonally Down
TapJ.P

TUm and Shoot
With back turned to enemy,
tap «-, P

Dragon-Gun Uppenut
Tap(PJ)

HandcuffArrest
Grab enemy, tap P, P

Note: This move works with the

handgun oniy

Hogtie Arrest

Grab enemy, tap K, K

Note: This move worl(s with the

handgun oniy

Double-Kick Head Smash
Tap K, K, P

Note: This move works with the

machine gun oniy

Double-Sweep Uppercut
Tapandhold4',tapK,K,P

Note: This move works with the

machine gun oniy

Jab
TapP

Slash

TapK

THple Poke
Tap P, P, P

Low TMple Slash
Tap K, K, K

Low Slice

Tap(4.K)

Super Drop
Tap J, tap (4- P)

DragonAx Upper
Tap(PJ)

Missile l^unclier

Fin
Tap Punch

Downward Swing
Tap Kick

Tlmiaround Swing
With back turned toward enemy,

tap<-,PorK

Broom, Pipe,

Or Robot Leg

Bai^st

Side Kick

Note: Perform the following moves
after grabbing an opponent.

Tiimaround Swing
With back turned toward enemy,

i*-,PorK

TMple Spin High
Tap P, P, P

Down, Up, Crosswise
Tap K, K, K

Crossbar Rising Jab
Tap(iP)

Low Sweep
TapiiK)

Pole Vault

While running, tap K

JoustAttack
While running, tap P

Dragon Pole

Tap(PJ)

Jump Forward Sweep

Shove Over
TapK,K,K

German Suplex
Tap P, P, K, K, K

Giant Swing
TapP,K,P

MadDog
TapK,P,K

ReverseArmlockJhmw
Tap«-,p

Shoulder Throw
Tap «-, K

Pik! Driver

TapK,P,P,p,p,K

High Charging Elbow
Tap P, P, p

Frankensteiner
TapJ,P

Launch Kkk
TapJ.K
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Dark Rift brings out ihe best in people. Eve works her butt orrto turn Gore inio a mealy pin cusliion. Gore busts Ins gui lo

move Eve into the path of his axe. And you'll need your be.st, because Dark Rift gives it up. Dark Rift delivers more fight, more

often with more speed than you ha\e ever seen before. Check out Dark Rift for N64 or Win 9S and get flesh scorching

projectiles, hyper quick ten hit combos, blazing frame rates and some \ery unpleasant surprises for the competitbn.

NINTENDO

'mm
Diqttal EiHeitatnmeiii

gos and chaiacleis aie Irademaiks of and t> 1996 Ktonos

rights reseived Disliibuted by VIC TOKAI INC

4

Available 1997 ««0" VIC TOKAI INC
22904 Lockness Avenue

Torrance. CA 90501
(310)326-3880
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God Mode, All Weapons, andMore

International SuperStar Soccer 64
Big-Head Code

At the title screen, press Top C, Top C, Bottom C, Bottom C
Left C, Right C, Left C, Right C, B, A, press and hold Z, and
press Start. Start a game and all the players will have big heads.

m

DarklIgM Conflict

Master Code

M«n/mnyvt>

Enter the password hdvmkxvck to go to the last stage

Start a game and pause it. While the game is paused, press Top
C, Bottom C, Left C, and Right C. A new option, Cheat, should
appear. Move the arrow next to Cheat, and press A. To access
the cheats, press the following buttons:

Clipping. Press Top C 20 times, Bottom C.

Butcher: Press Bottom C, Top C, Left C, Left C.

God Mode: Press Left C, Right C, Bottom C.

Health: Press Left C, Top C, Bottom C, Bottom C.

Visit: Press Left C, Left C, Right C, Right C, Bottom C, Top C.

meat '.ctf

VlnUMllMlMU
iiirt rJi III

marSkta

pmHtmmf--

Die Hard Thlogy

Cheats Menu

•|I.IUrtirTmSClWiT«..i

|I.IUITriVv->'T.ii<3l'«.f.«l»kti.im.ln,,Ulr»ki,t.««if

r.\<^ r\:'(f
',^*i^^COtKCt

Enter the sub-menu, Collect, and press the following buttons to

do these cheats:

All Artifacts: Press Top C, Right C, Bottom C, Bottom C.

All Keys: Press Bottom C, Bottom C, Top C, Left C, Right C.

All Puzzle Items: Press Top C, Left C, Left C, Left C, Right C,

Bottom C, Bottom C.

All Weapons: Press Right C, Top C, Bottom C, Bottom C.

ErinStnM
via Internet

At the copyright screen, press C, A, B, B, Y, C, A, B, B, Y, then
start a new game. Pause the game, and you'll find a new Cheat
option available.

I
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Play as Sonork and Demitnm, and See the Endings Felony 11-79

Hidden Cars

Play as Sonork: At the title screen, press L, R, Top C, Bottom

C, Lett C, and Right C.

Play as Demitron; At the title screen, press A, B, R, L, Bottom

C, and Top C.

See the Endings: Enter any of the following codes at the title

screen for these character endings:

Aaron: Press Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, Left C.

Demonica: Press Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, Top C.

Demitron: Press Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, L, L, Bottom C

Eve: Press Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, Right C.

Gore: Press Up, Left C, R, Right, Down, R, R, Bottom C.

Morphix: Press Up, Lett C, R, Right, Down, R, R, B

Nikki: Press Up, Lett C, R, Right, Down, R, R, A.

Scarlet: Press Up, Left C, R, Right, Down,

L, L, Left C.

Sonork: Press Up, Left C, R, Right, Down,

L,L,TopC.

Zenmuron: Press Up, Left C, R,

Right, Down, L,L, Right C.

Code to play as

Sonoik and Demitm:
Michael Kwan
Vancouver, Canada

Code to see the endings:

Joshua Wilson

via Internet

To get the hidden vehicle, satisfy the conditions below:

PCS: Clear the First Stage within four minutes.

GTI: Clear the Second Stage within four minutes.

DBL: Clear the Third Stage within four minutes.

VPR: Destroy more than $1 million in the First Stage within 300

seconds of the start.

ELS: Destroy more than $2.5 million in the Second Stage within

270 seconds of the start.

360: Destroy more than $2.5 million in the Third Stage within

the time limit after hitting a telephone booth.

GTK: Drive at over 1 80 km/hour at the second speed checker

and still clear the mission.

F1 : Clear the First IVIission without damaging any objects.

PLC: Clear the Second Stage without any destruction.

TI\IK: Clear the Third Stage without any destruction.

*«>*

*^*r.i ^u. y 5J
At the title screen, highlight 1 P Battle, and press Left, Left, Up,

Down, A, D, L1, R1. You should hear a confirming sound. Then,

at the fighter-select screen, highlight Zhao Yun and press Left.

Sun Shang Xiang is now a selectable character.



NBA Hang Time

Hidden Characters
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Enter the following names and PINs at the Enter Name menu:

Dan Amrich: AMRiCH 2020

Dan Roan: danr 0000

Sal Divita: divita 0201

Scottie Pippen: pippen 0000

John Root: root 6000

Sheridan Oursler: SNO 0103

Mark Turmell: TURMEL 0322

BaWe Arena Toshinden 3
Random Oiaracter Select

At the character-select screen, simultaneously press and hold
L1, L2, R2, and R1. Your character will be chosen at random

V

NBAi

1

uiViy-r.-^-

Command& Conquer

UnlimitedA10Air strike, Unlimited Ion Cannon
Attacks, and Japanese-Speaking Characters

^CCWORD

A S CDEE C^l JKL
MNOiLfi^C-^UV WX
Y /t 6

Unlimited A10 Air Strike: Start a game, pause it, and press Right,

Down, Left, Left, Down, Right. Right, Down, Left, x, n, O.

Unlimited Ion Cannon: Start a game, pause it, and press Right,

Down, Left, Left, Down, Right, Right, Down, Left, x, n, A.

Japanese-Speaking Characters: Enter the password Godzilla
and start the game. All characters will speak Japanese in battle.

CKMEPRB
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fw.cdmag.com/chjps.html

or cam -800-600-4263
Source Code 1G930

VIDEO GAMES: PLAYSTATION

L4x4Gears&Guts

iCIl Sphere 360

kuji the Heartless

Hen vs Predator

a Prophecy

s Master's ClscTE 02/98 $46

{alman i Robin 11/97 $49

I'Deyond the Beyond

I Stood

RtLLUl Pmct

mvt {51

11/97 t69

03/96 $52

01/98 $52

02/98 S49

TtTlt

DarV Forces

Darkstaikers 3

Death Keep

RiuAH Pnn

NOW $49

11/97 $52

NOW $52

NOW $46

NOW $54

12/97 $54

NOW $46

NOW $49

NOW $50

NOW $49

11/97 $54

NOW $50

NOW $44

iBieathot Fire 3

Iflroken Heiix

ISuonder's

lnushido Btide

IctCRedAleit

Castle ol Damned

I
Ciayfrghtei 3

I Clock Tower

I
College Footoall '9B NOW $49

I
Colony Wars 11/97 $46

I
Command & Conquer NOW $46

I
Contralegacy of War NOW $46

I
Cool Boarders 2 1 1/97 $46

Covert WARS 02/96 $52

Crash Bandicoot 2 NOW $49

I

Crusader No Remorse NOW $49

Crypt Killer NOW $46

I S D Conedion NOW $49

Dare Devil Petty 2 NOW $44

Death Trap Dungeon NOW $50

Destruction Derby 2 NOW $49

Diablo

DISC World 2

Disrupter X

Dynasty Warriors

Earthworm Jim 3

Elric

FIFA Soccer 98

Fade to Black

Fantastic Four

Final Fantasy Tactics 01/98 $56

Final Fantasy VII NOW $72

Flying Saucer

Freak'n Fast

Frogger

GEX2

Ghost In the Shell

Grand Thett Auto

Heavy Gear

Here's Adventures

Hercules

ID4:lndependence DayNOW $52

J«tMoto2 12/97 $46

Joust Epic NOW $49

Tnu

Kings Field 2

Legacy ot Kain

Lost Vikings 2

Lost Worid

MDK

RiUMt Pmci

NOVV $51

NOW $50

NOW $44

NOW $44

NOW $46

11/97 $54

NOW $46

NOW $34

NOW $46

05/98 SS2

11/97 $49

11/97 $49

NOW $39

NOW $52

NOW $52

NOW $46

11/97 $50

11/97 $49

NOW $52

NOW $51

02/98 $49

NOW $42

NOW $46

MK Mythologies SubzetoNOW$46

Mace: The Dark Age NOW $46

Madden FB 98

Mage Slayer

Master of Monsters 02/98 $49

Mechv/arnor 2

Metal Gear Solid

Monster Rancher

Mortal Kombat TrilogyNOW $52

NAMCO Museum 4 NOW $44

NBA Shoot Out 98

NCAA Football '98

NFL Game Day '98

NHL Hockey '98

NHL Powerplay '98

Need tor Speed 2

Ogre Battle

PGA Tour 98

PT0 3

Pamdemomum 2

Ouake

Rage Racer

NOW $54

NOW $49

NOW $49

NOW $56

NOW $49

12/97 $49

NOW $49

NOW $49

11/97 $49

NOW $49

NOW $44

NOW $49

NOW $49

03/98 $49

12/97 $49

NOW $54

NOW $46

Rampage World Tour 11/97 $46

TITU

Ray Storm

RayMan 2

Rebel Assault 2

Resident Evil 2

Respect Inc

Return Fire 2

ReveiationsiPersona

Shadoan

SimCity 2000

Soul Blade

Soviet Strike

Suikoden 2

Syndicate Wars

Tale ot the Sun

Tecmo Deception

Tekken 3

Tenka

The Glove

Toh Shin Den 3

Tomb Raider 2

Track & Field 2

Triple Play 98

Twisted Metal 2

VMX Racing

Vandal Hearts

Warcraft 2

Wing Commander 4

Xevious 3D

IkUMi Vwa

NOW $46

NOW $52

NOW $49

01/98 $52

03/98 $49

11/97 $49

NOW $54

NOW $50

NOW $44

NOW $45

NOW $48

11/97 $49

NOW $44

NOW $46

NOW $49

12«7 $54

NOW $46

11/97 $68

NOW $46

11/97 $54

NOW $46

NOW $46

NOW $44

NOW $46

NOW $46

NOW $44

NOW $39

NOW $44

I

] AlOen Odyssey

Battle Monsters

Casper

Center Ring Boxing

Command & Conquer

Contralegacy ot War

Croc

D & D Collection

Dark Rift

Darkiigm Conflict

Darkstaikers 3

Diablo

Die Hard Arcade

Dream Knight

VIDEO GAMES: SATURN
NOW $52

NOW $34

NOW $46

NOW $52

NOW $52

NOW $46

NOW $49

NOW $49

NOW $52

NOW $44

11/97 $49

11/97 $54

NOW $44

NOW $52

Duke Nukem 3D

FIFA Soccer 98

Fighters Megamix

Golden Axe The Duel

Here's Adventures

Jajamaru

Legend ol Oasis

Lost Vikings 2

Lost Wortd

Lunar Directors Cut

Mechwarrior 2

NBA Action 9S

NBA Live 98

NHL Breakaway 98

NOW $46

11/98 $49

NOW $52

NOW $29

NOW $42

NOW $50

NOW $46

NOW $46

NOW $46

\m7 $46

NOW $46

NOW $49

11/97 $49

NOW $49

NHL Hockey '98 NOW $49

Nascar98 NOW $49

Nights NOW $3«

Ninia 01/98 $50

PGATouf'97 NOW $49

Quarterback Attack NOW $29

Racers Megamix NOW $54

Rampage World Tour 11/97 $46

RayMan 2 NOW $54

Romnce 3 Kingdms 4 NOW $56

Sega Ages NOW $40

Sentinel Returns 03/98 $49

Shadoan NOW $50

Shining Holy Ark NOW $46

Shining Wisdom

Slam & Jam

Space Jam

Striker 96

Tecmo Super Bowl

Ten Pin Alley

Tomb Raider 2

Ultimate Football

VMX Racing

VR Baseball 97

WWF Wrestling 3D

Warcralt 2

Worldwide Soccr '98

XMen Vs. StreetFlghti

NOW $52

NOW $39

NOW $42

NOW $42

NOW $54

NOW $52

11/97 $54

NOW $46

NOW $46

NOW $49

11/97 $52

NOW $44

11/97 $49

rNOW $54

VIDEO GAMES: SNES VIDEO GAMES: GENESIS

Collge Footbll USA 97

Demolition Man

Donkey Kong Cntty 3

DOOiTl

Harvest Moon

Killer Instinct

Lost Vikings 2

Madden '98

Marvel Super Heroes

NOW $54

NOW $19

NOW $64

NOW $39

NOW $56

NOW $19

NOW $44

08/98 $52

NOW $54

NBA Hang Time NOW $52

NBA Live '98 NOW $52

NFL Quarterbk Club 96N0W $19

NHL Hockey '98 11/97 $52

Secret of Evermore NOW $64

Super Mario Kan NOW $34

Ultimate Mort Komb 3 NOW $49

VKWF Arcade NOW $52

Zelda NOW $34

FIFA Soccet '97 Gold NOW $52

Genesis Nomad Sys NOW $169

Head-On Soccer

Lost World

Lunar 2

Madden '98

Mortal Kombat 3

NBA Hang Time

NBA Live '98

NOW $34

NOW $44

NOW $49

NOW $52

NOW $54

NOW $49

NOW $52

NBA Showdown

NHL Hockey '98

Phantom 2040

Popful Mail

Revolution X

NOW $14

NOW $52

NOW $19

NOW $22

NOW $39

Tecmo Super Bowl 3 NOW $29

Ultimate Mort Komb 3NOW $49

Voctorman2 NOW $49

Virtue Fighter AnimatnNOW $52

VIDEO GAMES: NINTENDO 64 H |

VIDEO GAME HINT BOOKS

Blast Corps NOW $72

Ciaylighter 3 (63 1/3) NOW $76

DarkRltt NOW $72

F-Zero 64 02/98 $76

Joust Epic 11/97 $76

Legend ol Zelda 03/98 $79

Mace: The Dark Ages NOW $79

Pilot Wings 64 NOW $69

Star Fox 64 NOW $69

Star Wars Shad EmpireNOW $79

Super Mario 64 NOW $66

Super Mario Kart R NOW $59

Tetrisphere NOW $66

Top Gear Rally NOW $72

Turok Dinosaur Huntr NOW $76

Twisted Edge Snowbrd02/98 $75

War Gods NOW $65

Wave Race NOW $72

Crash Bandicoot

Dynasty Warriors

Hexen 64

Kings Field

Legacy of Kain

MK Trilogy Guide

Nights Hint Book

Ogre Battle

Pandemonium

NOW $11

NOW $12

NOW $12

NOW $13

NOW $13

NOW $e

NOW $12

NOW $12

NOW $13

PSX Game Secrt 2

PSX Game Secrt 1

Star Fox 64

Suikoden Unauth

Super Mario

Tekken 3

Tobal No 1

Tomb Raider

Warcraft 2

NOW $11

NOW $11

NOW $10

NOW $13

NOW $12

NOW $12

NOW $11

NOW $10

NOW $14

BOARD GAMES COMPUTER GAMES
Air Baron

Axis & Allies

Battlelech 4th Ed

Car Wars Deluxe

Civilization

Dragon Lords

Empire Builder

Grand Prix

Hobbit Adventure

NOW $27

NOW $35

NOW $19

NOW $21

NOW $29

NOW $29

NOW $25

NOW $19

NOW $29

Knightmare Chess

Lunch Money

Pain Doctor

Rats

Robo Rally

Samurai Swords

Settlers of Catan

Space Chess 3D

Stratego

NOW $13

NOW $15

NOW $25

NOW $24

NOW $33

NOW $35

NOW $30

NOW $35

NOW $14

12/97 $48

NOW $53

NOW $52

NOW $48

11/97 $52

11/97 $48

11/97 $48

NOW $48

Curse ot Monkey Isle NOW $48

Daikatana

Dark Forces 2 Jedl

Hexen 2

Postal

Quake 2

SpecOps

Tomb Raider 2

Unreal

Kings Quest 8 12/97 $48

Myst2 NOW $52

Quest tor Glory 5

Return to Krondor

Baldure s Gate

Eldr Scrlls Mrrowind 02/98 $54

Elric 11/97 $45

Fallout NOW $48

Lands Lore Grdns Dst NOW $48

NOW $48

01/98 $45

11/97 $48

COLLECTIBLE CARD GAMES ROLE PLAYING GAMES

Battlelech Booster

Battlelech Starter

Dr Who Booster

Or Who Starter

MTG 5th Ed BP

MTG 5th Ed SO

MTG Chronicles BP

MTG Mirage BP

MTG Mirage SO

NOW

NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW

MTG Tempest BP

MTG Tempest SO

MTG Visions

MTG Weathertight

MTG Homelands

MTG Fallen Emp

Monty Pylhon SO

Monty Python BP

X-Files SD

NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW

AO&D DM Guide

AD&D Monstr Mnl

AD&D Player Hdbk

QURPS Auloduel

GURPS Mecha

Bubblegum Crisis

Cyberpunk 2020

Earthdawn

Fading Suns

NOW $16

NOW $20

NOW $20

NOW $15

NOW $15

NOW $20

NOW $17

NOW $18

NOW $22

HarnWorld 2nd Ed

Heavy Gear

Macross 2

Rilts

Robotech

Shadowrun

StarWars Revised

Traveller

Warhamer Fantsy

NOW $15

NOW $25

NOW $11

NOW $21

NOW $11

NOW $20

NOW $25

NOW $24

NOW $19

'FIMAL FANTASY 7' Act out your mercenary dreams

while saving the planet. Spectacular animated plot

sequences, impressive storyline, three dimensional

characters, unprecedented level ot detail, great etiects.

Sony (Roleplaying)

Release Date: NOW PSX $59

'CASTLEVANIA' Transform into a bat. wolt, or mist in the

(juest to end the vampire bloodline Innumerable secret

levels, chambers, spells, weapons. A legion ot wicked

bosses, each with unique moves and individual person-

alities. CD quality music score.

Konaml (Roleplaying)

Release Date: NOW PSX $48

•MORTAL KOMBATMYTHOLOGIES' The Mortal Kombat

saga continues with an all new storyline. Instant playa-

bility as you take on over 30 ditlerent enemies while

exploring 8 new worlds. Real-time 3D lighting, tully ren-

dered 3D characters

Midway (Adventure)

Release Date: NOW PSX $46, N64 $79

'BANJO KAZOOIE N64' Banjo, a big gooty bear, and

Kazoole, his Red Crested Breegull buddy, spring to lite

with cartoon-like animation. 16 different worlds and up

to 24 different attacks and abilities.

NlntendolAdventureJ

Release Date: 11/97 N64 $69

DUKE NUKEM 30' 9 sinister enemies to wage war

against, 10 high tech weapons, 29 first person perspec-

tive levels. Non-restrictive character control allows 360

degree player mobility. Over 20 power-ups to collect,

from night vision goggles to steroids.

Sega (Sliooter)

Release Date: NOW SAT $44

'WARCRAFT 2' Real-time action strategy game set m

a medieval fantasy world. Play a total of 52 missions

with over 90 customizable maps. Command multiple

character types, build and defend your strongholds.

Electronic Arts (Strategy)

Release Date: NOW PSX $44

'THE LOST WORLD: JURASSIC PARK' Take on the role

of a compsognalhus, veiociraptor, t-rex, or a couple ol

humans, as you malte your way through 24 different

environments and battle the carnivorous inhabitants of

the The Lost World

Sega (Adventure)

Release Date: NOW SAT $44

'MAGIC KNIGHT RAYEARTH' Three Japanese school-

girls must save a Princess to restore peace to the land.

Breathtaking animation with over 90 minutes ol audio.

When you talk to characters in the game, they reply!

Working Designs (Roleolaylng)

Release Date: NOW SAT $52

'SAMURAI SWORDS' Wage war in the tradition

of the valiant samurai warrior! Collect income

as a reward for provincial conquest. Form a

mutual bond ol loyalty with an enemy warlord

to further your cause.

Milton Bradley (Board Game)
Release Dale: NOW BG $35

'MAGIC THE GATHERING 5TH EDITION' This deck con-

tains 60 tradable game cards, randomly assorted, plus a

rule book. Each player must have a deck. This deck may

be enhanced with more cards sold in booster packs.

Wizards of tlie Coast (Card Game)
Release Date: NOW CG $7

'CONSPIRACY X' In a world of dark secrets, the only cer-

tainty is nothing is what it seems. The president may not

be human. The sign carrying paranoid on the street rant-

ing mind control satellites may be right.

New Millenium (Pen/Paper Roleplaying)

Release Date: NOW RPG $20

cWA»*Lttr\l
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Plavstraition
Samurai Shodovm III: Blades ofBlood
Play as Zankuro

Start a game in the Vs. mode. At the character-select screen,
press and hold Start on Controller One, then move the cursor
over these fighters in the following order (your cursor starts on
Haohmaru): Genjuro, Basara, Kyoshiro, Ukyo, Rimruru, Haohmaru,
Shizmaru, Nakoruru, Hanzo, Amakusa, Gaira, Galford, and Shiz-
maru. Continue to hold Start and simultaneously press x and
O. If you did the trick correctly, Zankuro will appear as a selec-

table character.

Nintendo 6a
War Gods

CheatMenu

DiFFicuLtY : mEDium
music voLumE uiiiiii
SFX VOLUmE llllllllll

conTinuES : .1

COntROLLER COnFlGURE
FAtALitlES : OFF
CHEAt rtlEHU

i'LAVLR 1 SKILL .l.li

PLAYER 2 SKILL
LEVEL SELECt
GAmE tlntlER

EASY FAtALitY

mil
OFF
on

: OFF
EXit

\ y
At the first War Gods title screen, quickly press Right, Right,
Right, B, B, A, A. If you did the trick correctly, the screen will

flash. Now select Options, and you'll find a Cheat Menu option
with such things as Easy Fatalities and a Level Select.

Ballblazer Champions

Master Dome Stadium

PBESSSIflflT TO EXIT

Enter the following password for the Master Dome Stadium

OLI L1 R1 R2 L2

X D D Rl R2 Rl

R2 AL2 Rl L2 O
L2 R2 Rl X LI R2

nL2 Rl XRl Rl .̂c_<r

f^
r>^\ '*^.

.:i«L^

The Adventures ofLomax
Leva Sdect and Flying Ability

Level Select: Press and hold Down, then press Start to pause
the game. While the game is paused, press and hold Up, and
press A, O, X, D. A number should appear on the left side

of the screen. To select a level, press and hold LI , and press
Select. To go to a level, press and hold L1, and press Start.

Flying Ability: First, enter the level-select code. Any time during

the game, press and hold LI, and press D to fly. To land, press
and hold L1 and press D again.
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1. Crash Bandicoot's arch enemy

is .

3. PlayStation hero Blasto"s voice

is done by Phit .

2, FMV stands for Full

.

Video.

4. In Simpsons-Bart's Nightmare

Bart must stay .

5. In Rascal your mission is to

change .

Conlest Rules. No purchase necessaiv to enter. Complete the crossword puzzle, cut it out and then

marl, along with your name address and phone number to :

October Mail Order Contest, Funco, inc., 10120 West 76lh Street, Mpis, MN 55344- All correct

entries will be entered in a drawing, Entries must be postmarked no later than October 30, 1997



s, Weapons, and Tactics ^

Super Puzzle Fighter II TUrtio

Hidden Charact&s

Enter the following codes at the Player Select screen.

Note: The following codes work in all modes except Street

Puzzle mode.

Play as Akuma
Player One: Put the cursor on Morrigan, then press and hold
Start. While holding Start, press Down, Down, Down, Left,

Left, Left, A. Akuma should appear.

Player Two: Put the cursor on Felicia, then press and hold
Start. While holding Start, press Down, Down, Down, Right,
Right, Right, A. Akuma should appear.

Play as Anita

Player One: Put the cursor on Morrigan, then press and hold
Start. While holding Start, move the cursor two spaces to the
right onto Donovan and press A. When the match starts, you'll

play as Anita.

Player Two: Put the cursor on Felicia, then press and hold
Start. While holding Start, move the cursor one space to the

left onto Donovan and press A. When the match starts, you'll

play as Anita.

Play as Dan

Player One: Put the cursor on Morrigan, then press and hold
Start. While holding Start, press Left, Left, Left, Down,
Down, Down, A. Dan should appear.

Player Two: Put the cursor on Felicia, then press and hold
Start. While holding Start, press Right, Right, Right, Down,
Down, Down, A. Dan should appear.

Play as Devilot

Player One: Put the cursor on Morrigan, then press and hold
Start. While holding Start, press Left, Left, Left, Down,
Down, Down. When the timer reaches 10, press A. Devilot

should appear.

Player Two: Put the cursor on Felicia, then press and hold
Start. While holding Start, press Right, Right, Right, Down,
Down, Down. When the timer reaches 10, press A. Devilot

should appear.

Play as Hsien-Ko's Sister

Player One: Put the cursor on IVlorrigan, then press and hold
Start. While holding Start, move the cursor one space to the

right onto Hsien-Ko and press A. When the match starts, you'll

play as Hsien-Ko's sister.

Player Two: Put the cursor on Felicia, then press and hold
Start. While holding Start, move the cursor two spaces to the

left onto Hsien-Ko and press A. When the match starts, you'll

play as Hsien-Ko's sister.

Perfect Weapon

Unlimited Health

Start a game and pause it. Simultaneously press O, D, and
Right, then simultaneously press R1, R2, and Left. You'll hear

a sound if you did the cheat correctly. Unpause the game, and

I

you'll take no damage when you get into a fight.

%

Motor Toon Grand Prix

Extra Options

£nir)fMri3 Wt

QD
(523

J

»4r. Sifl

CAMEPIB

Highlight Options at the main menu. With Options highlighted,

simultaneously press and hold L1, L2, R1, and R2. While
holding these buttons, press x. This takes you into the Options

menu, where you'll find several new options.

' w
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Heacs
Blood

God Mode, Level Skip, and More
During gameplay, press t, then type in the following codes to
access hidden power-ups:

100 health: ctARiCE
200 health: spork
All ammo and items: lara croft
All items: satchel
All keys: keymaster
All weapons and ammo: idaho
Clipping on/off: EVA galli
Drunk mode: jojo
Full armor: griswold
Full map: goonies
God mode: nocapinmyass
God mode off: capinmyass
Level skip: calgon
Set yourself on fire: mcgee
Toggle invisibility: onering

Command& Conquer:
RedAlert—Counterstrike
Fight the Ants

Press and hold Shift and Left Click on the speaker in the cor-
ner. When the game starts, you'll battle giant ants instead of
enemy troops.

Screamer2
All Tracks and Bonus Cars

Enter the following cheats at the main Options menu:

All tracks available: mrtrk Bonus car: tacar
Bonus car: tbcar Bonus car: tccar
Bonus car: tdcar

Interstate '76

Blur the Screen and Mission Skip

Enter the following cheats during gameplay.
Note: Enter the cheats as they appear.

Blur the screen: Simultaneously press and hold Ctrl and Shift
Hold these keys and type the word wiggieburger to blur
the screen.

Mission skip: During a T.R.I.P. mission, simultaneously press
and hold Ctrl and Shift. Hold these buttons and type the word
getdown. You Should hear Groove say "Get down " and then
you'll be attacked by all the other cars. Once you're dead you
should skip to the next mission.

Eartliworm Jim
Full Energy, Invincibility, and See the Ending

Pause the game, then enter any of the following cheats:

Full energy: noble

invincible: YOU are sod

See the ending: DO not go there

Level Warp Codes
Note: Enter the codes as they appear.

What the Heck? teakettle-faucet-cow-
faucet-cow-faucet

Down the Tubes: paint-faucet-tv-faucet-
CONE-TV

Pod Races: cone-teakettle-cone-cow-
cow-teakettle

Snot a Problem: cow-teakettle-tv-cow-
teakettle-paint

Level 5: tv-tv-cow-tincan-cow-hammer

Darkness: teaketttle-paint-tincan-
FAUCET -PAINT -FAUCET

Peter Puppy: cow-tv-teakettle-cow-
TEAKETTLE -PAINT

Buttville: tincan-tv-tv-teakettle-
CONE-COW

Andy Asteroids: cone-faucet-cow-cow-cow-tv

Earthworm Jim 2
Full Energy, Invincibility, and See the Ending

Full energy: booster

Invincibility: luehmann

See the ending: JUST cut to the end

Level Warp Codes

Anything but Tangerines: fruit
Puppy Love: Dublin

Flyin' King: hoffman

Cow Abduction: abrown

Inflated Head: shiny shines

Hammer Head: mortificator
Blind Sally: QUIZ show

ISO 9000: BLUE

Door Chase: Morrison

Level Ate: carlosr

Flamin Yawn: gomba

See Jim Run: chase
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haunts the nooks and

crannies of a creeky, old,

abandoned monsion <

on top of the hill. Many

have entered, but none

have emerged ... alive!

Those who dare enter

the hauntJ^monsion an.

escape in me shortest time

will win awestme prizes

and have their name printed

in the pages of GameProl

(1) GRAND PRIZE WINNER:

An advanced video game
i system of your choice!

(4) HONORABLE MENTIONS:

Receive an exclusive

I GamePro T-shirt!

Grand Prize

Chris Parkvr
Charlotti, NC
SZ sicondB

Danny Hints
Maricopa, HZ
5Z Biconds

Honorable
Mention
DuBlin Beasly
Chandltr, RZ
62 condB
MikeMorgon
Charlotte, NC
65 ocBonds

Robert Marlatt
Bend, OR

2 minutee, 40 sec.

Michoel Berkowitz
Woodland Hills, CR
5 minutes, 21 sec.

Calls cost $1 .29 a minute and average six minutes in length. Available to touchtone

and rotary phones. Be sure to get your parents' permission to call Scary Larrv's

Adventures if you are under 1 8 years of age. Message subject to change v/ithout

notice. A service of GamePro Media Group, San Mateo, CA. Entries v/ithout

complete name; address, and phone number v/ill be disqualified.
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ioin the fun!

Only $1.49 CAN per minute
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Cheats Menu

Buster Brothers Collection

stage Select and Expert Mode

b.fiuuuici^

•>GAi« START*)

CHANGE GAMf

At the New Game/Options screen, select Options. In Options,

press Up, Down, Left, Right, Y, Y, Z, Z, A, X, Up, Down, C,

B. Now highlight Miscellaneous. You'll see a new option, Cheat,

which includes God mode and turning off the enemies. F

3 losstisniiiiT^ii^^^^H
'

1

p^-BS
10 STOCK OF

PMCTICE

PMIC
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Xevlous 3D/G

Play as Heihachi

Stage Select: At the Select Game screen, choose B. Buddies,

then select Game Start on the following screen. At the Select

Game screen, highlight Normal, and press and hold Down.
While holding Down, press x. After choosing your character

you'll find a stage-select option.

At the title screen, simultaneously press and hold Left, x,

and Start until your ship turns into Heihachi.

O,

Expert Mode: At the Select Game screen, highlight Normal, and

press and hold x on Controller One and Controller Two. This

takes you to a tougher game.

Do You Have a Secret Weapon?
If so, send it to SWAT and, if we publish it, we'll send you a

free GamePro T-shirt! Send your best tips and secrets to:

GamePro Magazine
Secret Weapons

P.O. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

mall us your tips and tricRS TPlWUgFI RfflfiHca Online

at Keyword: GamePro or at this Internet address:

swat.gamepro@gamepro.com

ctgber 199i i
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GoldentyeOO

. StarFox 64

R Clayfighter63'/3

4. International Super-

star Soccer 64

5. Tetrisphere

6. Dark Rift

7. Multi Racine

Championsnip

liaaen NFL '98

2. NFL GameDay '98

3. Final Fantasy VII

4. The Lost World;

Jurassic Park

5. NCAA Football '98

6. VMX Racing

7. Battle Arena

Toshinden 3

8. Here's Adventures
8. War Gods

9. Hercules

9. Hexen
10. Thunder

0. FIFA Soccer 64 Truck Rally

P^ Saturn

1. Sonic Jam

2. Madden NFL '98

3. Resident Evil

4. ManxTT

5. World Series

Baseball '98

6. Fighters Megamix

7. Independence Day

8. All-Star Baseball

'97 Featuring

Frank Thomas

9. NBA live '97

10. Road Rash

!. Madden NFL '98

2. The LostWorld;

Jurassic Park

3. World Series

Baseball '98

4. Road Rash 3

5. The Simpsons:

Virtual Bart

6. Scooby Doo
Adventures

7. Sonic 3D Blast

8. Ultimate Mortal

Kombat 3

9. College Football

USA '97

10. Bugs Bunny in

Double Trouble

,erNE
1. Madden NFL '98

2. Brunswick's World

Tournament of

Champions

3. Disney's Timon and

Pumbaa's Jungle

Games

4. Super Mario Kart

5. DirtTrax FX

6. Donkey Kong

Country 3

7. Ken Griffey Jr.'s

Winning Run

8. Super Mario World

ll:Yoshi's Island

9. Kirby Superstar

10. Super Mario RPG

Madden NFL '98

2. GoldenEyeOOT
Nintendo 64

3. NFL GameDay '98

4. Final FantasyVII

5. Castlevania: Symphony
of the Night

4. Time Crisis

7. Oddworid:Abe's Oddysee

8. StarFox 64
Nintendo 64

9. TheLostWorid:

Jurassic Park

GcniMS

Marvel Super Heroes
Saturn
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The most authentic baseball game available has re-loaded to defend its crown. Everything else seems strictly bush league.

Also available on 'J: j www.sega.com

® Sega and Genesis are registered m the US Patent and Trademarlt Office. Sega Saturn and Sega Sports are trademarks of SEGA, Ttie World Series is a trademark owned by Ma|or League Basetrall and may not be reproduced wittioul wrrtten consent,

l^ajor League Baseball trademarks and copyrigtits are used with permission of Major League Baseball Properties, Inc Officially Licensed By Major League Baseball Players Association ©MLBPA wwwmajofleagiiehasebatl com ©1997 SEGA, PO, Box

8097, Redwood City, CA 94063, All rigtits reserved.


